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ETCHINGS.
ENGRAVINGS.

this week the finest lot of Etchings and
shown in Ellsworth. There are some 40 or 50 of

$4

From

$15.

to

early and make

seminary, occupied the pulpit of the
Congregations! church Sunday morning.
In the evening at the people’s meeting
Mrs. Ida V.Woodbury spoke
interestingly
of missionary work among the moun-

For other local
I

A. W. CUSHMAN &

SON,

Extensive

CARRIAGES.

BACKBOARDS.

-

Largest Stock in Eastern Maine, and all up
in Style, Finish and Workmanship.

to date

EXPRESSlind

BUGGIES.

OPEN and TOP

A
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J3 L \^'1V J
NOW

TIME

IS THE

to

All Size* from

TVTV^
to

neat

a

job

two-people
that will carry fourteen.

to one

Repairing thoroughly and quickly done.
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Get

Largest manufacturer
aud dealer In Ellsworth.

Ready

by looking
which I

my lines of Suits and
selling at ridiculously low

over

am

Underwear,
prices.

Wool=Fleeced Underwear,
50c.

garment.

per

These goods arc wool-fleeced, not cotton, and are
the best bargain for the money ever offered in

I

Ellsworth.
•

Goods

Furnishing

Department

as

Attractive

as

ever.

IS Y Iv‘ X

O W lv IV

athletic club will

give a
Friday evening of

CHOCOLATES.
Fresh lot just received.

Supplied

in bulk
in

packages

|tPLEASE

t

f THE

|

!

—50c. per lb.
i
60c.

the

GRAPES.
Concords—Niagaras -Salems
—Cutuwbas.

you'll buy at sight. 3!
Kvery lady wants it when ¥

OVCTPD5
U 1 dl Cl\0 Saturday morning.
Confectionery

Tobacco

—

t

that

Received .very

*

|

—

Cigars.

J. A. CUNNINGHAM.
1
_

;
!
;
!

FALL LINE

¥

Hutton, genuine Goodyear

I

Welt, fnll round toe, with

¥

sees

it.

sole

heavy

to

keep

out T

¥

the wet.

|

$2.50 per pair.

a

Kane’s

dance at

A. COOMBS,

F.

5

*

MAINE.

EDWIN M. MOORE.
dealer in all kinds of

|

FISH.

X

£

2k
V

|

Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsb,$
f Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, 2k
rt

BOOKSELLER and STATIONER,
ELLSWORTH.

O

g
X

Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.

Q

Campbell & True Bldg.. East End Bridge, O
T
ELLSWORTH, ME.

*4040404040404040404040404

The

Only

COUNTY

FALL

MILLINERY.
Lowest Prices.

RUBBER PLANTS.
CENTURY

Subscribe
For It.

Martin

K. of

J.

Thorsen,

class

of

P., of Maine.

PLANTS.
CUT FLOWERS.

Supper

will be served.

The Junior Epworth league of the
Methodist church will give an entertainment, and sale of cake and coffee at the
vestry Saturday evening.
Rev. J. 1*. Simonton and wife returned
Saturday night from a week’s visit in
Rockport. Mr. Simonton left last night
for a short visit in Portland.

spring.
Chandler Hale and family, who have
been occupying Judge Emery’s residence,
“Firlands,” during the summer, left last
week for the Cameron residence iu Harrisburg, Pa.
John Malone has leased for three years
eating and lodging house property on
Water street to Thomas McCormick, of
Somesville.
Mr. McCormick will take
his

possession
Tuesday

at

STOVER ft GRAVES.

once.

noon

the

women

Wm. H. H.
of their excelof

Rice relief corps gave one
dinners iu Grand Army hall.

The

well patronized.
The profor the New’port home.
A meeting of the Ellsworth
festival
chorus is called for Thursday evening at
7.30, at the Unitarian vestry. Not only
members, but also others who are interested in the maintenance of the chorus,
are requested lo be present.

ceeds

was

are

John Patten, mate of the schooner
“LuluW. Eppes”, in jumping from t he tug
“Little Round Top” at Shepard’s wharf
Saturday night after towing out, sprained
his ankle

rile DUTTON OKEENUOUSES.

be

used

the

Congregational
unique historical and
will

in-

history,

Murphy, the special agent of the
Metropolitan life insurance company, of
New York, leaves this week. He has been
in Ellsworth a trilie over a year.
During
his stay here he has successfully estabT. D.

a local agency which be
leaves in
harge of D. E. Donovan, who will be re-

lished
c

sponsible to General Agent Zimmerman,
of Bangor. Mr. Murphy has made many
friends here who will regret bis deparMrs. Edward

Grindle, daughter of the
late E. Walker Moore, of Ellsworth Falls,
died at her home In West Sedgwick Monday night, of typhoid fever. Mrs. Grinthe fever in Ellsworth
nursing her father and mother. On
the day of her father’s funeral, she was
dle

contracted

while

by the news that her
son Harvey was seriously injured
by accidentally shooting himself. She was taken
ill soon after returning home. Her sou is
recovering.
summoned

home

Messrs.
Wiswell, Peters, Giles and
Hagerthy, of this city, have sold half of
township No. 4, range 12, in Somerset

county, to Charles Mullan and others of
Oldtown and Bangor. The purchase price
wrs r little over $19,000.
The same Ellsworth men have practically closed the
sale of

a

township

in the

same

locality

in

Mr. Clark was a brother of
8. Peters, formerly of this
city. He was a native of Hallowell. He
went to California in ’49 and lived there
until about seventeen years ago, when he
returned East and settled in Waltham,
lie was a lawyer by profession, and accumulated a fortune in the West. Many of
the older residents of Ellsworth will remember him, and will regret to learn of
nine years.
Mrs. George

his death.
The law court has set aside the verdict
in the Hancock county case of Arthur W’.
Campbell, son of George R. Campbell, of
Ellsworth, against the Chase Granite Co.,
of Bluehill, and ordered a new trial. Decision was based on evidence that during
trial the merits of the case were frequently under discussion at the boarding house
where
some

jurors were located,
the jurors participated in

several
of

and
the

§

COLLARETTES*

and

o

X

§

O

Q.0£ 6
MOUTH OK THE RIVER.
L. Remick is visiting relatives

Mrs. W.
in

Bangor.
Capt. Hugh Duffy
#

has

purchased

a

Bluehill Falls, anu moved his
family there.
Everett W., youngest child of v. llliarn
Smith and wife, is ill with
whooping
house at

cough

lung fever.
Eaton, of Mt. Desert,

and

Carl

hoarding

is

John Whitmore for the winter.

with Mrs.
in

A'

-mn

Hfcbrrtisrmmts.

.Jersey.

j

Rev. W. R. Hunt, who has been pastor
of the Unitarian church in Ellsworth for
the past two years, is to leave about Nov.
He has received and accepted a call
1.
from the First Unitarian church of Essex
county, at East Orange, N. J.
The church to which he is called is,
although but six years old, one of the
most prominent of that vicinity, and the
parish contains many wealthy residents.
Mr. Hunt is a son of Abel Hunt, of
Bangor. He is a graduate of Bowdoin
college and of the Harvard divinity
school.
During hi« residence in Ellsworth Mr.
Hunt has been HCtive not only in the affairs of his

parish,

own

but ulso

ary and social circles.
host of
friends who,

He

in

has

GEO. A. PARCH ER,

WHOLESALE and EEfAIL
DRUGGIST.

Physicians’ Supplies
* h

Mail

^-aud

!crs

liter-

made

a

while regretHng
his departure, will, nt the same time, congratulate him upon the distinction that
this call confers upon him.
For a year or more Mr. Hunt has acted
pastor of the church at Bar Harbor,
and there, too, expressions of regret at
j
his leaving are as strong as they are here
in Ellsworth.

SPECIALTIES
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T

V
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FOOTBALL.

Bucksport seminary

will

organize

a

football team.

week Ellsworth high
will meet Brewer high at Brewer.

Saturday

of next

The Dirigo football team was out for
practice for the first time Monday evening.
and Oldtown high schools
play foot i-all at Wyman park Saturday afternoon at 2.30o’clock. A good game
is looked for. The Ellsworth line-up will
be as follows: H. Campbell, right end;
Fernald, right tackle; Whitmore, right
guard; bhute, centre; Blaisdell or A.
Stockbridge, left guard; A. Stockbridge
or Billington, left tackle; Cox, left end;
Robinson, right half-back; Perkins, left
half-back; J. Stockbridge, quarter-back;
C. Campbell, full-back.
Ellsworth

will

with the Bowdoin football team that played Harvard

Bellatty played right

last
It

Wednesday.

was

been

the

done

first

by

a

end

And

Bowdoin

scored.

time the trick had ever
Maine team.
Ellsworth

doesn’t know just how much Bellatty bad
to do with making that touchdown, but
it is honor enough to be represented on
the team

aid

that

it.

Bellatty played

again with the team at half-back Saturday when it polished the globe with the
New Hampshire college team.
Here’s to
Bowdoin and Bellatty!
MARRIED
Rev.

IX

L. S. Williams,

Pond,

a

Granted

CORING KVKNTS.

Wednesday, Oct. 12, at iinu,
Er.terta in men t, “The Crown
urder the auspices of the Cong:

10
Oct.
Great
Pond,
(special)
L. S. Williams, now of Sabattus,
who was granted a divorce from his wife
in the supreme court at Auburn recently,
is well and favorably known in the northern part of Hancock county, being a
native of Great Pond, and having resided
here during the greater part of his life.
It is a case of “marrying in haste to
repent at leisure”, Mr. Williams being

Wednesday, Oct.
per

of ladies’

slightly acquainted with the young
who became his wife. Mrs. Williams,
who was then Miss Lizzie 11. Case, visited
Great Pond in June, 1884, for a few’ days
only, on her way to her home in Minnesota. The acquaintance then begun was
continued through correspondence, with
the marriage in November of the same
year as a rt*sult.
Mrs. Williams was never very popular
here, but the present outcome of the
affair was somewhat of a surprise.
In
this, the most severe and crushing trial
of his life, Mr. Williams receives the
fullest
sympathy and confidence of
those who, knowing him long and well,
have found no spot upon his character,
and can say with assurance that as a
minister of the gospel, as a citizen, and
in his home, his life has been above
Williams

hav'j

and
with

Meeting

12

circle

church at home of

of

the

t...

1 sup-

M.-hodist

E. S. Ste

hullFriday evening, Oct. 14, ai Dir’
Socic.ble of Dirigo club. Tickets, includ; extra
ing refreshments, 50 cents a
ladies admitted free; extra refr ament
tickets. 15 cents.

Saturday, Oct. 15, at dancir p:.v:lion
old Bangor road Concert unT.. auspices ot Lynch’s marine band, L^ovvorth
Falls,
rickets, 15 cents.
Saturcay evening, Oct. 15, a ivane’s
on

hall, Bluehill—Dance.
Saturday, Oct. 15,

Methodist vestry
coffee sale of

at

—

Entertainment and cake and

Epwortb league. Tickets, including everything, 10 cents.
Saturday, Oct. 15, at Wyman park—
Football. Ellsworth high school vs. Oldthe Junior

town

hig

school.

Tickets,

2.'

cents;

children, 15 cents. Game at 2.30.
Wednesday, Oct. 19, at Unitarian vestry,
5.30 to 6.30 p. m.
Harvest supper oi Unity
branch alliance club.

Tuesday,

Tickets, 25 cent.-.

25, at Penobscot Annual
convention of Hancock county Sunday
Oct

atobrrtisnntnts.

LEWIS

three

FRIKND^KG '8

CLOTHING HOUSE
is the centre clothing
establishment of Hancock

lady

Mrs.

ninl

L3—Semi-annual reunion Cion.’
Ltrand lodge, at Southwest Hnr
Oc.an Echo lodge No. 157.

very

Mr. and
children.

Ii.ill—
'.mo'’

society. Tickets, 35 cents.
Wednesday and Thursday,'

Native of Great
Divorce.

Rev.

reproach.

*.

school association.

HASTE.

—

Henry Clark died at his home
Waltham, Mass., Oct. 6, aged seventy-

William

V

LEAVE ELLSWORTH.

to

the same parties for f4S.000. It Is understood the purchasers represent New' York
capitalists, w'ho will build a large pulp
mill in the vicinity.

badly. Irving Hart went the discussion. The case was tried at the last
trip
“Eppes” in his stead.
January term, and resulted in a verdict of
Kev. Fr. Sellig, who has been assistant *500 for the plaintiff. John A. Peters, jr.,
in the

and

who will

compete for the “crown”. The
“Goddess of Fame” will preside, and
before her the aspirants for the crown
will irtake their pita.

5

O

Rev. Walter Reid Hunt to go to New'

ter

coiuinitiee of

|
I JACKETS, CAPES,

fW

TO

for

ture.

church will meet at the home of E. S.
Stevens on the Surry road this afternoon.

dinner

CALL, & CON’NICK.

THE AHERICAN.

Rev. II. W. Smith, pastor of a Universalchurch in Ontario, preached at the
Unitarian church last Sunday morning.
is t

lent

1808.

Latest Styles.

Paper.

Pittsburg, Pa., after his summer vacation spent with his mother in this city.

>i'4O4S4O4O4O4O4O4O4O4a404OV

ELLSWORTH,

| Fresh, Salt, Smoked and Dry

NOW READY.

McDonald lias returned to

Fred E. Chase left Monday for Elkhart,
ludiaua, his former home. He expects to
take charge of an electric-lighting plant
in a
town about fifteen
miles from
Elkhart. Mrs. Chase will join him in the

!

will

committee

various others
of last year were re-elected.
The entertainment committee is the same as last
year, with the addition of Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Titus, Ernbert Osgood and Mrs.
Welch. The next meeting will be held
in two weeks, when the plan of work
will be decided UDon.

road

well, formerly of Ellsworth,
‘•rch, will be a
superintendent of a mill at Gardiner, j
spectacular entertainment. It
t lie city for a few days.
troduce famous
characters of

|

WALSH’S,

and

|

§

NOW OPENED

V. L. MORANG.

social

tools.

ball,

There will be a meeting of Wm. H. H.
Rice post, G. A. R., next Monday evening,
which will be of great importance. It is
desired that every member be present.

OF

BOOKS

A Vici Kid

she

after he reached

a

ttie city farm,
storing city

Maine

’98, Ellsworth high sctn-o!, left yesterday fcr
LADIES.
Waltham, Mass., where he expects to find
A pretty shoe enhances T employment.
F. Carroll Burrill, of tins city, has been
V
the appearance of a pret- J.
elected major of the second battalion of
ty foot. Here is a shoe ¥ the second regiment of Uniform Rank,
1 •

|

finding

|

is in

f

but

fastest that has been credited to any trotsince 1895, when Azote stepped in
Bluehill, Saturday evening. Monaghan 2.04%. By thin brilliant performance,
will furnish music.
Bingen joins the exclusive set of extremel' si tr
«m imt hove beaten 2 07, viz.:
ReV. II. \V. Smith and family, of Pici.0.1,
|
Ontario, arc visiting Mrs. Smith’s parents j Alix, b. m., 2.03%; Nancy Hanks, br. in.,
at F.IImworth Falls.
2.04; Azote, b. g., 2.04
Dirduium, blk.
h.,2 05%: Fantasy, b. in., 2.06; Beuzetta,
Henry Dorgan has purchased the Gray
ch. m.,2.06% ; Kalph Wilkes, ch. b.,
2.06%;
cottage at Lord’s Cove, oti the bay, of
Bingen, br. h., 2,06%.
Charles E. Sinclair.
The entertainment “The Crown of
Mrs. H. C. Hal hew ay. who has been
Fame” to be presented at Hancock hall
spending the summer in Europe, has re’hi* evening under the auspices of the
turn d to Eds worth.
There will be

now

TO

in-

and
machinery
Further improvement will be
music festival.
made at the cemetery by the erection of
Mr. and Mrs. Seth T. Campbell and an ornamental iron fence
along the front.
child, of Island Falls, are visiting relatives
Bingen’s recent race mile in 2.06% is the
and friends here.

attending

friends and

William L.

APOLLO

He

At Woodbine cemetery decided improvement has been made by the removal
of the old hearse house.
The building
has been moved
across
the
road
to

Ferd Ward
.

Ellsworth. Mo.

Water St\,

summer.

SILKS

I

officers, giving the impression
were two organizations.
The

of

I

GOODS

g

confusion

vice-president,Mrs. David C.Hale; recording secretary, Mrs. Helen L. H. Wiggin;
corresponding secretary, Mrs. Clara O.
Hopkins; treasurer, Miss Abby Joy. The

Ellsworth the
These ladies
have many friends in Ellsworth who retheir
gret
departure. Mrs. Hopkins and
Miss Hopkins especially will be
greatly
missed from the social life of Ellsworth.

ial

5

buildings.

the

| DRESS

Now ready
for inspection.

year, as in many
resulted from the two

club and the Branch alliance are
The following officers were elected :
President, Mrs. Ann F. Greely; first vicepresident, Mrs. Mary J. Black; second

gor. They expect to leave
latter part of next week.

Mrs. W. H. Titus left to-day for a visit
of several weeks in Portland, Boston and
New York.

iting

for Winter

during

|

X

last

as

Unity

change had been made in the
requirements, he went to Dartmouth.
Mrs. Abbie Perkins, her daughter, Mrs.
Dora Hopkins, and granddaughter, Miss
Blanche Hopkins, w ill soon move to Ban-

Miss Mae B. Friend is in Portland vis-

St., Ellsworth, Me,

Franklin

there that

Francisco minstrels played to a
good house at Hancock hall last Friday

hall

office

Portland,

at

this week.

BLANKETS, ROBES and WHIPS.

1 carry full lines of HARNESSES.

lips’

store.

its

the

NEW

|c*oc<*o <x-o<>cto o o<>'t-

V

of two

one.

tended to enter the Maine medical college

Miss Inez E. Douglass left Saturday for
New York, where she lias employment in

sociable at

on

|

that there

II. Burrill has entered Dartmouth college for the study of medicine.
He has been studying in Dr. G. A. Phil-

Miss Bertine Stevens left Monday for a
visit of several mouths with an aunt in
Boston.

evening.
The Dirigo

made

C. L. MORANG.

place
sets

Charles

The San

vehicle

summer

being

“Firlands” from Hancock Point.

a

through the paint-shop—plenty of
harden thoroughly before using.

put the

time

ROAD WAGONS, SURREYS.

throughout and fully warranted.

Hand-made

William E. Whiting is reading law in
office of John A. Peters, jr.

Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., will work
degree this evening.
David Friend, of Caribou, spent Sunday with his family in this city.
Judge Emery’s family have returned to

ELLSWORTH, ME.

-----

pages 4, 5 and 8.

>>>x^oo

branch alliance held its annual meeting
for election of officers and formulating of
plans of work for the coming year.
It
was voted to have one set of officers in
minds

brick cellar has been built under the
main house and ell. The cellar is 6% feet
deep. The house has been raised eighteen inches.
Other
improvements are

the second

—

Franklin Strect,

neirs see

improvements are being
city poor farm buildings. A

new

the

FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
No. l

whites of Tennessee.

tain

made at the

the best selections.

Peters, jr., Irving Osgood and Frank S.
Lord, trustees. The meeting adjourned
until next Wednesday evening.
Tuesday afternoon the Unity club

Prof. Ropes, of the Bangor theological

_

Call

The annual meeting of the Unitarian,
was held last evening.
Hev. W.
R. Hunt announced his acceptance of a
call to the church at Orange, X. J
He
hoped his change would not affect, the
work here. He said he was in correspo.
dence with Pres. Samuel A. Eliot, of the
American Unitarian society, who believed he had in view a man who would
be acceptable to the society here, and
well adapted for the work. He requested
that no action be taken at present. The
society elected officers for the ensuing
year as follows: John D. Hopkins, president; Mrs. A. F. Greely, vice-president;
Frank E. Call, clerk; William W. Morrison, collector and treasurer; John A.

After the re-organization of the Unity
branch alliance club, in the vestry of the
Unitarian church, Tuesday afternoon, it
was voted to hold a harvest
supper Wedu< sday evening, Oct. 19.
Supper from 5.30
to 6 30. Ail interested are asked to contribute food.

Stibcrttenncnta.

plaintiff; E. E. Chase and A. W. King
defendants.

society

“Blaisdell”.

Town of Dedham—Non-resident tax notice.
Nokth Hancock:
M C Austin—Trespass notice.
Auhuhn, Me
Dr J F True & Co—Trnc’s Kllxlr.

price

for
for

Capt. James Farrell, who has been sailing the schooner “Sarah A. Blaisdell”, has
left her to accept a position as janitor of
a building in Boston.
He will move to
Boston with his family November 1.
R.
C. Bonsey will take commaud of the

Gouldsroko:
Town of Gouldaboro—Non-resident tax notice.
Blueiiill :
Town of Bluehlll—Non resident tax notice.
Dedham:

*»*

and range in

WEEK.

King & Hutchings—Dissolution of partner
ship.

w

We shall have the last of

Engravings ever
the latest subjects,

THIS

pastor at the Catholic church this season,
left on Friday for Rockland, where he
w ill remain a short time.
Fr. Sellig made
many friends during his stay here who
hope he will return next summer.

Lout—Collarette.
Rockland, Bluehlll & Ellsworth Steamboat
Co—Fall schedule.
Admr notice—Eat Albion I* Clement.
Admr nolle —Eat Mercy Bartlett.
Admr nutlco—Bet Thomas D Jones.
Admr notice— Bet E»>en H Wyman.
Exec notice- Eat Lewis N Ward well.
K K Thompson—-Notice to public and mariners.
Boston A Bangor Steamship Co—Wiutcr rates.
Probate notice— Eat« Ezra K Dunham et ala.
Joseph M Bray—Notices of foreclosure.
Wanted —Written proposals.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
C L Moraiifc—Dry goods.
E J Walsh—Shoe sio.e.
Call & Conn’ck—Millinery.
A W CiisiiuM' .1 A Son—Fu. nl.ure.
Edwin M MooiC— Fish market.
Lamoink:

AGENTS,

ELLSWORTH,

ADVERTISEMENT*

SEW

REPRESENT THE

WE

J?

oON,

W

AFFAIRS.

county, and it is

proposed to maintain
the leading position it
now

holds.

...

AGENTS

FOR

PETTIBONE

BROS.*

KNIGHT TEMPLAR UNIFORMS
LEWIS

FKIILNO cV

<

*

DEALERS in

Men’s,

Boys' and

Youths

Block,

Ell

Manning

1

hi.

L

(MUI&MAM

Ill

KNDKAVOK.

Topic For the Week Ktgiuning Oct, If).
Comment br Hev. N. H. Doyle.
Topic.—“Our society work and huw t<« better it.”—Jud^. vii, 1-w, 19-22. (A nnvtinfr to
consider all branches of society work, to be
led by the president.)
The principle of better work in onr
Societies is aptly illustrated iu the topical reference. It is the story of Gideon
and his hand of 800 men and their
glorious victory over the Midianites.
The one great lesson of that interesting
Kory is that success in work for God
depends primarily upon God Himself
and not upon men. God reduced Gid.eon 's #niy from thousands to hundreds
to illustrate this truth. This story is an
actual demonstration of the principle
that success in Christian life and enterJirisc is ‘‘not by might, nor by power,
but by My spirit," saith the Lord of

8bbrrtt»rmmt3.

Column.

i£. <£. U

The editor invites secretaries of local unions
of the W. C. T. U. in Hancock county, ami
white rtbboners generally, to contribute to this
column reports of meetings or items that will be
of interest to workers in other parts of the
county. We would like this to he a live column,
but it needs some effort on the part of W. (J. T.
U. women to make It so. It is a column of their
making, not ours, and will he what they make

Will tho New Generation of Women bo More
Beautiful or Less So? Miss Jossio
Ebnor's Experience.
A

Items and communications should he short,
it.
and are, of course, subject to approval of the

ISLE.

Jennie Seamans, State missionary
the W. C. T. I’., is expected here Wednesday, Oct. 12, to hold meetings afternoon and evening in the interests of her
work. She -expects to be at Stonington
Thursday, and from there will go to Sedgwick, Brooklin and other places in llanHosts.
I cock county.
Realizing this dependency upon God,
It is hopedjthat her visit will cause an
as Endeavorers we must consecrate our; increased interest in the W. C. T. V. work,
selves anew to God. Perhaps we have and all white ribboners are invited to cobeen depending too much upon our
operate with her to this end.
glorious membership for succe-s iu EnMrs. Stevens, State president, was much
deavor work. If so, let us henceforth
pleased to tind the W. C. T. V. column in
more
God.
But
there
is
upon
depend
The American of Sept. 28, so well tilled.
work for us to do.
We are “eolaborers Write
again, sisters, and be social.
with God.
It was “the sword of the
Cor. Sec.
Oct. 7.
Lord and Gideon” that defeated the
CONVENTION.
ECHOES
FROM
THE
Midianit s. We need God, and although
Some of Hancock’s delegates wanted to
God does not need ns, yet Ho wants us,
and if we work, depending upon Him see the county song in print, therefore a
for success, we cannot but succeed.
copy is sent herewith. As each county
Realizing onr dependence upon God song was called for, the delegation from
and reconsecrating ourselves to Him, that county stood on the platform and
let us aim in the year before us to bet- sang it. Miss Sarah Hall sang with them,
and the singing was accompanied with
ter our work by having
1. Better prayer meetings. The pray- the piano.
The Hancock president held the county
er meeting is the inspiration of the society. It inspires us to better work l»anner, while” the song was sung, and as
along all lines. Let leaders prepare each union was named the delegates raised
themselves more prayerfully and care- their hands. Hancock’s quota was as folfully than ever before. Let us have lows: Mrs. L. May Robbins, president;
more variety than ever before.
Let no Mrs. A. W. Clark, treasurer; Mrs. R. S.
member fail to take some part in the Warren, corresponding secretary; Mrs.
meeting. Let prayers be more definite. P. C. Clark, Mrs. Dodge, Mrs. Dr. Abby
Tl-U
M. Fulton, Mrs. L. C. Call, Mrs. A. M.
Let us have a more intelligent and Lawton, Mrs. Freeman, Mrs. M. M. Day,
Scriptural discussion of the P. M. topic. Mrs. V. Goss, Mrs. A. O. Thomas, Miss
2. A better membership. The work Ida Day.
of the society depends entirely upon the
HANCOCK SONG.
character of the individual membership.
Tune, Auld Lang Syne.]
Raise the standard of membership. God
Now Hancock's delegation comes
teaches us by the story of Gideon's band
With banner ami with song.
to drop tho names of those who are disBar Harbor frem her hills so grand
And Ellsworth firm and strong.
loyal and insincere from the roll of
Mrs.

of

-....

—

Better committee work. Have the
monthly meetings of committees been
abandoned? Begin them at once. Have
written reports declined into a verbal
report of “progress?” If so, change
them at once. If yon have done nothing, write out that fact, and it will inBure a report of a different character for
the next business meeting.
4. Better socials. Begin and close all
social gatherings with prayer. Then do
nothing between times that wotild make
the prayers a mockery. Make tho socials entertaining, educational and sociable.
Bible Readings.—II Chrou. xxxi, 20,
21: xxxiv, 1-12; Ps. xo, 17; Prov. xvi,
8; Eccl. iii, 17; ix, 10; Zech. iv, 0; Isa.
xlix, 1-ti; Math, xxv, 14-30; John ix, 4;
I Cor. x. 81: xv, 7)8; Eph. iv, 11-10;
Col. iii, 17; I Pet. iv, 11.
of

Prospective.
■fc-Yeuib in tlunipolves of little importance* we* efren »*<t»,om of tJ><» greatest
moment, 1 rause in some surface way
they minis r to our natural affections
or our worldly interests. Opportunities
of life we generally valuu in strange
■

disproportion.

Opportunities

!

good health.

The battle that began in Eden between
selfishness, whose other name is sin,
and obedience to divine dictates of incarnate love has raged through all the
Shall the serpent or the
ages since.
Creator be obeyed? Shall men do as
they please or shall they please God?
It is a contest for kingship, and whenever the alluring temptations of sin are
spumed and the loving words of the
wise Lord are obeyed, in that moment
Jesus Christ is exalted afresh. Our vic-

tories, our achievements, our spiritual
advancements, all are means of lifting
higher the conquering Christ.—William T. Ellis.
Approved of God.
The ruling desire of every member
of tho church should be to show himself “approved of God, a workman that
needeth not be ashamed.” To be approved of men, that is to be papular in
the world, is tho most dangerous thing
that can befall a Christian. “Woe unto
you when all men speak well of you,”
6aid tho Master Himself. “The friendship of the world is enmity with God.”
To have the approval of the world,
then, is to have the disapproval of God.
No Christian can afford that.—Christian Instructor.

police fore*.

we

PEER

j

ISLE.

Co-workers:—What

Dear

you all
T. unions?

are

doing in your several W. C.

also

verify

not bear from

every local secretary

▲

oc-

Our State organizer and lecturer. Mrs.
Jennie E. Seamans, will be in Hancock
county after Oct. 12. Any one desiring
her services in organizing may address her
in my care after that date for two weeks.
We are hopeful of good work being done
during her trip here. She has been in
Knox county for two weeks and has been
doing faithful helpful work there.
We hope you all have read the report of
the State convention, for it was a grand

a story of a woman addressed to women.
It
plain statement of facts too strong in themselves
to require embellishment, too true to be doubted, too instructive to be passed over by any woman who appreciates the value of good health.

is

to-day
grandmother*.
They are bearing a burden
of

are

net

as

strong

in

silence

that grows heavier day by day; that is
sapping their vitality, clouding their happiness, weighing them down with the woe
of ill health.

Mrs. Alexander B. Clark, of 417 Michigan Avenue, Detroit, is a typical woman
of to-day. A wife with such ambition as
only a loving wife can have. But the
joys of her life were marred by the existence of disease.

Suffering

as

was

i

suffered, she almost despaired of life and
yet she was cured.
To-day she is well 1
She wants others to profit by her experience ; to grow well t to enjoy health;
to be as happy as she is.
"For five years I suffered with ovarian
trouble," is Mrs. Clark's own version of
the story.
"I was not free one single day
from headache and intense twitching pains
in my neck and shoulders.
"For months at a time 1 would be confined to my bed.
"At times black spots would appear
before my eyes and I would become blind.
My nerves were in such a state that a step
on the floor unsettled me.

The headache is gone; the twitching
gone; the nervousness is gone; the
trembling has ceased, and 1 have gained

twenty-six
pounds.
44

Health and strength is mine and I am
thankful to Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for
Pale
for the blessing.”
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills have proved a
boon to womankind. Acting directly on
the blood and nerves, they restore the
requisite vitality to all parts of the body,
creating functional regularity and perfect
harmony throughout the nervous system.
The pallor cj the cheeks is changed to
the delicate blush of health; the eyes brighten; the muscles grow elastic, ambition is
created and good health returns.
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills are sold by all
druggists, who universally consider th*m
the most important remedial agent they
have to dispense.

People

box.—Harper's Magazine.
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STEWART,

M. .D.

HOMtKOPATHIST,
West BRo.tKsvii.Lit,
Maine.
Graduate Boston I
Meml>er of
Uecdly
Maine Homo >pathtc V... .t -Mulct) A morlran
Institute of iioii.
..ill.., a’nl corresponding
member Boston »I >.
pnthU Medical society
TKI.kl’IloM-

uNSSCTION.

K. IR'NKER, JK.,

JOHN

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
orricLa

at

BAH 1IAHIPs>K AN1) BLUEUILL, ME.
Bar HnrLor offices
7 and ft Mt. DesertBlock,
Bluehlll oflh e upen Sat unlay a.
f

n

tt

j

j

n ni.-i’f

v

DENTIST.
Graduate of the Philadelphia Dental College,
class of ’75
49~Office in Giles’ Block, Ellsworth.
Closed Wednesday afternoons until further
notice.

CARROLL

|

BURRILL,

ATTORNEY

j

AND

11

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Notaht I'cblic

Justice

and

or the

Peace.

Office over Burrlll National Bank,
State Street,
Ellsworth, Me.

*.
(*

H. W. HAYNES,

DR

DENTIST.
WSandolor for tha Palnloa, Eatraotloa of Tooth.
,*.omct OVER e. j. WALSH'S STOKE..*.

Sanitarium \

Wednesday

Closed
notice.

Compaq.

O

ufternouua until further

LITTLEFIELD,

M.

D.,

PHYSICIAN,
BLUEHILL,
•

POSITIVELY CURE

A JLJL Servo us It is* uses—Fai ling Mem*
ory, Impotoiu-y, Shrf-i lossaess, etc., caused
by Abuse or other Kxcotwee and Indiscretions. They tjui< hi u anil surelu
restore Lost Vitality in old or young, and
fit u man for study, business or marriage.

MAINE.

TELEPHONE

Insanity and Consumption if

CONNECTION.

T^R. HARRY W. OSGOOD,
IIOMCEOPATHIST,
Main

AJAX REMEDY CO..
For sale In Ellsworth,
George A. Pakchkk,

A.

j

MADE ME A MAN
AJAX TABLETS
Prevent

King, President.

Profrsaional Carfis.

2

•

particulars Inquire of

llKNKV 'V. ( I SIIMAN, Pec’V.
First Nat'l Bank Bldg.

A. \\*.

"tT™™™™™""™™™* ! i

H^ItbOr

NEW SERIES

open, Share*,
each; monthly
payment*, *i per *hare.

now

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

St.,
Ellsworth, Me.
#**Ovcr Postal Telegraph Co.

(Successor to Dr. a. L. Douglass.)
Night calls answered promptly at the office.

Me., by
Druggist.

to

J^ENJ.

PATENTS.

B.

WHITCOMB,

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW

C

cats, and Trade Marks obtained ami a l‘a'uelnesa conducted for Modi rate Fees.
»
.r office la
opposite U. S. Patent Office. We
ha
uo 6ub agencies, all business direct, hence
ca:
ransaetpatent business in less time and at
Lh *i COST than those remote from Washtei

assisted to

To Be Miserable.

about what
Think about yourself,
you want, what respect people ought to
pay to yon and what people think of
yon—in other wards, center all your
thoughts on self—and you will have
abundance of misery.—Charles Kings-

to 12

when you can borrow on your
shares, give a tlr<t mortgage and
reduce It every month- Monthly
payment-* and Interest together
whl amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and in about 10 years you
will

•«%%%%%«%%% %«%%%«•

are

1> a. m.

WHY PAY RENT?

Bangor Sanitarium. ( *
Where the demon whic h controls him can
be overcone by the Springer Method,
and the apj>etUe i>erntanently removed.

“

dally, from

A
is

3bUrTti3nnmt5.

;

BURRIIL, Treasures.

Is what your money wllPearn If
Invested In shares of;the

!

beginners.

a sense of what you are, where
g 'iug and whither you ought to
be tending. This is most painful discipline, but most wholesome.—Kefornitd Church Messenger.

ley.

j

WHITCOMB, Vice-President.

were an

any medicine for their kidneys.”
Doan's Kidney Bills are for sale by ail
dealers, price 50 cents. Mailed by FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y. Sole agents
for the C. S. Hemember the name, Doan’s,
and take no other.

V

by law exempt from

are

HOARD OF DIRECTORS:
A. F. Burnham,
John F. Whitcomb,
N. B. Coolidge,
F. Carroll Burhill,
Charles c. Burrill.

quire

mail and railroad.

for

daily and hourly to be calm,
stop yourself forcibly and recall your

yon

remedy for looseness of

box from his store. After the treatment
no aches or ]>ains of any kind and 1
slept well. In fact, my health was good
in general. Since I have been cured I cannot say too much for Doan’s Kidney Bills.
I advise everyone to use them if they re-

j

1873.

1,

Deposits draw Interest from the first day of
March, .1 une, September and December.

1 had

j

May

COOLIDCtE, President.
CHARLES C.

a

_

Strive

ftind

N. It.

m in tuna.
Their nse shows iromediato improve
ment and effects a CUKE where all t-iher fail
Insist upon having the genuine Ajax Tablets.
They
have cured thousands and wiii cure you. We give a positive written guarantee to effect u cure Cfl PTC in
each case or refund the money. Price W W I Vi
per
package; or six pkges (full treatment! for |2.60. By
mail, in plain wrapper, upon receipt of price. Circular

Paiuful, but Wholesome.

tn

Actual Business

women

back, i£ acting as a support and af- i
fording me some relief. For J wevks before I commenced using Doan’s Kidney
Bills I could get no rest without placing a
hot water bottle to my back at night.
I
read of Doan's Kidney Bills and decided
to try them, as 1 had many other remedies
for the kidneys, after seeing then, advertised, so 1 asked Mr. Wiggin to bring me

|

Hunine**

Deposits in this hank

of my

assured.

in tho country, or a judge of the supreme
court of the United States, or a bishop and
his wife.
Tho door opened, and in walked black
Betty, the old negro servant who had
nursed Mr. Booth’s daughter when she
was a baby, had taken tho most tender
care of his wife when she was slowly dying
and had been a lifelong friend to them all.
Sho kissed "Massa Edwin’s” hand,
shook hands coed hilly with Mr. Hutton
and let herself be placed in tho most comfortable rocking chair. Then she began to
talk familiarly aoout her own affairs and
Mr. Booth's.
She could not afford to go
to tho theater ‘‘no mo’,” she said, but she
wanted her husband to seo Ma>sa Edwin
play.” Could sho have a pass for two for
that night?
He wrote the pass at once and put it into her hand.
She read it and returned it
with a shake of her hoad. ‘‘They was only
‘‘The do'keeper
niggers," she said.
wouldn’t let no niggers into tho orchestra
seats.
A pass to the gallery was good
enough for them."
A second paper she received silently, but
with another and still more decidod shako
of her head. Glancing over her shoulder,
Mr. Hutton read: "Puss my friend Betty
Blank and party to iny box this evening.
Edwin Booth." And Betty occupied the

happiness.
**

BANGOR BRANCH

different

tain an audience with tho man who had
been too tired to see tho daughter of one
of tho most distinguished men of science

Eminent doctors, skillful nurses, the
best food and medicine all failed. Then
I consented to an operation. That, too,
failed and they said another one was necAfter the second 1 was worse
essary.
than ever and the world was darker than
before.
*Tt was then I heard of Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills for Pale People.
u
1 heard that they had cured cases Kk*
mine and 1 tried them.
**
They cured me! They brought sunshine to my life and filled my cup with

ELLSWORTH, ME.
Commenced

utter stranger In a
had completely lost your
way, whose guidance w ould you place the
more confidence in, a
stranger's lost like
yourself, or a resident s born and bred in
the city? When a ship reaches the offing
of a strange port, whose hand directs the
filler and brings her safe to her moorings?
A trusty pilot’s or a greenhorn’s? Whose
opinions, statements, and experience can
the reader depend upon the more, those
published from bona fidt Kllsworth citizens or those originally drafted in
every
hole and corner of the 1’nion, except our
own
Kllsworth and its suburbs? Head
this Kllsworth case:
Mrs. L. C. Berry, of b High street, says:
“Thirty years or more l doctored for kidney complaint, for the most miserable
pains in the small of the back extendii g
to the shoulder blades and 1 could not sit
up 5 minutes. For 3 weeks at a time 1
was unable to walk around and 1 often
had to lie with a fur pillow under the small

Thereupon he waited, curious to discover the identity of the i*»r>on who could ob-

is

thousands of her sisters have

THE

j

a

ELLSWORTH. ME.

Hancock Gonnly Savings Bank,

Because it is the Experience of an
Ellsworth Citizen and can Readily be Investigated.

"tfhow the lady up,” said the now in
actor and Mr. Hutton put on his
He was not
overcoat to leave the room.
allowed to depart. The lady was a friend
of his and would bo glad to sot) him, he

44

their

with

met

MAIN STREET,

To Be Depended Upon.

ter os t«.d

a

women

that

Correspondence solicited.

ftlrbical.

you
and

m.

Akdkew P. 'Viswei.l, 1'retident,
8. K. Whiting, Vice President,
IIknItV w. CUSHMAN, Cashier.
DIRECTORS:
A. P. Wiswell,
8. K. Whiting,
L. A. Emkbv,
E. If. Gkeklt,
Eugene Hale,
a. W. Kino.

tars.

kept handy. Nature's
the bowels.—Advt.

1 p.

Every facility offered Customers.

No such thing as "summer complaint” where
I»r. Fowler’s F.xtract of Wild Strawberry is

a

$20,000.
m. to

taxation.

Suppose
large city

$50,000.

SURPLUS,
Rankin* hours from 9 a.
Saturdays from 9 to 12.

JOHN F.

fate.

This is

The

name

CAPITAL STOCK.

Journal,

Men believe with their eyes and

•■

a

the

with their

....

came

in

OF KI.L.S WORTH.

Spain.

ml caller, a
throughout the
country, turned away ui, hunt seeing Mr.
Vet an t. • r » ar»l was sent down
Booth.
with the statement that ‘Mr. H«K»:h \v.i>
and !..> wile
engaged,” and a g< nth n
whom few |>eopIe would !;..
f\ f u.m d to
receive became comimvd that the actor
was an exception
t t the rule, but nr last

A Woman’s
Barden.

FIRST
NATIONAL BANK

the

and

An inviting list of special articles of
great interest makes up the table of contents for the October magazine number
of the Outlook.
Prominent among these
is that by the Outlook's special corrispondciit at Amsterdam and The Hague,
Dr. William Elliot Uriflls, on “C^ueen
Wilhelmina and her Kealm”.
Equally
timely in interest is that by Jacob A.
Kiis, on “Roosevelt and his Men”. Dr.
Edward Everett Hale's
ii^tallment for
the month of “James Bussell Lowell and
His Friends” deals with “Mr. Lowell in
Spain”, and throws a light on Spanish
methods and Spanish eharacter which
has direct application to the present situation between the United States
and

honorably known

man

some

with

however, is not
form, but in additional reading
merely
matter, new departments and features.

Story of Edwin Booth and fils Old Ne-

away disappointed
A few minutes later

improvement
magazine form

for

line

in

A little Incident will sometimes show
the character of a man more clearly than
Mr. I^iurence Hutton tells a
a great act.
story of Edwin Hooth that reveals tho
kindly heart of tho man whom the wor](l
knew as a famous actor.
Mr. Hutton called upon Mr. Booth ono
afternoon at tho Albemarle hotel in New
York and found him In an easy chair with
a pipe in his mouth. The long chat which
ensued was not undisturbed. Mr. Booth
was in great request, and before long a
waiter entered and put a card into his
hand.
"Tell the lady that Mr. Booth is engaged.” was the quiet answi r. and an influential leader in New Yor!. society went

ItibcrtignncntB.

is

ment

gro Servant.

with your work?

Ego.

__

men

been

in

banking.
Established 1887.

the tendency
toward
for the daily paSome of the advantages of this
per.
form are a paper of more convenient size
for the reader and less waste of space, as
the disappearance of the poster heads
must necessarily follow.
The improve-

dusted Into the stocking* w ill relieve aching, smarting,
tender feet, also excessive perspiration of the feet.
For proof of tills, u«k I.ieut AV. F. (iunn, of Hartford
the claim. It soothes and heals all skin trouble.

casionally? County superintendents, will
you not send in something in connection

Chorun.
the ribbon white, my friends,
We’ll wear the ribbon white,
For God ami home and every bind,
We’ll work for truth and right.

SOUTH

OvV CMOl

has

The change is

modern

E. Finkham's Vegetable Compound strengththc female organs and regulates the menses as
nothing else will. Following is a letter from Miss
JessieEbner, 1712West Jefferson St., Sandusky, Ohio.
“Dear Mrs. Pinkhav:—I feel it my duty to letyou
know of the great benefit your remedies have been to
1 suffered for over a year with inflammation of
me.
the ovaries. I had doctored, but no medicine did mo
any good. Was at a sanatorium for two weeks. Tho
doctor thought an operation necessary, but I made up
ray mind to give your medicine a trial before submitting to that. I was also troubled with
lcucorrhcea, painful menstruation, dizziness, nervousness, and was so
weak that I was unable
1 have
to stand or walk.
taken in all several bottlesof Lydia E. Pinkhaiu's
Vegetable Compound and
Mood Purifier, and am
I will always give your medicine the highest praise.”

W
Over 30 of his

with

supplement

weeks.

How docs the work prosper in your lo- success.
I hope you will respond to this
cality? If you are specially successful in appeal to send in some items concerning
work
all over the county.
your
any department of the work, will you not
Very sincerely, always for temperance
and
so
some
other
union?
and
report
help
your white ribbon cause,
Lillian May Kobrins,
The editor has so cordially invited us to
President Hancock Co. \V. C. T. U.
fill this column, it is a pity to lose the opportunity, especiall}’ when we can be so
BLACK BETTY IN CLOY KB.
helpful to each other by so doing. Can

wear

Oct. 7.

|

-"SB

For God and home ami native land
We’ll wear the ribbon white.

placed

Within easy reach, by which tho blessings of spiritual life are made possiblo
to us, we often accept as a matter of
’course without any special thought
about it, while the chance for a little
gain of a worldly kind, a little advantage over our fellow man, we value in
Cur thoughts as a remarkable piece of
jped fortune. And do wo not congratulate our friends upon all the good
earthly fortune that comes to them, but
how little do we havt) to say to them on
account of the kingdeta of God in their
lives.
Even onr good will for our
friends is out of perspective.—Helper.

£•
f Oil Ml O

Come, sisters, join with heart and hand
To work lor truth ami right;

We’ll

trated

Digest,

to

At all grocers
in 2-lb. pkgs. only

Journal Sunday appeared
pages about half the
former size, but with twice as nuny of
them. The news and miscellaneous pages
are now the same size as the
Sundsy illus-

form,

new

to

uaker Oats

The Boston

in

Ask Mrs. Plnkham’s Advlce-A Woman best Understands a Woman’s Ills

Fair Southwest Harbor leads the van,
Let Brooklin fall in line.
With South Deer Isle and Stonington,
For the sake of Auld Lang Sync.

8.

Out

in

Easy

issues she will show* the others.

Lydia

_

membership.

graceful

Buy,

to

Cook,
Easy to Eat,

finest of its kind inexistence.
Miss
now to show ttie world her
dolls,
and explain them, and in t he next issue of
the Ladies’ Home Journal she will show
pictures of the first twenty. In following

ens

now

Easy
Easy

Alden Is

_1__V.....

_

t.o L„:y i ood

and

figure 1 These are equipments that
widen the sphere of woman's usefulness.
How can a woman have grace
of movement when she is suffering
from some disorder that give s her those
awful bearing-down sensations? How
can she retain her beautiful face when
she is nervous and racked with pain ?
Young women, think of your future and provide
against ill health. Mothers, think of your growing
daughter, and prevent in her as well as in yourself
irregularity or suspension of nature's duties.
If puzzled, don't trust your own judgment. Mrs.
Pinkhain will charge you nothing for her advice; write
to her at Lynn, Mass., and she will tell you how to

editor.]
SOUTH PEER

and

face

pleasing

aVjcrtisrmrrts.

Magazine, Hook ami Newspaper Notes.
The editor of Harper's Magazine, Henry M. Alden, has a daughter who has
made r coll*ction of over 100 dolls, each
doll representing a different nation and
being made in Hint country. The collection is considered to be the most unique

MRS. PINEIIAM TALKS TO THE FUTURE WOMAN,

OPENS
SPECIAL
FREE

...

CATALOGUE.

ON

OK ABOUT NOV.

ATTENTION

0

4

TO

PENMANSHIP

Address—

1.
AND

positions'

—

SHORTHAND.

F. L. SHAW, President,

Portland, Maine.

ing’

OFFICE IN

PETERS' BLOCK,

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

n.

r- ;d model, drawing, or photo, with
dcscrip
tloii. We advise, If patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent la secured.
A book, “How to obtain Patent ,“ with references to actual clients In your state, county, or !
town, sent free. Address

C. A. SNOW & Co.,

Opposite Patent Office, Washington,

D. 0.

F.

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY
AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all classes of
pensions against the United States.

I Ellsworth,.Maine*
Business solicited.

BY

G.

SbbertiBtmmtB.

a departure from the
thing that others will lx*
leaving it by seeing the

the need of making

PKE8ENT-DAY THOUGHTS.

path

GROSVENOR DAWS,

solemn

so

deterred

from

hopeless faces of those

f Copyrighted by Da we A Tabor. I

who

can

SEPARATED FROM THE WORLD.

nevermore

therein. But even granting that it is
an innate evolutionary feeling, yet when
applied to the poor, woe-begone individual
it seems horribly unjust. A*d it probably
is.
What say you in relation to your sister,^! you answer Cain’s question?
walk

with

There

people who will buy a book because of its
cover, but they are no judges of literature.
The soul-thoughts of the great are nothing
to such superficial ones, unless decked out
in colors that catch the eye; as if one
should tie a shot-silk petticoat around the
ample waist of the Venus de Milo in order
to make her a work of art.
As with books so with women, until
your sex is growing weary of being measured by externals. Your pearly teeth,
cherry lips, ravishing eyes, fairy form have
been held upas desirable until you must
be tired of such comments. At any rate if
you are not, you ought to be; for the man
who proposes to marry because of your
form or your eyelashes is only exceeded
in foolishness by one individual, and that
one—the woman who relies upon physical
Some words

women :

are

Indeed, you

are

not men; for

Deafness,

You

are

not

as

fickle

You

is often the cause of deafness.
a short
step exists from a head
catarrh to serious ear troubles. Dundreds of such cases might be averted
But

love your ideal one after death and until
your own death comes. Not many men
The comfortable aspects
are thus loyal.
of home and their own helplessness in
keeping these aspects up appeal to them
You can be
more strongly than to you.
an absent lover in your
worshiping
happy
forever.
hold
a
man's
to
fancy
beauty
and you can wait for his return forTrashy novelists with a gift for adjec- heart;
without a murmur and without a
tives and a follow ing of callow youths or ever
save a little more tenderness towards
hardened sybarites are the chief offenders. ] sign,
all. But the man? Well—somehow he is
They seem to be in league to blind them- S
so patient.
selves to the highest excellences of woman- not quite
hood, by seeing their ideal only in a fresh
!
You are not gifted with the fierce frown
slip of a girl. With most chilling cruelty
will they describe crow’s feet and furrows and the hoarse voice that find a place on
and marks, if they happen to sketch a the tented field, but you are the mothers
and dear ones of “the men behind the
woman of twenty-five or thirty.
But let us be thankful. Not all men are guns”, and the quality of your daily heronovelists; and there yet remain a residue 1\ ism and conscientiousness is worked into
who can bear with much less “pearly” and the very texture of them. Our victories
“fairy” and “cherry” and a good deal have been your victories, for you made the
mixture of bravery and intelligence that
more good sense; of which woman has a
greater share at twenty-five than man, but rendered them possible.
You are not the out-in-the-world laboreven then none too much.
er, but you are the fashioner or the reAs the rough rock contains the garnet, warder of the one who is out there. He is
so there is a divinity and dignity about
proclaiming you and doing your work.
womanhood that is absolutely independ- You are the impulse back of nearly all
And it can show forth men’s successes. Nerved on by you they
ent of good looks.
whether the feet ar. summoned ton path strive to make homes and to maintain
that only one traverses, nr to a broader t hem.
uoionon !
r»ra 1111-u-nnM
way wherein two walk in accord. But
some of you yet lull your higher senses to
without homes to foster them, and homes
sleep by seeking admiration and challeng- of tastefulness and culture arc only possiing flattery. You have your reward, and ble because women area little higher up
it is a selfish one; for the men who praise than men, more delicate in their feelings,
you to your face are apt to judge the whole more sensitive of the crude and the rough.
sex by your silliness, and vanity and shalOther things to be said to you are many
lowness.
and varied. One will suffice for now. The
twentieth century is dawning. The color
l>et me answer a few questions as t<> of
its dawn and the glory of its day are
what you are and what you ar not as a
yours to influence. Being called to great
sex.
First, you are not men, and lor that things, be done with silly trilies.
you may be thankful; as most of us have
erred from the way, while only a few »»f
KITTKKY I'O < 'A l<! I SOU.
you turn aside. Even your fatal wanderings are often prompted by ih unselfish- Om
Week’s Windowings of News,
ness of your love; and tii.- is never, absoNovelty and Nonsense.
lutely never, true of man. He will floun- 1 The thirtieth annual convention of the
der in the ditch of pa.s.sjon and if p- reliance
Maine State Sunday school association
he drags there, too, the one who could and
will be held at Skow began October IS, ly
w..uM
ive him. he often climbs out and
and JO.
she too often remains.
Yes, you are not
Baroness Von Teuffcl, formerly Miss
is
and
it
for
we
boast
of
our
well;
men,
Blanche Willis Howard, the famous
superior strength and we are weak in
directions where we expect you to he novelist, and native of Bangor, died in
what a wild orgv-like Stuttgart, Germany, Friday.
strong.

of

Imagine

Tlie decomposed body of Frank Trott
women were slaves
was found Wednesday on the beach near
impulse like the men.
Again, you are not men; for we can for- j East hay at Perry where the crazed man
give both men and women, hut women as ! committed suicide. He had been missing
a class refuse forgiveness to women.
This two weeks.
extends to other tilings beside moral
Elmer Snowman, of Kangeley, was conlapses. I have known many men delib- 1 victed under the new State guide law in
erately trj- year after year to help another the Franklin county court. This was a
man overcome drink; but the woman who
test ease, and an appeal was taken to the
to

the gutter for another supreme court where the
constitutionality
than would seem posj of the act will be tried.
sible.
the
whole
of
.his
tenYet, perhaps
At a meeting of t he Maine Lumbermen’s
dency should not be regarded as an evil; and Land-owners’ association at Bangor
since it seems with you to arise more from
! last week the following resolution was
impulse than deliberate thought; as unanimously
adopted: “Resolved., That
j
though you were all conscious within of the Maine Lumbermen’s and Lsnd-ownj
\ ers’ association emphatically protests
Stuntisrmcnta.
against any action being taken by the
American commissioners now in session
WITH
j at Quebec looking to the reduction of
will go down to
are fewer

woman

1

£

HPAINS

iller.l

it In Itself.

ulck Cure for

p

®

COUGHS,!

IEA,
MATISM,

p
I

31 A.

v

—
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BEWARE

g

—

„„,it Bottles.

OF IMITATIONSBUY ONLY THE

Gl

PERRY DAVIS’

the

duty upon

ing

that

such

Canadian

a

course

lumber,

would

believ-

he

unfair

and

unjust discrimination against
lumber industry; would destroy and
definitely postpone the long-looked

the
infor

revival of this business and would be in
direct

opposition

to the declared

policy

of

republican party and to the letter and
spirit of the Dingley bill as enacted.”

a

Rov. S. IT.

caUfeli

which broke.

got

'NF.gj

Patriotism is frequently
by scheming politicians.

used

as a

When a man has learned about one-third
facts in a case he guesses at the rest.

of the

(Solti Dust

cloak

I feel

catarrh may show itself, as it is a disease of the
mucous membrane,—the entire inner lining of all the organs of the human body,
or if neglected, by what name the average doctor may designate the cause of
the sufferer’s death. Do not wait for sueh a fate. Remember that Pe-ru-na is
what you need if your trouble originates with catarrh. You can buy it of any
druggist. Also remember that Dr. S. B. Hartman, of Columbus, Ohio, if written

A

measure

as

by agreement.

-AND-

HOT WATER

BEATING
ELDRIDGE’S.

prosperous farm-houses,
blacksmith shops, eight

lumbering may yet develop on a scale,
perhaps not as large as formerly, but sufficient to give occupation to men who may
now

!

!

j
!

SICK HEADACHE
Positively

cured by these
hittle Pills.

to occupy the deserted homes that
look out sadlyjupon the highways.

1

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Pain in the Side, TORPID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

were

a score

of

stores,
mills, and a

grocery

j

saw
Improved Yellow Kye, per bush.2.50
Pen, hand picked, per bu.2.25 j hall and
meeting-house (which also served
as a

Improved, per bu (seed).2.50
Butter.

school-house).
farms remain,

A few

Creamery per lb.2*
Hairy.18 3.22

three years

and

within the past

(

notable

improvements 1
Cheese.
have been made, but the town is practi- i
Bent factory (new) per lb.I23.I6
deserted.
Best dairy new
15 cally
Empty houses with
Hutch (Imported).yo
broken windows and doors falling off can 1
Neufchatel.
05
be found in any direction one turns, offerKR*»j
Fresh laid, per doz.20
ing splendid inducements for tramps to j
Hay.
1
Bi -t loose, per ton.. s 310 linger in the neighborhood but without
Baled...12 «*14
avail, for the tramp needs more than a
straw.
some

1

shelter. He needs food and he must cleave
to the community where food is raised.
Vegetables.
At the high bank where the
brook
.50 Carrots, bu
.60 j
Potatoes, bu
crosses the road near the old Roberts place
Sweet potatoes, lb
.03 Tomatoes, ft>
.05
.80 Squash, lb
is a clearing where young birches and tir 1
.02
Beets, bu
.02 Turnips, bu
.50 j
Cabbage,
trees are shooting up. This was the Otis
.35 Celery,
.05 3.15
Onions, pk
“fair ground” where ten years ago Fourth
Groceries.
.06 3.08 of July celebrations and May day picnics
Codee—per lb
Rice, per tt>
Rio,
.153.20 Pickles, per gal .4O3.6O were held, and hundreds of handsome
.35 Olives, per qt
.35 3.75
Mocha,
.33 Vinegar—per gal
girls and rugged young men gathered to
Java,
Pure cider,
.20
Tea—per lb—
enjoy a day’s pleasure. The swing frames
.45 §.65 Cracked wheat,
.06
Japan,
that stood there have fallen and lie rot.30 3.65 Oatmeal, per lb
.06
Oolong,
Sugar—per lb—
Quaker rolled oats, .06 ting in the underbrush, and few of those
.06
Granulated,
.06 X Buckwheat,
who gathered there can be found in the
.06 Graham,
Coffee—A A B,
.05
.05
Yellow, C
.05>£ Rve meal,
vicinity.
Oil—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
Across the road from the “fair ground”
.35 Linseed,
.60 3.65
Havana,
Porto Rico,
.45 Kerosene, per gal
.13 is the
empty lot where stood the town hall
.60 Astral oil,
.15
Svrup,
and Lan Tibbett’s grocery store, where
Maple syrup, qt .25 3.30
the young folks from the surrounding
Lumber hihI Building Materials.
towns gathered on winter nights to dance.
Lumber—per M—
Clapboards—per M—
Extra spruce,
24 326
Hemlock,
09gll
There was held many a jolly hoe down,
Hemlock boards,093II
Spruce, No. 1, 17 g 18
I23I6 Clear pine,
Spruce,
3536O where the girls, as beautiful and as neatly
15
Extra
35
320
Spruce (loor,
pine,
360 attired as
any that could be found in a
12 315 Laths—per M—
Pine,
Matched pine,
2.00 week’s journey, did not decline to balance
153I8
Spruce,
M—
.04 3.06 and
Nalls, per lb
Shingles—per
swing, to waltz and schottische and
2 75 Cement, per cask
1 60
Cedar, extra
2 00 Lime, per cask
.85 polka with the brawny woodsman in his
clear,
••
2d clear,
175 Brick, per M
7 311
"
extra one,
150 White lead, prtb .05 3.08 1 patched trousers and coat smelling of the
No. 1,
tir boughs in his camp bed and his red
125
••
.75
scoots,
leggings and lumberman’s rubbers or moc1 25
Suruce,
125
Hemlock,
casing, making mm appear inte one or me

1

Loose
Baled.

—

X

.15 §.25
.11 3.12
.12 3.IS
.08 3.16
.O83.H

tongue,

.15

Roants,
Beef, corned, lb .063.10

.08
pork, per lb
.QTy.lO
Lard, per !b
.10
Pigs feet, per lb

Salt

Otis was originally a
settlement of
woodsmen who came mostly from the
coast towns near Tremont. They knew
little about farming but they knew woods
and how to turn the woods into bread and
butter and home comforts. There was an
inexhaustible supply of spruce about here
then and the dozen large lakes within a
few miles of here made it very easy landing it near the mills. There were eight
saw mills running at one time and the
song of the saw and the roar of the dams
were only broken now and then by tluloud steam whistle from Asa HilUers’

.O83.I2
Fish.
Salt.05
M>ry cod,
.05

.15
.10
.20
.35
.14
.14
.25
.25
.14

Bluetl-h,

Mackerel,

.07g.lo
i’..Mock,
.1143.05
.10 3.12
Mackerel,
Halibut fins, .IO3.I2
Halibut heads,
.05
Boneless cod, .O83.I0
Tongues and
sounds,
.O83.IO

Smoked—

Halibut,
Herring, box,
Finnan luiddie,

Coal—per
Wood—per cord
3 00 §600
Broken,
Dry bard,
2 00 33 50
Stove,
Dry soft,
Lgg,
Roundings per load
100 3125
Nut,

.12
.25

.1"

Bull.
.04*
skins, green
.253.75
.403.50
Pelts,
Lambskins, .253.35

6 25
6 25
6 25
6 25
6 00

Then

Figs,
Dates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

THE

COLUMBIA
III NIISS
MAKES
HILL
D CLIMBING
1 EASY

|

1

!

the tire.

Careless hunters

.90
.95

All Columbias

^

.01*
.03*

.12
.13
.10

by

.06
.10

material

anything

better

be found

we

will

If
can

put

it in Columbias.

one

===1

—-

SIANDARD OF THE WORLD
POPE MF(j 03. FIARTFORDl CONN.
ART CATALOGUE OF COLUMBIA BICYCLES BY MAIL
TO ANY ADDRESS FOR ONE TWO CENT STAMP,

rHERE IS A CLASS OF PEOPLE

.08§.12

strongest

chalk.

the mills went up in smoke
is their owners found the supply of lumx*r falling short.
The insurance was colected but the mills were not rebuilt. In
few years not one of the eight mills was
n existence and silence reigns all around
there was once so much life and activity.
The people were compelled to leave their
tomes and seek a
livelihood where mills
cere still running.
Few clearings in the
| own were suitable soil for farming purOne

“Pessimism,” said the sage, “is but a
matter of temperament. One pessimist 1
knew was always saddest on pay day, bethat there would bo
r*«u«n lie realized
lav*’* coining 10 aim ior a

as

d°„
Tubing-

known to the art.

flames, burning every.’alleys
hing before them, leaving nothing behind
hem but black ashes and rocky mountain
white

Nickel Steel

^ the

went the

tides burned bare and

are

p made id' famous

or

ires unextinguished and the whole county broke into flames. Cp over towering
lills and down through thickly wooded

§1.00

PRICE

1SI25

j

ishermen among the winter camps during
;he summer drouth let fall matches or left-

Calf

Seeds.
2 00 Clover—per tb—
.18
Red,
.18
Alslke,
Dried Fruit.
.12 3.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08 §.15 Apples, string
.10 3.14 Apples, sliced

came

Diseases” and Care of Sick Room, Free,
are c.n every bottle.
Price 35 cents; six $2.00.
& C O., aa Custom House Street, Boston, Mass,

I-

Springy pond steam mill or Gene Blaisiell’s shingle machine engine at Flood’s
pond dam.

ton—

Blacksmith’s
Flour, Grain and Feed.
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per bb—
4 544 35 00 Mixed feed, bag
Straights,
St. Louis roller,
Middlings,bag .95
4 50 35 00
Patents—
5 25
Winter wheat,
5 50
Spring wheat,
Corn meal, per bag .90
Corn, full weight per
.95
bag
Oats, Western, per
.38 3*40
bu
Hides and Tallow.
Tallow—per tb—
Hides—per lb—
.05
Ox,
Rough,
.05
Cow,
Tried,

our Book “Treatment for
The Doctor’s Signature and Directions
Sold by all Druggists. 1. S. JOHNSON

Send for

Lan

7'
.10

....

It soothes every ache, every bruise, every cramp, every irritation,
every lameness, every
nd cures every ailment caused bv inflamnu.aon.
It is for INTERNAL as much as EXTERNAL use. It was originated in 1S10, by Dr. A.
Johnson,
an old Family Physician, for his own pract.ce.
Mother
should
have it in the house!
Fvery

at a pow-wow.
Tibbetts is gone and the hall and
grocery store have been torn away and set
up in another place, ten miles nearer Ellsworth, where Pooduckers don’t go, and
the young people of Otis are scattered
from Fort Kent to Kittery.

.OS
Tripe, per lb
Honeycomb tripe.tb .10
Ham, per tb
.123.14
.09 3.10
Shoulder,
.12 3.16
Bacon,
Mutton, per lb .O63.I0
Poultry—per lb—
.14 3.16
Fowl,
Chickens,
.163.18
.10
Bologna,
Cooked bam, lb
.15
Boneless ham,
.14

....

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment

swelling everywhere, and speedily relieves

aborigines

rUVlMUIIH.

Steak, beef, lb
Fresh pork,
Lamb, lb
Veal, per lb

Vlio

are Injured by the use of coffee.
Recently
has been placed lu all the grocery -tores a
preparation called URAIVO, made of pure
rains, that takes the place of coffee. The most
ieiieate stomach receives it without distress,

( In re

■“1———————

Crockery

|

Peas:

Herdsgrass, bu
Redtop, per tb
Lawn seed, per lb
-AT-

narrow

But Otis has hopes. The woods have
up where the fires raged and old
shoppings w'hieh escaped the fire have
natured into timber. By proper caution

DESERTED VILLAGE.

Here twenty years ago

Country Produce.

Beans.

Pickerel,
«jt
Scallops, *jt
Halibut,

g;ou clarion ranges

a

J

Cbnns,

Philadelphia.

Only

Wednesday, October 12, 1898.
The Town of Otis
Its Past, Present
WRIGHTS AND MKASCKKS.
bushel of Liverpool suit shall weigh 60
and Future.
pounds, ami a bushel of Turks Island salt shall
weigh TO pounds.
[From the Lewiston Journal.]
The standard weight of a hushei of potatoes,
In good order and (It for shipping, Is 60 pounds.
A more perfect picture of Goldsmith’s
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
good order and lit for shipping, Is 62 pounds, Deserted Village is not to be found in
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
Maine than the town of Otis, twenty-two
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52
<>f carrots, English turnips, rye and miles east from Bangor and thirteen miles ;
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of barley and buck- j
wheat, 4« pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even north from Ellsworth.

Lobsters,

Bostou.

closely together.

MAINK LAW RKOARDINO

Fuel.

New York.

“I dare say I’ll git married

A

Cod,
Haddock,

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY,

time.

of land

2ome

KLLS WORTH MARKKTS.

Salmon,
sword llah,

Chicago. St. Louis.

so

idge

iprung

to, will advise you free.

Fresh—

€°£Bst&&

am now

I also had enlargement of the spleen, and the Pe-

great deal better.

a

roast

Does the better lialf of cleaning; does it better
than any other way known ; does it easily, quickly
and cheaply. Largest package—greatest economy.

I at last
I

has

Partridges, pr
Venison, steak

The housewife's duties arc harder than men
realize. Cleaning alone is a constant tax on her
strength, a never-ended task. More than half the
^
v.« rk of cleaning she can have done for her, if she
a

terribly.

entirely cured that.”
There is no knowing where

ru-na

Game.

J

ears ran

bottle of Pe-ru-na.

the fourth bottle and must say
it has removed all my bad symptoms.
My ears have stopped running, and

8&a<sf)mg pointin'.

! Which ifsff/s
Ike BetterHalf
j

My

a

on

the

g

a

watch ten feet away.”
Renfro, of Norbarne, Mo., says:
“I suffered with
for several years.
Last winter there was a gathering in my ho&d,

>tick

some

divides lakes of from eight
1 o twenty miles in area, and yet each lake
J tas an individuality of its own.
Its
ri are
hores differ from others. Its wa
* learer or cooler or deeper.
Its den "ms
re different.
It may be square-tail trc »
n one and salmon-trout in another, or
, tickerel or perch. The hills are full of
«,
trange freaks of nature. Cool spacious
c averns open in the rocky walls along the
1 ake shores, one of which, known as the
Cold Cellar”, located on the shore of
] leech Hill pond, holds a natural supply of
ce until late in August.
Few people, even among those who come
iere to hunt and fish, know of these atf ractions, for the average resident is so
, aken up with the task of wresting a liveihood from the soil that he takes no noice of them himself.

the catarrh. Pe-ru-na does cure
manner that is surprising.
W.
D. Stokes, of Baton Rouge, La., writes: ‘‘I
had chronic catarrh very badly. Was nearly
deaf. I used your Pe-ru-na. Can now hear the
catarrh in

j

world this would he if

ie
>

by curing

can

/

and her scenery.

Otis scenery, however, is a mine of too.” “Oh!” “P’raps we might both git
wealth in itself did people of means only married at the same time.” “Wouldn’t it
be awful, John, if the parson should
know it.
Her lakes and streams and
make a mistake and marry us to each
nountains hold attractions that Rar Harother?” “I—I shouldn’t mind.’’ “No—
bor or Newport, or the Adirondacks or
neither should I, to tell you the truth,
my other place cannot excel. In no other
John.”
dace on earth do large bodies of water

ATARRII

men more

as men.

country,

When Caused by Catarrh, Can Be Cnred by Pe-ru-na.
W. B. Stokes Knows This Is So.

quickly despair in affliction than you do.
Like old pampered Job. our sex is too
ready to curse (lod and die; yours will
bow to a providential blow, and then calmly and quietly try to explain it.

John (sheepishly)— I—I s’pose you’ll be
gittin’ married some time? Betty (with a
frightened air)—Oh, I dare say 1 shall

poses any way and JOtis had nothing left
but her empty houses, her memory of
sons and
daughters scattered over the

a

1 iow

1

F. A. COOMBS, Columbia Dealer,

ml but lew cau
o-t over
as

tell it from coffee. It does not
much. Children may drink it
15 ot- and 25 c!?. per pack
i*h jrr«»nt benefit.
< •S«.
Try it. Abk lor CKAEVO.

J

1

i;l,L,S

y

*

vi\ni|

Oil..

v

Waltham has

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

West

LLLSWORTH, MAINE,
HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Uollims, Editor and Manager.
m..’

>

.-p on

a

reports

decided im-

a

business,

and

solved.

will leave

stone unturned to find the

no

is rewarded,
earnestness
the man who foully murdered poor Sarah
Ware will not go unpunished.
If

murderer.

application.

inunicatlona should be addressed
> orders ma«ie payable to, The
1‘oi'nty
Hancoi k
Publishing Co., Ellsworth, Maine
Buc

1

to. a;.

in

Bucksport’s murder mystery is still unBucksport is aroused, and passes
sleepless nights and tireless days. She

year; #1.00 for
three months; If
.;
advance, #1.50, 75 and :<8 cents
\11 arrearage* are reckoned at
per year.
dates—Are reasonable, and will

I uiii
re*i
the pmAdver
be m.

Sullivan

provement in granite
increased shipments.

BY THE

six

looking

Mother of .fudge Andrew P. Wiswell

fiend

a

_

AT

Price— #2.00
50 cents lor

for

human form.

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.

SnbiMT'Mtio!;

seen an

is

Bucksport

PUBLISHED

“Indian devil”.

...

J. E. Oott, of Surry, has an orange tree
growing in a common bucket of earth,
and

WEPVFSDAY, OCTOBER 12, 1893.

only twenty-eight

height,

in

inches

which has several green oranges of two
different ages, and at the
same time several blossoms and a number
of buds, making three distinct blooming
sizes and of

The American commissioners have
the Spanish authorities in

notified

periods

Hava.... that the United States will
assume entire control, military and

be

will

exercised in Porto Rico

October

since

There have been eighty

last
blos-

in all.

i

Hangor.

hi

This community learned with deep pain
This was the number of papers
of the death of Mrs. Arno Wiswell in
printed, maiied and delivered to
Bangor on the night of last Monday.
subscribers by
She had a shock of paralysis a few days j
before from which she never rallied.
The BANGOR
Mrs. Wiswell was the daughter of
Andrew Peters, long time the leading DAILY NEWS
citizen of Ellsworth, and of Sally Jordan j
during the months of April, May
whoae father, Col. Melatiah Jordan, was !
June and July, which made a
customs for the
the Hrst collector of
net average for every day ^Sundistrict of Frenchman's Bay.
day’s excepted) of
Her life as girl and woman was, until I
within a few years, passed in Ellsworth, 9,942 each issue.
where, in 1S50, she married Hon. Arno
The News shows sworn stateWiswell whom so many remember as emment to this fact.
inent in law and politics, and as a most
and
Their
friend
companion.
delightful
The Greatest Daily Paper in

Wiswell, named
is a distinguished
member of the supreme judicial court of
Maine, of whom ■Rsworth is justly
proud. An older brother of Mrs. Wiswell
Judge Andrew
for his grandfather,

P.

son,

is John A.

Peters,

honored

our

Wiswell wss an accomplished
woman, with a loving and generous nature, which prompted her in doing pleasant things for her many friends.

BAR

on

ODD FELLOWS.

HARBOR
for

Plans

Building

be

to

Erected

Soon.

In the

days past,

she

when

presided

the

with them out of court.

case

offense is

public

The

the

most serious one, and its
sciioUo.,i.oj is often too lightly rea

entrance

front

will

on

be

Cottage street, and on
an
attractive-looking

IN THE NEWS IT’S NEWS-

balcony.

The basement will be occupied by a
The rebuke
county seats.
dining-hall, kitchen and ante-room. A
administered by the judge will sugpublic hall, with a stage twenty-five feet
gest that 'riends of parties at court deep, besides numerous ante-rooms, will

garded

at

-hue intending to do them a
may.
The
service, do them grave injury.
■

verdict
have

he case may or may not
by this unlawful

*

affected

.1; nevertheless both parause have by it been put

con.,.

ties
in,

to

occupy the second floor and the lodge
room will be on the upper tioor.
The theatre part of the new structure
will be fitted out in an up-to-date manner.
The seating capacity w ill be about

;i:e di

600.
in

and expense, and
of the law has been seri-

a

<

■.

nee

of the <'hief .lusth

I.»
■

t.hi’1

old

e.

a

grand

t

*d*\

Hrfh

sary
a

>?

■

par

seventy-sixth anniver-

the

of Chief Just

planted

friends

Peters,

ce

in the

parks

of P.aii..nail oak trees which
fr

spr-;.
oak.
h

n

from

acorns

were

Peters

the

pec ted these small oaks will \
\1 in size and splendor the!

v

1

lounging

rooms

j

park,

ay

Davenport park

and Bangor House park.
Foster-Cleaves.
Miss Nancy E. Foster, of Bar Harbor,
and Dr. Alonzo Cleaves, of Steuben, were
married Monday evening, at the home of
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs James
E. Foater.
The ceremony was performed by Kev.
Mr. Owen, in the presence of the immediate families.
There were no bridesmaids.

The

parlor

The funeral
late

profusely decflowers and potted plants.
was

orated with cut
The bride wore white muslin.
After the ceremony, a wedding dinner
was served.
\ wedding reception will be
given by Dr. and Mrs. Cleaves Friday
evening from 8 to 10 o’clock.

Acreage of corn, yellow, 96 per cent:
i-ju

nncct,

1 iciu

ixm.

ui

unis,

oo

bushels: barley, 25 bushels. Condition of
Potato prospects, 76
fruit, 87 per cent.
per cent; much rot reported; nearly all
varieties affected, Hebron and Rose suffering most. Yield of ensilage corn, 15 tons.
Amount ol stock fodder, 103 per cent.

Planting

Fish in t'pper Hancock Co.
Pond, Oct. 10 (special)—Several
thousand hst from the Green Lake hatchery were put into Middle Branch waters
recently.
Friday W. J. Drummey
brought 5,000 salmon and 1,000 trout for
Alligator hike. The flsh were put into
the lake v. :L the loss of only one.
Great

Srhooner
The Si. John schooner “Clifford C.”
with lumber is ashore at Green Island,
Ashore.

Egg

ii

reach.

She

lies

in

a

bad

position.
Will Recover.

jdie,

tv.

b, y

the

.dentally

a

week, is

The

at

the

Sunday
Ellsworth,

deceased

remains

were

taken

to

Green Lake for interment.

Corrtsponticiur.
Stage-Driver Appreciated.
Bluehilr, Oct. 10. 1898.
To the Editor of The American:
The public is under obligations to P. M.
A

Saunders, the proprietor and driver of the
Ellsworth and Bluehill mail stage. Mr.
Saunders has
the route.

put an excellent team upon
His horses are sleek, well-fed,

spirited animals,

under the

complete contimes; his carriage
comfortable, protected by

trol of the driver at all

a

large and

cover, and well

supplied

with wraps and

robes.
Persons advanced in years or in feeble
health receive
special attention. In-

formation is given and ail questions
every
friend

politely

are

kindly that
one
feels that he has a personal
in the driver. All baggage, parcels

answered

so

and bundles

are

shot

iuc

most

faithfully,

and

attends

personally

special business,

that ail the details in every
for.
He
train

makes
was

case are

cared

good time.

delayed by

a

Recently the
heated journal of

so that the stage
couldn’t leave Ellsworth until 10.30 a. m;
it reached Bluehill at 1 p. m; waited for

of the

car-wheels,

the mail to be

changed, and returned to

Ellsworth at 3.55 p. m., carrying the usual
number of passengers, and
the usual
amount of baggage.
Mr. Saunders has the good will of the

many years, and find abundant
ation for hiH faithful services.

remuner-

A.

B. C.

ISucksport Sea Captain Dea<l.
Tribou, a well-known sea
Friday 7.39 p. m., week-day church
captain of Bucksport, died Saturday,
prayer meeting.
after some months’ suffering with heart
10.30, morning serSunday services
The deV
mon.
12
6 trouble, aged fifty-three years.
m., Sunday school;
ceased was the son of Silas K. Tribou.
Y. P. S. C. E. prayer meeting;
p. m.,
He followed the sea all his life, and his
7.00 p. m., praise and preaching service.
career was checkered with many
ship2tlE iiODIST EPISCOPAL.
wrecks and hardships.
While amply
Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
to the command of large vesFriday eve ing at 7.30, prayer meeting. qualified
sels in any port of the world, he sailed as
Sunday 10.30 a. m., preaching by the
mate generally, and served for a time in
.15, Sunday school. 3.00 p. m., that
pa»tor.
capacity on trails-Atlantic steamJunior league. 6.00p. m., Epworth league ships.
He sailed several
as
voyages
prayer meeting. 7.00 p. m.. pastor's ser- master of the New York bark “Com8. Me Learn, pastor.

Charles

—

mon.

Tuesday

f

v«ning at 7.30. class meeting.
UNITARIAN.

Rev. Walter Reid Hunt, pastor.
>ruing worship, with sermon
Regu cr

by
Suudcy
the

at

at 10.30.

>

school

meets

in

the

vestry

31.45.

“Vot »dP.
used

t

Dewey.
rui.

b*

og’s name, little girl?” “It
Fido, but I changed it to
: he pleecemen would let him
u*3 and have c g.- 5 t'

merce” and his last voyage
Bucksport schooner “A. V. S.

was

in

the

where Mrs.

said

\Y is well

lv77.
at

offices

Rurrll! National

over

»,

made

her

by Rev. I). L. Yale.
In announcing on Tuesday
of

rnent

Emery

the

court

Ht

handed down the
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“NO
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LAUMHIY
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A
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All kinds of laundry worn done at ph^n
lice. Ooods cAlled for and delivered.
tt.
i..
KMfcV 4
co.,
EM •worth. *.*•
Wp«t End Bridge.

V

//'

/

'f' /s'/ S•/f

-V

cf St,or4l?.nd 3id Typewriting.
TAUGHT TC DO PY rCTHG
DPY THEORY DH&RRDED.
?'d

SE VI) 1’OU ri'FK CAT A LOGY K.

adjournBangor, Justice
an

Address FRANK

following entry

L.

GRAY. PORTLAND, ME.

Spain! Xotias.

respect to the memory of Mrs. Sarah
Peters Wlswdl, widow of a faithful a.id
j
"In

>

«

NOTICE.

full for the
I^YKKY
notified the

pa-t several year- I have
v
die generally, partridge
and d**er hunt. r», inti. or without ting a, parti
in ip. that 1 win >ii»er.tily
reward any person
w.n. will give information
that will lead loth**
conviction
of any person or persons violating
j
the law of trespa-*. or any other cotie that it
Friday morning."
may he my privilege t<» enjoy ns a property
holder In this State. Three hundred dollars reward will he pal for the conviction of any one
8100 Reward 8loo.
engaged in wood stealing, or wood smuggling,
The readers of this paper will he pleased to h- It is <*al!e»l, and any person or
pur
learn that there is at lea-t one dreaded disease chasing wood stolen or smuggledpersons
from these
that science has been aide to cure in all it« stages several properties will l*e pro-ecu ted for viola
Hall's Catarrh Cure 1* the tlon of statutes hearing upon receiving of stolen
uud that is Catarrh.
only positive cure now known to the medical' goods, a- oelng accessory to the theft. Five
fraternity. Catarrh Ik log a constitutional dia- j i.umlred dollar- will he paid as a reward for the
ease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hail’s : conviction of any person or persons that mall
Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting directly olously set lire to an) p-operty owned by me. I
upon the Mood and mucous surfaces "f the sv»- emphatically give this warning that I will carry
lent, thereby destroying the foundation of tin1 I out the law- of the State of Maine ami of the
disease, and giving' the patient strength by j United States, so far as I have any right or
building up the constitution aud assisting na ; premises in the ease. Properties protected by
The proprietors Lave thU notice are
lure in doing its work.
old Peter Butler estate, lands
so much faith in Its curative powers, that
they ! formerly owned by the Merrick Thread ( «*..
offer One Hundred Dollars for any case that it Kastman Hutchins Mary karn, James Baltin
falls to cure. a»end for list of testimonials.
and the Wentworth Point estate, all situated in
F. .1. CHENEY A CO., Toledo, O.
Address,
Hancock ami Franklin township*, land* in LaSold by Druggists, 75c.
niolne formerly owned by E. II
tireely, L.
Hall's Family Pills are the iwet.
Friend, A. P. \Vi*well and I.. A Emery 1.. common, also homestead lot of Old eon L. Joy.
M. C. AUSTIN.

ored counsel of this court, sister of its chief
i-*. 11
ujustice and mother of one of it
lice*, the court is adjourned over the day of the
From Wednesday night to
funeral, to wit
<

J

J

i-

—

j

j

GRANT,

$500 REWARD

INSURANCE.
ELLSWORTH

AND

BAR HARBOR.

EZlantrt).
Accommodation for a fewboarders at 42 State st.. Ellswort...

BOARDERS
more

—

j

Special Notices.

For the conviction ami punishment of derelict game warden or wardens of Hancock —who
the laws ut the State of Maine to be vio
permit
I a ted
1 have forbidden trespassing on these premises, according to the law- of the State of
Maine, and the statutes of the United Stategoverning private property and public auu pri-

vate parks.
1 now give notice to game wardens that they
mu-t make arrest* In compliance with the laws.
1 herewith notify all dealer* that I will
prosecute any one huvlng game shot on the Austin
estate.
By order of

North Hancock,

WANTED.
KITTEN PROPOSALS for digging all
mi’.t-s .ong
or anv part of a trench two
»
at Lamoine Point, to be excavated for a water
pipe line. Right to reject any and all bids reserved.
Apply to H. E. Hamlin or J. A.
Pktehs. Jb., Ellsworth.
Oct. 12, 189#.
NOTICE TO THE PI liLIC.
and after Oct. 17 inst., travel across
Mount Desert bridge will be closed until
further notice, the same being under a slate of
K. K. Thompson, Agent.
repairs.

ON

NOTICE TO .MARINER!).
and after Oct. 17 inst., the draw at
Mount Desert bridge will he ‘dosed until
further notice, the same b ing under a Mate
K. K. Thompson, .»geut.
of repairs.

ON

DlSSOI.l'TION OP PARTNERSHIP.
is hereb’- given that the firm of
King A Hutchings ha> beeu disMoved
by mutual consent. The busiue^ e.-:U be
continued at the same place by W. y. Hutchings, who assumes all bills of the liue firm,
and to whom all outstanding biii^ ere to be
paid. Accounts due should be settled at
W. F. Hutchings.
I once.
Lamoine, Me.. Oct. 7. 1898.

NOTICE

NOTICE OF DISSOLl TION.
is hereby given that the hrm of
Winter llarbo
H. G. Smallidge A Co
I
Maine, has this day dissolved
artnership by
der retire^
mutual consent. J. Howard
the fuand the business will be conducted
ture by H. G. Smallidge.
Winter Harbor, Sept. 20. 1898.

>TOTICE

SPECIAL NOTICE TO WATER TAKERS.
office of the Ellsworth Water Co. at
No. 1 Franklin St. will be open every
Saturday afternoon and evening as well a-,
other week days) until further notice. All
business will be promptly attended to at the
L. H. Cushman, Supt.
office.

THE

OAVBASFORD,
FI AIT O

TUNER.

Hereafter my patroru in Ellsworth will
kindly leave orders at the bookstore of
F. A. Coombs.

Me.,

Oct.

12,

C- AUSTIN.

1-0-.

Urgal Nottas.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSERE.
Ilf HKHKAS William P. Bissett, formerly
<>f Orland, now of Bluehill, and David
v T
Annand, of Orland, both in the county of
Hancock, and State of Maine, by their mortgage deed dated the sixth day of October,
a. d. 1896. and recoxded in vol. 305, pace 351, of
the Hancock counfy
of Deeds, conveyed to me, tin undersigned, all the granite
in or upon the following described tract of
land aituated iu the towns of Penobscot and
Orland, in Han a k county, and State of
Maine, to wit: Bounded on the N. W. by the
id lead;ng from Castine to Orlaud,
highway
on the S'
K. by the north half of the Abram
Bowden lot, on the south E. by the old Powi, the S. W. ,•> the Cali b
ers lot,
Bov.den lot,
being a part <*f the same premist s sold and
conveyed to said grantor by C. C. Homer, together with the pro. cr use and occupation of
said premises as tar as it may be necessary
for carrying oil the granite business, also the
i-.»i 1 grantor's other land
right-cf-way acr
to the shore of East river, said river or rightnot more than thirty-five feet
of-way to
wide leading from the highway within eight
feet of the well; thence in a northerly direction to the road as now used by grantor;
thence to the shore following the old road, together with a wharf privilege on said shore,
said grantees, their neirs and assigns are to
keep the cattle of the grantor from passing
from the quarry road to the highway. And
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Joskph M. Bray.
Ellsworth. Maine. Oct. 12, 1898.

Registry

■

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
REAS William P. Bissett, formerly
J HE
W of Orland, now of Bluehill, and David
Annand, of Orland, both in the county of
Hancock, and State of Maine, by their mortgage deed dated the sixth day of October,
a. d. 1896, and recorded in vol. 305, page 354. of
the Hancock County Registry of Deeds, conveyed to me, the undersigned, a certain pariu the town of Orland,
I cel of land situated
State of Maine:
countv of Hancock, and
Bounded on the northwest by the highway,
on the northeast by land of J. W. Bowden, on
the southeast by land of William Bissett, and
on tin' southwest by laud of said
Bissett, being the homestead of the late Mary P. Bowden. being all of the real estate of said deceased. and being the same premises sold and
the said grantor by George M. Warconveyed
ren, administrator of the said Mary P. Bowden estate; and whereas the condition of said
mortgage has been broken now therefore, by
reason of the breach of the condition thereof,
I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Joseph
Beat
'll

*'

M

»

It.

STORE.
HOL1KVCS, 1‘rnprletor.

It.

Etflal Xotirrs.

Xoticrs.

To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the fourth
day of October, a. d. 1K9H.
following matters having been prerpHE
1
sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they mav appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, on the first day of November, a. d. 1W»,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and be
heard theieon if they see cause.
Ezra K. Dunham, late of i'eiiooscot, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, ami for appointment of Amelia
(
Dunham, as administratrix with the will
annexed (no executor being named in said
will), presented by Amelia C. Dunham, the
widow of said deceased.
Eva B. Hinckley, late of Eden, in said county. deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of said
deceased, together with petition for probate
th> r* of. pron‘ d hv Frank Hinckley, the
executor then n named.
Emma .1. Kuss, i.n, ui stonington. in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purposing to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Charles F. Choate,
one of the executors therein named.
.Joshua K. .Ionian, '.ate of Ellsworth, in s lid
eouuty deceast d. second account of AugusClark, tiled for sett lenient.
tus \N
W'i.Iiani D. Swa/ey, iate <>f Bucksport, in
of
First
account
said county, deceased.
bmisa 11. s’wazey, executrix, tiled for settle-

hereby gives
THKheof hasthe been
duly appointed
estate of Albion P.
subscriber

notice that
adminis-

trator

Clement,

late of Orland, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, aud all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imGry W. MoAlistkr.
mediately.
October 4, a. d. 1898.

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed administhe estate of Mercy Bartlett, late
Desert, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, ami all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imArrau am Bartlett.
mediately.
October 4, a. d. 1898.
subscriber
rpHK
A. he has been

trator of
of Mount

r|MiK.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
ho has been
1
adminisduly
trator of the estate
of
Thomas D. Jones,
late
of
New
island.
Long
Greenpoint,

appointed

York, deceased, and given bonds as the
law oirects. All person- having demands
against the estate ol said deceased are desired
to present the same for sell .emeut, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Edward B. Wyman.
October 4. a. d. 'l«9S.
subscriuer hereby givenonce that
rpill'
A he ha- been duly nppo-nted administrator of the estate of Koen H. Wyman, late
of Li wiston, in the county of Androscoggin,
deceased, and given bond- -the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate
of -aid deceased are d«-ired i<> present the
; indebted thereto
same for settlement, and
are requested to make paynn nt immediately.
1.1
B. Wyman.
October L a. d. 1898.
>

First
account of !•. \N
coi
M rotes
NOTH I
Ol
SALK.
county, deceased.
ro*s, administrator, tiled for settlement.
Cnpnid inxe* on lands situated In the town of
Hunch H. Hill, iaa1 of Bucksport, in said
(*ouliislH»ro. in ilie ci'uidy of Hancock for
of
Theodore
First account
count v, deceased.
♦* ir I v*7
the
settlement.
II. >nnth, administrator, filed f>
’ll K following li-t of taxes on real ♦•state of
Alluon I*. (.‘lenient, late of Orland. in said
u :u
he luv. I. .if CfOUlds
III rr-id«
t
1
W.
county, deceased. Petition tiled by Guy
!!!••>! to me for col
boro, for the year I*' 7. c.Ml Ali-tt-r. administrator, for license to sell,
leetloii for said town, on the mth day of May,
certain
real
estate
salt*,
!•
at pu
or private
| 1 "■•7. remains
unpaid ; and no tic* !-hereby given
nf >ai>t deceased, situated in said Orland.
ttiat If -aid taxes. Interest and charges are not
Joseph i.v mourner, late «-f Brooksville, in !1 previously paid, »n much of Hie real estate
lied
said county, deceased. Petition
by Anna taxed as f- miilident to
pa.. t:.c amount due
s
i.\nine ruer, ad :ni ni-t rat rix, for license to
th» rii-r,
■•ludli.c Inter.--: .i •!
arg -s, will be
seli. a; private sate, certain real estate of said
-old at public- auction at the town bouse In salt!
deceased, situated in said Brooksville.
tow n
wh. re the la-l
In- saim- being
Robert I>. ami Perky K. Hutchinson, min- ;
preceding annual town >i.e»-t!eg of -aid town
Petition
ois, ur Monington. in said county.
wa- held
on the first Monday of December,
filed by Alonm J*. Hutchinson, guardian, for ;
D
at t» o’clock u. in.
license to s* li. at private sale, certain real esDeName
of
owners.
Taxon
tate of said minors, situated in said StoningNo of
real
ton.
script Ion of real
acres
K.
estate.
Value, estate.
(\
and
William
Jack
Fred
Jesse I..,
('.,
Pa: ker, minors, of Tremont, in said county.
Flak, Harry K, *32 of lllnd
Petition filed by Ada K. Parker, guardian, fv*r
er quarry
property, sli
tic* nse to sell, at private sale, certain real esGould*.
uaU d In South
tate id said minors, situated in said Tremont.
30 $
70
?
Amro,
O. P. CUN N N«.HAM, Judge of said Court.
GteeU, K H, or unknown,
A true copy of original order of court.
Long I’.-ieuidne Island
Attest:—Chab. P. Dork, Register.
situated in French man‘a
1,300 21 75
bay,
Frank, lot of
Hodgkins,
fTMIK subscriber hereby gives notice that
laud situated on eastern
1
he has been duly appointed executor
end of Middle Porcupine
ot the last will and testament of Lewis N.
25
41
Island.
Wardwell, late of Verona, in the county of
Hodgkins, F I), or unHancock, deceased, no bonds being required
known, Thumb Cap Island
All
persons
by the terms of said will.
uncalled, situated near
estate
the
demands
against
eastern end .Middle Porcuhaving
of
said deceased are desired to present
pine Island In French
the same for settlement, and all indebted
man’s bay,
25
41
thereto are requested to make payment imSowle, l; 1'. or unknown,
RoSCOk R. WiRlJVltLL.
mediately.
of in 111 privilege in
a.
d.
1898.
October 4,
West Hay stream.
20
S3
Sargent, Mtneon, lot of land
situated at head of .lone-'
STATIC OF MAINE.
pond, known as Leonard
Collector's Notic* Mini Advertisement of
Hunker lot,
30
tiO
91*
Lot of land known as Foa
Sale of Lands of Non-resident Owners.
t*r
.1
Hunker
lot
near
Unpaid taxes on land*of non-resident owners
W Inter Harhor stream.
20
40
situated in the town of Dedham, in the
Ward, Albert, or unknown,
county of Hancock, for the year 1897.
lot
of laud on liouldsboro
following list of taxes on real estate
rpHE
Point known as the Lean
1
of non-resident owner*, situated in the
der Nutter
place and
town of Dedham, aforesaid, for the year 1897,
400
6 rto
buildings thereon,
committed to me for collection for said town
Ward, Mrs Frances, or unon the first day of June, 1897. remains unpaid;
lot
of
land
at
known,
aud notice is liereby given that If said taxes
Corea known ns Ward lot,
with interest and charges are not previously
bounded as follows: On
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is
east by GouhUboro
sufficient aud
bay,
eeessary to pay the amount
on south by land of David
due therefor, including interest and charges,
litre, on north and west
will be sold without further notice, at public
by land of George W
auctiou at town house, in said town, on the
luo
Allen,
containing
first Monday of December. 1898, at 9 o'clock
103
200
3 30
acres, more or less,
a. ui.
JaMK.s
A.
li
1LL.
Collector
of taxes for
No
Amt of
Name of owuers, dethe town of Gouldsboro for the year 1897.
scription of property. Acres. Value, tax due
Gouldshnro, Oct. 7, 1898.
Win Z Clayton, or un■

r|

/ 'V

busiNEsS COLLEGE

jiirir 0

:

GEO. H.

FURNITURE

ment.

home

Stobcrtistmcnts.

S. I.

Hank,

ETj.Tj.HWOR th

STEAM

The Jerrard.

Woodruff”.

Carelessness In girlhood causes the greatest
suirering and unhappiness in after life. Little
irregularities and weaknesses in girls should be
looked after promptly and treatment given at
once.
Dr. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription promotes regularity of all feminine functions,
makes strength and builds up a sturdv health
with which to meet the trials to come. The Favorite Prescription is not a universal panacea.
It Is good for hut one thing. It is directed solely at one set of organs.
Dr Pierce’s Common Sense Medical Adviser,
a 1,008 page medical work, profusely Illustrated,
will be sent free on receiptol 21 one-cent
stamps

!
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sure

BAPTIST.

t

be

will

to all

and is

ESTATE

OR PERSONAL PROPERTY-

M

errands and

one

LOAN.

ruuic.

Mr. Saunders

—

Rev.

well died Nov.

a

all along the way, and the regard
Sedgwick people
and friendship of the people in Bluehill.
himself last
I hope that he may hold the mail route

1CRCH AX) I KS.

had three children, two of whom (twins
in infancy.
The third is Andrew P

looked after and cared

spirit of
accommodation and helpfulness is apparent from the beginning to the end of
for

TO

Collection* and all

SECURITY TAKEN ON REM.

and

West

recovering.

y

held

were

the

morning, Rev. W. R. Hunt, of

officiating.

is

Hancock County Crops.
The bulletin of the State board of agriculture for this month contains the following summary of crop conditions in
Hancock county:

services

residence of

and

MONEY

to

of

for the clerk’s record
two

Counsellor at Law.

Special attention given
Commercial business.

and

days happy.
Mrs. Wiswell was born in Ellsworth
June 17, 18124. She was the one of p
family of tea children, five boys and five
girls, of whom six survive—three brother-and t hree sisters. The brothers are John
A., of Bangor, Edward J., of Brooklyn.
N. V.. and William B.. of Bout hwest Harbor; the sisters are Mrs. George N. Black,

Billington who was run over and severely recent years, at 3 o’clock to-day by Rev.
injured near his home on the North J. McG. Foster, rector of St. John’s
Bend road, as reported in The Ameri- church, of which the deceased was ■».
can last
week, died last Friday after member.
three days of great suffering.
The funeral will be held at the re— iMr. Billington was seventy-two years dence of Judge \V is well in this city toWoodmorrow at 2 p. m., Rev. Russell
of age, but having been blessed with tntbest of henltli, was able to perform a man, of Bucksport, oflkiating, ♦ ^^* .i
great amount of labor for a man of that
He was always active and indusage.
trious, honest and kind, and will be
greatly missed by the people of Surry,

Attorney and

friends have made her last

Prayers
D.

GILES,

lived

died

addition

decided

a

be

will

room

Ia:-u
asset
tree, and will, while
being an ornament to the parks of Bangor. remain a monument to one of her j where he has lived several
years.
greater, oit vns. Besides the small oaks j
The deceased leaves a wife and
"*
a number
the acorns were planted. | sons—Francis Wof
Ellsworth,
The trees were set out in Forest avenue
Henry C., of Surry.

pork

For several years Mrs. Wiswell has
Bangor, where acquaintances

The building will be
to Bar Harbor.

banquet

Accident Proved Fatal.
Scrry, Oct. 10 'Special) Watson

splendor.
On

and

in

large and attractive. The inside of the
building will be artistically decorated.

The

men.

y

F.

YNWOOD

pitality.

Arno \Y is

party of friends of
Peters christened this great
ters’ oak”, because it was
ngst oaks in size, grandeur

tbech

rooms

was

Boston, Mrs. Charles O. Butman, of
>'
New York, and Mrs. J. \V. Jones,
Greenfield. Mass. Mr. and Mr.**. Wiswel;

for the

a

go

Chief Jutrc.

is

parlors

will ne ladies

the “Peter?-' oak”.

as

Known

Me'.y

Wiscasset

o?

'Tii

nuiiaing

reception

and

ously oileu.Ied.

I:

tne

Bangor Publishing Co.,
Bangor, Me.

open as the day.” She
will be kept alive in the memory of all
those who shared in her bountiful hos“Her heart

END

a

${>.00.

worth

Actually

Building, west end Bridge.

legal

IF YOU SEE IT

setting aside of the verdict in
Plans for an Odd Fellows’ building to over her husband's house, both he and
Campbell vs. the Chase be erected at Bar Harbor have been pre- she made it a delightful gathering-place,
Granite Co. emphasizes the excoria- pared.
and in that lively society for which Ellstion administered by Judge Emery to
The plans show a handsome three-story worth has always been noted, she was a
It will have the bright, shining spirit.
the jurors and to those who discussed structure, 100x65 feet.
The

...

springs;

c>-;--—o

Send us 50 cts. for one
month’* trial subscription.

the case of

velvet" fitted with three rows full tempered steel
splendid, comfortable couch for only

WEST
Odd Fellows’

A clean, reliable, family newspaper, giving all the latest reports
by Associated lYess, and The
News’ own special telegraph service from all News Centres.

chief

or

$0«08(

Maine.

Mrs.

lb.

covered with velour

Eastern. Northern and Central

justice.

The same control

December 1.

on

winter.
soms

Cuba,

of the island of

governmental,

had

this little tree has

Away

Passes

HbbrrtiBtment*.

Stjtrrtisnnrota.

DEATH OF MRS. ARXO WISWELL.

COUNTY GOSSIP.

Jl)cv£ilsu)orth American.

|
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Dyer
strip N• 8

known. in

mile

>

tract
east

108

range.

Win Z

Clayton

?108

*13 19

or untraci
9 east

known. in
Dyer
mile strip No
range,
Wm Z Clayton or unknown. in Dyer tract
mile strip No 10, east
range,

100

162

1 78

f|M!K

100

100

108

162

2

95

Wm Z Clayton or unknown. in Dyer tract
mile strip No 5 west
range.

Wm Z Clayton or unknown, in Dyer tract
mile strip No 10 west
range.
Orange M Cunningham
or unknown.homestead,
Orange M Cunningham
or unknown,
publiclot No 2.
Eugene M Hersey or uukuow n, club and cookhouse at Green Lake,
Koscoe Holmes or unknown, an* undivided
int iu said 108-acre
lot iu Dyer tract mile
strip No 8 west rauge,
Koscoe Holmes or unknown, an undivided
i-j int in said 108-acre
lot in Dyer tract mile
strip No 9 west range.
Koscoe Holmes or unknown. iu Dyer tract
mile strip No 4 west
range,
Koscoe Holmes or unknown, in Dver tract
mile strip So 7 east
range.
Delvin Merrill or unknown, a part of Dyer
tract,
Hosea Phillips or unns
known
known,
Graves lot, bounded
on the north by Web-

formerly McKay,
south and east by land
of C A Tompson and

78

108

108

120

645

1903

45

113

3 33

200

5

90

81

2

39

108

19

3

108

81

2 39

98

98

2

89

100

100

2 95

99

129

3 30

15

45

100

150

4

43

133

133

3

92

42

42

1 33

1 24

Host.
fur

be-

collarette,
H. Drummey's house and Wash(^OLLAKKTTE—Black
J
ington Junction. Finder please
tween O.

ldridge’s

store

aid

to

line,

l’euobscot,

near

Ell-worth & East Bluehlll
Granite Co, east by Bluehill bay, south and west by
Collins Granite Co land,
north by land of C H Cur

tla,
Eaton, Henry W, Augustus
Parker lot,
Eaton, Henry W, '4 Augus-

Parker pasture,
Freethy, Adam est, wood lot
Gray, Porter 1), wood land,
Gray, Job E, wood laud,
Grindle. Jefferson E, east
part No 28, range 37,
Hinckley, Marshall, laud
joining W S Hinckley’s,
McNamn, John B, meadow.
McN'ania, John B, Greene
pasture,
Proctor A Curtis, land on
Long Island, east by Union
river bay, south by J Holt
tus

George P. Goodwin, Collector
of taxes of the town of Dedham.
Oct. 11. 1898.

P.

road
town

Itrown, Me A lister «V ( o, land
and quarry on Long 1land, north by laud >f
George Grindle, west by
laud of Allen liemlerson,
south by Bluehlll ay, east
by laud of Stephen K

Chatto,

ster

Wilbra Crockett,
Wilberton Crossman or
unknown, centre lot,
Heirs of John A Wallace or unknown,Baldwin mountain lot,
Heirs of John A Wallace or unknowu, public lot No 5,

STATE OF MAINE.
Collector’* Notice and Advertisement of
''ale of Lands of Non-resident Owners.
Unpaid taxes on lands of non resident owners
situated in the town of Itluehlll, in the county
or Hancock, for the year 1897.
following list of taxes on real estate of
non resilient owners, situated in the town
£
of Itluehlll, aforesaid, for the year 1897, coin
mitUrd to me for collection for said town on the
lir-t day of M»v, 1897, remain- unpaid; ami notice 1- hereby given that if said taxes with interest amt charges are not pre viously paid, so
much of the real estate taxed as Is sufficient
and necessary to pay the amount due therefor,
Including interest ami charges, will lie sold
without further notice, at public auction, at
town hall, in -alii town, on the flr.-i Monday of
December, 189c, at J o’clock a. in.
Name of owner, descrip
Tax
Acre-. Value, due.
tlon of property.
itow'en, Elisha It, land on

reced

e

return to
sr italic- re-

lot,

west

by

25

25

8 1 39

:»u

l.uoo

16 4o

*28

500

8 70

10

150

3 31

t

2u
113
25

200
ICO
5u0
75

4 08
2 51
8 70
2 16

53

100

2 54

84

400

9

50

7 16
1 77

15

200

4 08

92

125

2 93

800

1,000

16 40

£

100

2 54

lot

350

6 39

8

Dally lot,

north by land of the J P
Carter est,
Stewart, Donald M, Newel!
Webber lot and quarry
and ’’Varnum’’ lot,
Sproul, II C, X Augustus
Parker pasture,
Sullivan, Louis, house and
lot at Bluehlll Neck,
Trundy, David est, lot near

50
50
1 17
Toddy pond,
Ward well, William U est.
land on Bucksport road
6 39
73
350
joining Penobscot line,
\\ ebb* r, Albion,Gideon Clay
farm In “Kingdom”,
50
S 7(1
580
F. A. Davis, Collector
*’
r* 'a\~a of the
:*’u-M!l.
«

Be..

.... ..

VERDICT SET

FESTIVAL.

MAINE MUSIC

HANCOCK S. J. COURT.

Second Annual Series of Concerts

Bangor.
Last Thursday, Friday and Saturday at
Bangor the great musical event of the
From
year in eastern Maine took place.
a musical point of view the affair was a
splendid success. The soloists were great
in their respective lines, the orchestra
was superb, and the chorus was not only

CIVIL BUSINESS OF TERM POSTPONED FOR ONE WEEK
OWING

TO

DEATH

OF

WI8-

JUSTICE

WELL’S MOTHER—THE

GRAND

JURY NOW IN SESSION.

Presiding Justice—Andrew P. Wiswei.l.
Clerk—John F. Knowltom.
County Attorney—J. K. Hunker, Jr.
Sheriff—Lewis K. Hooper.
Crier—William It. Higgins, Bar Harbor.
Deputies—F. W. I.unt, Tremont; Allard
Staples, Oriand; John M. Vogkll, Castine;

and Mrs.

sung.
No such

The October term of the supreme judicial court in Hancock county was

was

the

judge,

who have heard

orchestras In Bos-

ton, New' York, Chicago and in tlie opera
houses of the principal cities of Europe,
say that this Maine orchestra is not outclassed by any of them.

follows:

GRAND JURORS.

Rogers, William, foreman.Eden
nlAik.Itliifhill

Bridges, Arthur W.Rrooklln
Collins, John—.Castlne thirteen choruses, from as many widelyGilley, William L.Tremont separated localities, should come together
Goodwin, William I*.Sullivan at Bangor and, w ith but a single rehearsal
Joy, Freeman I*.GouMsboro before each public performance, do such
Me
Knight, Levi..
work as w as done.
ot
I/each, Martin P.
Of course there were ragged edges here
land
Mason, Thomas F.
and there, but these were due not to lack
Means, William N..Sedgwick
Osgood, Fred H.Ellsworth of ability to sing but to lack of opporSome
of
the
Perkins, William N.Rrooksvillc tunity for rehearsing.
Smith. Emery W...Franklin choruses were magnificently sung, among
Somes, I.yman H.Mount Desert them the “Hallelujah” chorus from the
Stratton, Charles K.Hancock I1 “Messiah”, and “Thanks be to Gud”
Tllloek, Joseph
Bueksport from t he “Elijah”.
Ellsworth I
Trcworgy, Charles J.
As was the case last year, the women
Hollis
Wllllns,
M.surry
of the chorus largely outnumbered the
Excused.

The
one

result the chorus was not
men, and
well balanced as it ought to have been.
as a

The jury is

in session.

now

traverse

jurors

hoarding

into account the fact that they had not rehearsed together a dozen times before the
festival, their playing may properly be
called wonderful; persons competent to

Judge Emery, in opening hia charge to
the grand jury, also roferred to the death

.1

Eng-

to

liable to severe
parties to discuss a

punishment, for outside
case on trial, or state
alleged fact-, or express opinions upon the
merits of a cau-c in tin* presence and hearing of
jurors sitting in tin* cause; and it is in the last
degree Improper and reprehensible for a juror
while thus employed to listen to such discussion or express an opinion upon the merits of
court

the cause.

j

so

excused

were

But in spile of all drawbacks,
year's /estival emphasizes the claim

?•>

this

His duty Is to hear all the evidence in court
and the instructions of tin* presiding judge and
then, and not till then, t arrivi at a conclusion
as to what fact- have been proved, and apply
to them the rules of law received, and render a
verdict whleh shall express the legal effect of
>

the fact proved.
A verdict Is supposed to be, and ought to be,
there is an enormou- amount of latent the deliberate conclusion of the miud of each
musical ability in Maine, and that oppor- and
every juror, wholly uninllueneid aim untunity only is needed to demonstrate it. j impressed by the opinions of anybody outside
of that jury. Truth and purity in verdicts can
The work of the past two years has clearly awakened a lively interest In music be reached in no other way.
In tills case some of tin* jurors were exposed
the
and the

week.

that

Owing to the postponement of civil
business, only a few attorneys from out ;
of town
were
Among them j
present.
were Judge K. K. Chase, Blue-hill; George
R.
Fuller, Houtnwe-t
Harbor; Seth 1’.
j
Campbell, Island Falls; Henry Boynton,
various
State,
We-sl Sullivan ; Judge t>. 1\ Cunningbam, throughout
chorus
ions
have
afforded
an
K.
organizat
op- ;
Bueksport; County /Attorney John
Bunker, jr., Bar Harbor.
port unity for the study of the higher or- !

j

HANCOCK

Meeting of Kdueatlomil Association at
liar Harbor Next Week.
The Hancock county educational rsnoelation will meet in Bar
and

Tuesday,

Harbor

so

far

Monday

The follow-

Oct. 17 and IS.

mg i» the program mu

as

arranged:

|

the soloists

They

all

two latter Maine

The

women.

Williams,

were

men

solo-

Ffrangcon-Davies,

Waterhouse -• the
last-named
Maine-born.
It was a most remarkable

Response,
Hon W W Stetson, •'tate supt

public schools

Music.

Monday Afternoon.
Methods of teaching arithmetic,
Parents—Duty of parent

Hon W W Stetson
to teacher and

teacher

to parent,
George A Somes, supt of

The kindergarten,
Miss L W Blair, director
Rural schools

schools, Mt

Desert

Bar Harbor kinder

by

garteo.

Economy of time.
b
How to Increase regularity In attendance,
Sherman S Scammon, supt of schools, Franklin
Monday Evening.
a

Address.lion W W Stetson
Tuesday Forenoon.

High and grammar schools.
Geometry—How much original work should

be done and where should it come In?
Discussion opened by
Miss Clio M Chlleott, Ellsworth high school
Methods in algebra and how to conduct the
class. Discussion opened by
Prescott Keyes, prln’l liar Harbor hlgl school
Methods of discipline and rank. Discussion.
How much technical grammar should be
taught In the grammar school? Dls -usbIoii opened by
0 A Morton, prlnBar Harbor grammar school
Methods of teaching history In the gran mar
school. Discussion opened by
Fred Drake, prin east side grammar school,
Ellsworth.
1 ntermedlate and primary schools.
Heading exercise.Miss Jennie Grant
Address,
Ml ss Mary Snow, supt of scho* Is, Ilangor
Nature study.Miss Martha C Brown
Discussions.

Tuesday Afternoon.
Teaching physiology.l>r Phllhrook, E

array of musical talent.
The regretful featur of the whole affair
was that the attendance was not so large
by half as it ought to have been. For
this Bangor seems to be responsible. She
got whatever advantage there was from
the influx of several thousand people,
who remained from one to three days,
and yet at not one of the tive performances was

N

>

Query box.
Heading for teachers. Profe-donal, books,
Mary Snow
papers, etc.Mi
Address .lion W W Stetson
of
committees.
Report

meeting.

Keyes, principal of the Bar
Harbor high school, is president of the
association, and Hoyt A. Moore, principal
of the Ellsworth high school, vice-president.
Schools quite generally throughPrescott

the county will be closed to allow
teachers to attend the convention.

out

a

represented

she

tithe of those

been there.

in the audience

who

Why this

ought to have
is not for

was so

us to say, but that it is so was painfully
evident, and wholly discreditable.
Regard for the Bangor chorus, its officers aud its faithful couductor; the merit

festival per
courtesy to the
hundreds of visitors who flocked within
her limits, the maintenance of her reputation as a live, hustling, up-to-date city

of

the

II.OUO

_nil

ukm.lH

lin.’n

,,

..ion„

sufficient to have outweighed and thrown
far into the background any personal
feeling that may exist against any man
or set of men.

waves.

“Deah boy,” groaned Cholly at the end
of his first hour on shipboard, “promise
me you w.ll send my remains home to my

people.”
A second hour passed.
“Deah boy,” feebly moaned Cholly,
“you needn’t send my remains home.
There won’t bo any.”—Chicago Tribune.
It Is said that Mhearai Misl, a vrealthy
Asiatic woman, discovered the art of making the perfume known as attar of roses
and also invented the beautiful workmanship exhibited in the weaving of the celebrated cashmere shawls.
Nothing Is
known about her death.
It is claimed that ;*s much as 90 per cent
of German pajjcr is now manufactured
from cellulose or wood pulp, and the reign

of the rag

seems

to

be ended.

great event is over; the next move
is for next year’s festival.
It must not be
allowed to die.
It is too important a
movement to be

given

up.

In

spite

of her

unaccountable dereliction of duty to this
year’s festival, all will be forgiven if Bangor will stund by her splendid
and encourage its continuance.

chorus

lo'^J

trial

KhliSWOlM'H
Mrs. W. II. Brown

hroughout.
CJuite 300 people
the festival.

tended

Ellsworth

Most of

them

at-

on the Saturday night special.
meeting of the chorus is called for tomorrow evening at the t’nltarian vestry

A

over

the future.

Many who did
privileged

were

not
to

attend

listeu

to

the festival
some

of the

over

the

The

well

report that the engine of
left the track at Ellsworth
of discord among the chorus is
founded.
It was the penalty

“running away”

land,

Miss Asbie Cottle, who has been confined to the bouse by illness, is improv-

ing.
Flood went to Bangor Friwhere she will remain for a few

Miss Alice

day,

associated with his

James E. Meserve.

Pure, giving
Hood’s

Cures

hours

Sarsaparilla

Catarrh, scrofula,
And all forms of

Impure blood.
Schooner with Sullivan Stone Burned.
The schooner “George Gurney”, from
for New
York with paving,
Sullivan

ill, and afterpsixteen

suffering died in convulsions.
On the 24th, Jennie, the second child, six
and one-half years old, was taken ill and
after four days of suffering, died in con-

Tumbler

vulsions.

where she

of

baby,

two and

one-half

old,

years

off

night.

The

crew

ing

the day Jennie died, the

On

caught

fire

was

“Gurney”

The

is the

was

The

fish-

vessel

is

three-masted

a

She hailed from

schooner, 243 tons.

New

York.
liUCKspori .»iur«it*r .nysirry.
The mystery surrounding the murder
of

Bucksport,
Odlin,

Ware at

Sarah

Mrs.

unsolved.

mains

Detective

re-

Bar

has

Harbor

returned

from

Harbor, where be has been employed

The

people

of

Bucksport

nre

inventing theories and there

H. Brown has been repairing the
penstock at the George L. Morrison
woolen mill this week.
VV.

members of the ladies’ sewing cir-

cle will

Friday afternoons inpreviously.
W. Avery returned last Wed-

meet

on

stead of Thursday
Mrs. G.

as

nesday from an extended visit with relatives in various parts of the State.

A.
of

a

I. Fox received
ladder

on

a

fall

Thursday

by

the

of last

feet, and sustained

a

breaking
week. 11c
bad sprain

of his back.

Woodbury

Mrs.
talk

on

the

work

gave a very interesting
of the American board

foreign missions in the church on Friday evening. She was greeted by a large
and enthusiastic audience. One of the
of

four annual collections for the
taken Sunday evening.

as

to the

saving

of the

cause was

eye-sight.

given her, and a free bed at the hosFriends
pital has been furnished her.
hereabouts have supplied her with sufficient funds for her

measure :

Lynch’s

will give

a

still
are

busy
those

dancing pavilion, west side of
the river, next Saturday evening. This
concert has been given twice at North
Proceeds
Ellsworth with great success.

The boys hope to raise suffimake final payment for their
The boys have worked hard
uniforms.
and furnished many pleasing band concerts during the summer. They deserve
for band.

cient to

sole

8
8
9

..

10

tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket office,

on

Ellsworth.
Passengers

are requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice-Pros, and Gen’l Manager.
F E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t-

MANHATTAN
STEAMSHIP CO.,

to

is very much in earnest in her
unravel the mystery.

not

was

NEW YORK, ROCKLAND

LINE.

ANDJANGOR

Thursday.
the

ear

State

were

Railroad

both of liar Harbor.
FOSTER—CI.KA VKS—At Bar Harbor, Oct 10,
by Rev Richard Owen, Miss Nam-; F Foster,
of Bar Harbor, to Dr Alonzo 1. Cleaves, ot
Steuben.
MADDOX—I.EACH—At Bucksport. Oct 8, by
Rev Mr Freeman, Miss Louise Maddox, of
Bucksport, to Willard E Leach, of Penobscot.
MYKICK— ROBBINS—At Bar Harbor, Oct 1,
by Rev C B Allen, Mrs Justina .Myrick to
James W Robbins, both of Bar Harbor.

Com-

missioners Chadbourne and Danfortb, J.
B. Nutt, G. H. Coffin and S. G. Spooner,
county commissioners of Washington
county; Clerk of Courts Longfellow,
General Manager Dowst, President Curran
and Directors Leavitt, Campbell, Murchie
and Nash, of the Washington county
railroad; Chief Engineer W. B. Parsons,
Division Engineers Hunt and Englesing,
Contractor Kenefick; H. E. Hamlin and
George R. Cunningham, of Ellsworth.
This party, which went over the line to

U1

drove

UVCl

lUD

CBBICIU

Li 1V iw

|
first installment of passenger and ;
in
ears
for
new
road
arrived
the
baggage
!
Ellsworth Sunday. There were ten pas- I
mail
and
two
senger coaches,
baggage
cars

and three combination

and passenger
The cars are

mail, baggage

cars.

painted a dark red, and
lettered “Washington County R. R.M
The fifteen cars made a handsome train.
The interior of the cars is handsomely
The
finished and of modern design.
and

mail

baggage

have the

cars

years.
in LLINGTON—At Surry, Oct 7, Watson I) Billlngton, aged 72 years, 4 days.
BUTLER—At West Franklin, Oct 3, Mrs Sarali
E Butler, aged 78 years, 11 months, 13 days.
COFFIN—At Orland, Oct 10, Mrs Frances E
Collin, aged 50 years, 23 days.
CARTER—At East Bluehlll, Oct 5, Erma II
Carter, aged * months.
COOPER—At Bluehlll, Oct 7, Nina Cooper, aged
10 months.
LITTLEFIELD—At Penobscot, Oct 0, Newman
Littlefleld, aged 88 years, 2 months.
I»KM BERTON—At Surry, Oct 4, Ethel A Pemberton, aged l year, 2 months, 21* days.
SEA VKV—At Trenton, Oct 10, Vena M Seavey,
aged 1 year, 10 days.
TUI BOX’—At Bueksport, Oct 8, Charles II Tri
bou, aged 53 years.
W IS WEI. L— At Bangor, Oct 10, Sarah
I*,
daughter of the late Andrew Peters, and widow of Arno Wiswell, aged 74 years, 3 months,
23

days.

ance

of

plaintiff sued to recover a balfJ25.TO alleged to be due for per-

during the construction of
The
Washington county railroad.
defense is a general denial of liability.
Chapman & Worster for plaintiff, Hale
sonal services
the

case

ternoon.

went to the

DRESSER’S’
ON

Surry,

a

Oct.

ribbon,
so to speax, in the examination for the
civil service.” “I—ah—would hardly call
it that,” answered the mild young man.
‘‘Let us say I won the red tpp°.”

(special)—The

market

BANCOR

WINTER

(.BEAT
Ifc.'i.OO

RATES.

REDACTION
liar

Harbor

IN
to

FARES.

Boston.

Commencing Monday, Oct. 17, 1898, the
for through tickets

rate

of fare

From To
Between
reduced 84 00 $3 00
Bar Harbor & Boston
3 85 2 90
Boston
Seal Ha-bor
3 80
2 80
Northeast Harbor A Boston
3 75
2 75
Southwest Harbor A: Boston
3 00
2 25
Stonington A Boston
The price of rooms, accommodating two person', each
"ill be reduced trom 82 no and 81 50
to 81 50 and 81 on each
Steamer "Mt. Desert" will leave Bar Harbor
and Thursdays, for Seal
at In a in, « n Monda>
Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
and stonington, connecting at Rockland with
steamer for Boston.
RKTIRNING.
From Boston, Tuesday* and Fridays,at 5 i> m.
From R.*« kland, vla way landings, Wedncs
days and Saturdays at about' 5 a in.
*•

K. s. I Muusk, Agent, Bar Harbor.
Calvin Austin, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
Wili.i vm H. Hill, Gcn’l Mgr., Boston.

l. B ucliill & F’lsworlti Stoamli’tCfl.

E

v

there for all

fifteen-

CASH purchases.

market

gives

No other

them.

I

BUY FIRST-CLASS
THERE

GROCERIES

ALSO.

During the

R.

G.

a

m,

arrival of

or on

I

a

specialty.

FOSTER.

CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
W. HIGGINS,

•Flag landing.
Agent, Ellsworth.
Passengers wishing to take the boat will leave
word at Stevens & Drummey’s stable.
HA

Nk ) l

$4-45renovating furniture

5

O. A.

AND SOFT TOP MATTRESS
and

at

Tuesday and Saturday
mornings, touching at above landings, arriving
in Ellsworth early In the afternoon.
Will leave Rockland every Thursday at 5 a rn,
for Bluehlll touching all landings, arriving In

an

EXCELLENT WOVEN WIRE SPRING

the blue

Will leave Rockland
Boston boats every

Bluehlll at about 10 30. Will leave Bluehlll at 11
a uf, touching all landings, arriving In Rockland
to connect with Boston boat for Boston direct.

month of October

I will sell

FALL SC11KDI l.E.
Steamers Jatherlne”, (’apt. O. A. Crockett*
will leave K Isworth every Monday and Wednesday, at <* 30 a ni, Surrv at 7 a in, for Bluehlll,
•Barker’s Point, 'South Bluehlll, Brooklln,
Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentville, Castine, Dark
Harbor (Isleshore', arriving in Rockland to
make close connections for Boston direct.

RETURNING

W. 11. DRESSER.

atjbertiaementa.

C.

BOSTON AND

GET

months-old

Upholstering

OI'l.MBY, Eastern Agent,
No. 22 Broad Street, Bangor, Me.
A. <*. HI NT, Rockland, Me.
>. L. NEWCOMB, Gen’l Manager.
.i. 1>. SMITH, Gen’l Freight Agent.,
5-11 Broadway, New York City.

Silverware Checks

Caterpillar and Died.
10

particulars address,

af-

_

Swallowed

met.

MAIN STREET.
I

jury Tuesday

promptly

II. <

; I BUY MY MEATS

Hamlin for defendant.
The

rates

■*

ilurrtisnnrnta.

most

tion the

'i

48

improved equipment.
In the supreme court at Bangor Monday the case of Bernard Kelley vs. WilIn this acliam Kentfick was on trial.

;

competing

Steamship Company.
aged

ion of the road.
The

For

rora-

to Machias to continue the

IUHJICU1UU

All

THOMAS—HIGGINS—At St Savior’s church,
Bar Harbor, Oct 5, by Rev William O Baker.
Miss Eldora S Thomas to Colburn S Higgln.-,
both of Eden.

for dinner.
The railroad commissioners, county
commissioners and railroad officials, after

dinner,

by rail and water, to tin- we-t and south, we are
iii a position to handle all the business intrusted to u> .o the entire satisfaction of our
patrons both as regards service and charges.

STICKNEY—PATRIQUIN—At Aurora, Sept
28, by A K Mace, esq, Annie Stickncy, «•!
Township No 28, to Allen Patriquin, of Au-

house

for
won

8

f5 09
t
16 t
tft 16
26
9 2ft tft 26
9 45!
5 36
36
51 10 15
ft ftl
57 10 4ftj ft 57
03 11 05 t6 03
6 12
12 11 38
22 11 5*5 +6 22
27 12 05! 6 27
35 12 15
6 35
55
2ft
1 45
ooi
7 20

cause.

support.
you

8

8

4 3ft
4 40
4 47

Bucksport

efforts

con-

cert at the

“I understand

t7
17
t7
7
7
+8

8 05
8 50!
8 55
9 00

liOUN.
The Rosebrook family
emphatically assert that their well has CLossoV —At Surry, Sept 28, to Mr amt Mr- j
not been dry this season, and they have
Henry Closaon, a -on.
1
DolMTY —At Sedgwick, Sept-2»>, to Mr and Mrhad no occasion to drink from gullies
Ralph K Dority, a son. [P K Stanley
|
around the house, even if there were
GROSS— At stonington, Oct 7, to Mr and Mrs j
The first intimation tlie j •lames .1 Gross, a son.
gullies there.
people on tlie island had of the poisoning II A RI’I M A N— HAt stonington, Octto Mr and
Mr- Durbon
llarrinmn, a daughter,
came from the newspapers, and aroused |
M K.s-At orlan l.
s,.pt 2»I, to Mraml Mrs
j .1 AWilliam
much indignat ion..
H James, of Lynn, Mass, a son.
LI NT—At Tremont, Sept 21), to Mr and Mrs
George W Lunt, a daughter.
to Mraml Mrs
TIIK SHORE LINK.
.M’lNTYKK—At Verona, Sept
Fred McIntyre, a son.
Steamers of this line will leave Bangor (.Eagle
RICH —At Tremont, uct J, to Mr and Mrs Wil
Wharf, High Head) every Monday at 9 a. in-,
First Passenger Train Over Line to j
lard F Rich, a son.
and Rockland at 6 p. in lor New York direct.
Cherry field.
I WoiiD—At ()rland, »><*t to Mr and Mrs Lu/.on
Returning, steamers will leave New York
A U ood, a daughter.
The first passenger train—or, more cor- I
for Rockland, Camevery M-unlay at 4 p. m
-■
Bel ta-t, 1 uckspoit and Bangor.
den,
rectly, the first passenger ear—over the
MAKKIKI).
With our superio- facilities for handling
Washington county railroad to Cherryfreight in New York City and at ou. eastern
Car Ilarhor, Oct 1, by Rev T terminals, together with* through traHic arfield, went through from Ellsworth last COOK—DAY—At
F White, Miss Myrtle R Cook to Burton Day, rangement-. we have with our connections, both
the

immediate wants.

marine band

9 00
12 30

7 35
7 45i

6 35
40,
4?
f" 09
6
6

M.
1 :t0

5 57

who still believe it is not acaseof murder.

convalescent.

trip

The

A.

46
ft*;
59
03
23
30
35

M. A. M.

.!

00
M.

36

obtained.

the papers reported as dying
last Monday. She is now considered out
of danger.
Mr. and Mrs. Rosebrook are

Cherryfield on a tour of inspection of the
Mrs. C. J. Treworgy and daughter road, was enthusiastically received. At
Millie were in Somesville last week visit- Cherryfield the band, and almost the entire population of the town, met and
ing relatives.
E. J. Frazier spent Sunday with bis escorted the party to the Cherryfield
parents here, returning to Bar

A.

3ft
00
3ft
43
48
58
07
13
IS*

of

weeks.

Sunday night.
Edward McQuinn

M.

11

BANGOR...
Bangor, Fx. St.
Brewer Junction.
Holden.
Kgery’s Mill.:.
Lake Hou°e.
Greer; Lake.
Nlcolln
Ellsworth Falls
ELLSWORTH
Wash’gtou Co.Jc.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, S. Fy.
Mt.Desert Kerry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento...
BAR HARBOR.

Lewiston, is at work on the case, hut so
far as known, no definite clues have been

one

The water may have been in a
accountable for the sickness, but

near

A

to
burning
Boothbay Harbor,
vessel

beached.

was

| A.

7 00;.

.j

Portland.

total loss.

a

convulsions.
The two children were
buried from the church September 30,
and for the first time in its history, two
caskets were in the church at the same
time. Rev. C. N. Davie officiated.
On tlie day of the funeral Mr. Rosebrook and his wife were taken ill, and
the next day Nellie, the eldest and only
remaining child, was taken down. She

abandoned her.

island,

M.
00

Sunday

Island

Georges

steamer towed the

M.

5 3ft .'
9 05
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
P.

Dyspepsia, rheumatism,

September 21, Harley, the four and
son ofgGilbert
Rose-

half years old
brook, was taken

M.'P.

*on.

Boston.

nerves.

recovered.
On

P.

..

R

nervousness,

severely' than others, but all

more

M.

.|

it power

To feed the

During this time, quite a number of
grown people, as well as many children,
had the disease, in various places,
far
remote from the Rosebrook family. Some

one

A.

BAR HARBOR.
10 30 ., 3
Sorrento.
3
Sullivan.i 4
Mt Desert Ferry.
11 1ft
1 00,
4
Waukeag, S. Fy. 11 23! 1 10' 4
Hancock.
11 2c1
1 2»j 4
Franklin Road.
11 38
1 40, 4
2 •fft
Wa*h*gton Co.Jc. fll 47
ELLSWORTH
ft
11 53
2 30
Ellsworth Falls
til 58
2 4
5
ft
Nlcolln. +12 12
13 <x*
Green Lake. .112 22
3 2); fft
Lake House. fl2 31 f3 3ft 15
Egery’s Mill. f8 40 tft
Holden.
+12 38
3 50
6
Brewer June. 12 58
4 20
6
1 05
4 30
6
Bangor, Fx.St.
1 10
4 55
6
BANGOR, M.C.
P.

disease but recovered.

it

3, 1898,

Portland.

The blood rich and

Sept. 19, Edgar Raymond Coulter, aged
three and oue-half years, was taken ill
and died on the 27th. His sister had the

the child died.

brother,

Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
Because it makes

was

was

field when twelve years old. He learned
the trade of a millwright, and was employed in the building of mills on this
river, and also at Machias and Ellsworth.

nerves

And makes them strong.
The great nerve tonic is

empty stomach when oververy ill for twelve days,
but then began slowly to recover and is
now able to walk out.
He

Mrs. Day, a deserving woman of this
village, has gone to the Maine general
hospital at Portland for treatment.
Through the kindness of Mr. Evans, of
the Maine Central, free transportation

field, aged seventy-three years. He was a
native of Machias, but moved to Cherry-

Blood feeds the

Oct.

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

on an

doubt

Cherryfield Man Dead.
J. H. Meserve died recently at Cherry-

the late

Walter, of Or-

Monday.

here

reports in circulacorrespondent

for

choruses are
from the
western part of the State. The audiences
are reported to be larger than at Bangor.

was

on

of last week.
son

Commencing

/

Everywhere.
Depend simply, solely,
Upon the blood.
rich,
Pure,
nourishing

full statement of the facts.

heated.

had

success

Nerves

night of Sept. 12, Charles E.
Richardson, aged thirteen years, was
taken ill with violent vomiting and diarrhea, with much fever and a trembling
as of ague. It was
apparently a severe case
©f cholera morbus, caused, it is believed,
from eating much green corn and various
fruits

Maine Central Railroad.

nerves

Are needed for

the

in

E. Gray and

were

a

Oh

Strong, steady

American’s

not

from the conductor.

The

Eater he

West

E. N. Stover returned to Jonesport
Mrs. A.

sends

erroneous

daughter of Frank Pemberton and wife, of Surry, died last Tuesday,
from the effect of swallowing a caterpillar.
The caterpillar lodged in the little one’s
throat, and efforts toextract it were futile.
After suffering greatly for several days,

the

The festival at Portland is being held
this week—Monday, Tuesday and to-day.
The soloists are the same as they were at

Bangor.

Sat-

Ebon Jellison and wife visited relatives
in Walt bam Tuesday.

Thursday

The

be-

telephone.

special
cause

in

were

tion,

Grace, the ten-year-old daughter of B.
F. Carter and wife, met with a painful
accident Saturday afternoon. A piece of
wood thrown by an older brother struck
her in the eye splitting the eye-ball. She
was taken to l)r. Manning and the eye
The doctor expressed some
was dressed.

Por this
courtesy thanks are due George H. Grant,
the manager of the telephone lines in this
numbers

wife

Frank Haslam and

Three Rosebrook Children
Not Due To Impure Water.
The deaths of the three children of Gilbert Rosebrook at Cranberry Isles, which
were attributed in
reports last week to impure water, seem to have been due rather
to an epidemic which is confined to no
particular part of the island, and which lias
prevailed since 9ept. 12. Asa contradic-

-----

Bangor

Sullivan last week.

came

back

to talk

in

urday.

fell twelve
from

FALLS.

was

Mr. Jordan’s father, George O. Jordan.

NOTES.

Ellsworth’s chorus numbers sixty, and
forty of them attended the festival
t

granted.

George L. Jordan and wife went to Otis
Monday, called there by the illness of

Hancock County Sunday Schools.
few people who visit London
The annual convention of the Sunday
that one of the most novel sights j
school association of Hancock county will
of the great city is that of the pigeons
| be he’d
o? O :. 25.
at r.i.c1
t..'

Probably

are aware

some

The

section.

Kv»*rytiling Going.
The steamer rolled and pitch**! In the

to

came

Miles,

Address of welcome.

Business

enough has already been
fully up to expectations.
The women soloists were Gadski,
Maconda, Green, Kicker and Barney—the
Of

said.

ists

Monday Forenoon.

Prayer.
Singing.

improper and unlawful influences, and to
extent, joined therein, unwittingly, no
doubt, but still the infectious poison existed. It
ders of music seldom < ffered outside the !
Is the duty of the court in such case to secure
It would be a thousand a fair trial of the cause, conducted
large cities.
upon legal
if
should
pities
anything
happen to pre- principles and free from suspicion or abuse.
vent their continuance.
Verdict set aside.
New
Motion sustained.

TKACHEKS.

COI NIV

Deaths of

tion of the

follows.

as

This case comes before us upon motion to set
aside the verdict for misconduct of some of the
■.irors, and improper Influences brought to
Ik.!r upon them during the progress of the trial.
From the evidence upon the motion It appears that at the boarding-house where some of
the jurors boarded, the merits of the cause were
quite generally discussed by third parties In the
presence and hearing of some of the jurors,
and opinions expressed thereof, and that one,
at least, of the jurors on one occasion, If not
more. Joined In the discussion, and expressed
an opinion upon a vital point In the case; that
during tlu? trial these discussions sometimes
became quite heated, and thnt the merits of the
case were freely and frequently commented
on
and discussed in the presence and hearing of
the jurors
there, who were then sitting
as jurors In this case.
What ami how much effect these discussions
and expressions of opinion may have had In
producing or Influencing the verdict cannot be
known, but they were so pronounced that we
think they became a mischievous factor In the
del!l>erat!ons of the jury, destructive of an
verdict.
The law
honest
requires that
cases shall be decided upon the evidence Introduced In court, und that alone; that jurors
are to act unbiased and unaffected by outside
Influences or public opinion.
If a departure from this wholesome rule Is
permitted, there Is great danger that the rights
of parties may be sacrificed by Irresponsible
statements of uninformed or Interested persons,
having the effect of testimony which is not
under oath, or subjected to cross-examination,
or in any way subservient to legal rules.
It Is

conception of a genius,
and the performances were all that could
be expected.
Of the fifty-nine members of the orchestra all but a dozen are Maine men, picked
up from various parts of the Slate. Taking
lay-out

Simonton offered prayer, in which he referred feelingly to tho bereavement of the
justice who is to preside at the terra.

K.

The rescript, as
by Judge Strout, reads

array of musical talent wah
assembled in Maine.
The

an

before

ever

opened Tuesday. Owing to the death of
Judge Wiswell’s mother, all civil business
of the term, including the calling of the
docket, was postponed for one week.
Court was opened by Judge Emery.
At the opening of court Kev. J. P.

Hlnrklov

devoted

sustained

granted a new trial.
handed down, opinion

Chapman.

was

ngaiii. The law court
ue.endanl’s motion, set

over

aside the verdict and

lish, French and Italian opera. On Saturday evening the oratorio “Elijah” was

Messenger—Leo Wardwell.

as

has

were

night’s programme

Bluebili, which created so
interest at the January term of court,

Batlraati* anti Steamboat*.

aWirrtisnnmta.

CRANBERRY ISLES’ EPIDEMIC.

of

ia to he tried

first night
given over to Wagnerian
selections, work being provided for soloists, orcbtsira and chorus. The second

Robert R. Jot, Gouldsboro; K. L. Haskell,
I>eer Isle; Rodney Smith, Brooklln; W. B.
Higgins, Bar Harbor.
Stenographer—C. O. Harrows, Portland.

of Mrs. W is well.
The grand jury is

much

five concerts—three evening
performances and two matinees. The
There

Co.,

Granite

larger but better trained than that of last
year. For it all unstinted praise is due
Director VV. R Chapman, Manager Chant'

THE COURT.

ASIDE

In C»se of Campbell vs* Chase Granite
Co.—New Trial Granted.
The case of Campbell vs. the Chase

at

‘All
•

v/

will buy a new Guaranteed
BICYCLE.
We have other

grades at higher prices

Bicycle Supplies. Repairing of
ELLSWORTH
Fkjskun st.,

all sorts.

BICYCLE CO.,
Lllbwouth,

COUNTY NEWS.

The AMERICAN has subscribers at 106

of the

11C

all the

jo^t-ojflces in

oi,.* r

bxned ao not reach
is

ican

in

papers
so

county;
county com-

Hancock
the

many.

i\n additional

Hanmr*

and has

never

After

cf Tv:

ninety

over

list,

summer

The

f

(>ii'.
affH

>

v

pleasantest social
marriage of Walter Kay-

season's

.lie

me

m-

aud

iht.bings

m«

it the

Sopt.

place Tuesday evening,
of the bride on

b took

iii

Winifred

Alice

residence

the Falls rend.

large

A

number

was

in

attendance, including many from out of
town. The presents wvvere numerous and
costly in
ling silver, cut glass, gold,
and

l.iis

rare

bric-a-brac,

of

besides

last, and she took

The

attend Mr

of

nod Mrs.

H.

the

poet:

|

..

1

dissolved,
ness is

totally

blind.

tv.

King

A

Hutchings

has I

; before the appointed hour carriage after
H. Binder left for the South
loaded with old and young and
Mrs. Binder and family leave I carriage,
carrying flags proudly waving, was on
this week to join him.
the road bound for the convention.
Harry Friend and Mr. Sylvester, of
The session opened w ith a praise service
Carmel, were in town lAst week, the led by Superintendent Levi
Knight, of the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Hinckley.
Reach. Next was a song of welcome by
Oct. 10.
K.
Misses Ethel Thurlow and Florence Belle
Frank

Atlantic.

was a source of comThe many hymns and
passages of scripture stored in her mind

in earlier years
1 often repeated.

forgotten

were never

Conscious

that

Harvey Tinker’s new cottage is being
painted in colors.
Mrs. Abbie Staples went to Portland
and Boston Monday on business.
Edwin Smith, of the Portland police.

and

the end

trustingly

near, she could
know in whom 1 have

believed.’’

“1

say,

Only

is

a

all is life and

Every

trace

All the
Soon

Capt.

in

position

to

procure

a

Habbidge, who has been at work
Joyce’s store, went hon to
••

Island Saturday*.
been

have

spending

the

summer

library at Atlantic w ill he kt p: in
Mrs. Edith .Staples’ cottage tins winter
until a building can be erected for its i.-e.
Schools in town began Monday with a
fine

staff of

There is

teaclu-rs.

usually large attendance of
fall.

Apple

traders from

riving.

funeral Sun-

ket be re,

muddy

sc

In., is.:- ;ais

up-1 he-river

a:.

Tiny usually find h goon
as few
apples are raised

..r-

seasou

the

To commemorate

birthday

the

arrives.

S.

Sur rV.

anni- j

Mrs. Dority, of Hotel Doritv, of Brook
was t lie guest of Pnilip Stinson over
Sunday.
a surprise parly which was «
sucperfect
John Crimmin* and wife, of East brook,
cess and gave pleasure not only to their
were the guests of Mr«. Chatto from Sataunt, but to twenty-five old friends who j
until Monday, when they left for
passed an enjoyable evening Saturday at urday
Eagle island to visit their daughter, wife
Orchard lodge. There was vocal and in1 of the
light-keeper.
strumental music, and refreshments were
versary of Mrs. H. E. Morton, her nieces.
Misses Lottie and Lina Morton, arranged

Seai Brand Coffee
and

I in,

1

cans,

and is guaranteed to be the
best coffee grown.

C.

Oct. 10.

served.

_

gifts which Mrs. Morton! People who
advertise only occasionally
receiv <1 was a basket of flowers from Rev. !
overlook the fact that most persons hare
Sarah Treworgy, of North Sedgwick. A
short memories.
short poeui by Mrs. Mayo, which by reis
in
its
manuwas,
quest
printed here,
script form, prettily decorated with floral
in
water colors, by Miss Ella A.
designs
Among

St iliMnn Piimmihou

»•»*»

nrrmiffu.

other

to

school”

was

should make

Bible.

with the
ted to

the Bible in Sundayj
opened by Rev. Mr. Forscht.

nearly

memory

familiar

themselves

When

boy

a

lie commit-

Stove

all day long when you only
need a f re a little while at
lk..1 t: e is poor economy.
Such a stove overheats the
makes
house,
everything
dirty, keeps the housewife
busy. A modem

U IB
st n

was

considered

ai

points in Sunday
C

h paper

one

of the

most

import-!

school work.

presented was discussed.
!ho\ Jonathan Adams, of Bangor, former" of Di er Isle, was called on and spoke

briefly

as

number of the questions.
presented the pledge of the
mercy depart» nt of W. C. T.C. w hich
was left for signatures during the noon
on

a

ha* acne of these objection*.
You light it when you want it,
yiu when you’re through. It
1 OVE GASOLINE and
uro
less than a month.
pays!
Stove Gasoline manufactured by
the -an- .ud Gil Company, makes
'ever smokes nor smells.
no cut,
deru home should have
2v
a mtil:
Vapor Stove. You can
Co V
hing on a Vapor Stove
can cook on any other
that
jd do it better.
sto'
i>r does not sell Vapor Qtove§
l

E,.

vg

|2
™

..

v;

tile bbuidard
K#V* Y^rk ntv.
WTl'.e to

a.

*,

—M..

11

...Ml.. ,ld

in

Kiuirtav ovmiinrr

Hi'!

Hi

Amos Brown has had
under his house and

a

a

Henry Tracy

tion laid.

York

Dinner

was

tertain!;.g

served in the

-eh....'

vestry,

the

en-

furnishing tea and cof-

The afternoon

began with a praise serB. .Smith, after w hich Rev.
by
Mr. Clmpin gave a very full report of
schoois, which was adopted with n vote of
led

vice

W.

tii o»ks for the

pains

taken

in

procuring'

it.
“CJass of men, how secured” was next,
by Mrs. Hattie Hendrick, of South Deer
Die.

Mrs. Hendrick is

and her
her

paper

own

was

experience,

a

model

relation

a

and

was

of

teacher,
facts

at this

in

put into a Sunday school library,” by R. V. Stinson, was
also very much to the point, giving as it
“What books should be

a

the

stone

and

to

beautiful trip

half

scription

humorous but
of

wholly

the old-fashioned

true

de-

library,

with many good hints on the new departure in books. A very animated discussion followed.
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There

water.

Nancy m. Abbott,
Alice G. Laws,
John \mlkkn.
Lon in.t lee on rt-soiut ions.
East

of pure
malarial illness

deal of

is a

l.iimoiue.

town the

neighbors imperil their mortal existence
and magnify their doctors’ bills, have no

to Hat horn slock
Oct. 10.
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Weston and

wife

past week

business.

George

feet

of solid
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Gault has returned from

supplies

rock

farther end of which dangled

ik**,was

a
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day.

high C
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were
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nearly

came

all

was

killing7

boy, thrusting

doorway to

the matter.

your-

what

see

self

She

gave a
shingles off

nearly lifted the

with
housework

up the light-house
Baker's island. The small boy

roof and
on

are

into the teacher’s mouth

to the

woke

kind of

so

placed

smooth

a

hurriedly

bite like
adder.

an

a
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that it

seemed

serpent and to sting

Farmer,

who

Stylus,

recently

I

while hunting game was
in the shoulder and neck by the accidental discharge of his gun, is slowly improving. His mother, Mrs. Edward Grindle, is very ill with typhoid fever.
Oct. 10.
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Miss Fannie Hinckley is ill.
Everett Marks went to Beaton Monday.
Mrs. Hattie E. Morton, Mrs. J.izzie J.
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Powder

will

save you ninetenths of the work
3 and do it easier,

j

\

H. Black

package is alone worth
what the washing powder costs. You get both
for the price of one

Belfast for

Belfast WedI

Mrs. Henry Orcutt, of Wood Island, is
visiting her brother, John S. Blake.
Miss Addie Holmes, of Caihbridgeport,
Is visiting friends and relatives here.
The most delightful weather has prevailed for several days.
The autumn tints
are beautiful.
Strawberry blossoms, wild
and

*blue violets

gun of the sportsman is
Sea birds are plentiful.
Oct. 5.

THE J. 8. WILLIAMS
CmSTONIU*1*.

visited her

has

father’s family.
C. II. Blake has been suffering greatly
with inflammation of his eyes.

roses

quickiyand

better.

Glycerine Toilet Soap
given FREE in every

week.
to

more

1 he cake of pure white

visited friends here.

are

The
all sides.

found.

heard

on

B.

_

again.

j

Spec.

Milly Blake returned
nesday, Sept. 28.

RattleAxfc
|
*pujg^

Ivorine
Washing'

round

outstretched

tea

Miss Addie

UP

with horror and dis-

Mrs. V. B. Black has goue to
a

l

H.

(HOLD

dead

chasing a dozen small girls
road by one of the school-

seen

Cape Rosier.
Frank L. Bates has

short time ago
badly wounded

vis t

farm, Pittsfield.

SDijutisrmrnts.

the homes of

Oct. 5.

X
X

a

in

us.

Allen, of Walt ham, Mass., and her father’s
sister, Mrs. Kboda hunt, who was detained at home by illness, and Mrs. Maria
Milan, who lives on Mt. Desert rock.
Those present were Mrs. Johann Lurvey,
Mrs. Elizabeth Lawler, Mrs. Levi Lurvey,
Mrs. William B. Stanley, Mrs. Jacob W.
Carroll, Miss Mary A. Carroll.

chewing tobacco ever
to dig for it.

have been

part in this village where water from 175

party to her aunts, very much regretted the absence of three of her aunts
her mother’s sister, Mrs.
Kachel C.

obliged

on

re-

Ellsworth.

turned to their home in

places around us due to impure
The surface drainings and ditch
water and cistern slops with which our

Mrs. T.

and better than any other

Peters, jr., have

Mr. and Mrs. J. A.

supply

its

in many
water.

a

®

His

lo

fellow.

thirty-two

is

Oct. 10.

Better than Gold

silence

Look riot mournfully tnt<• the past, it comes
not Lack again, wisely huprot «■ im- present, it
go forth to meet the sI.
l-.wy future
without tear and with a manly heart.—Long-

thing this village has to congratitself

in

G thine,

long and very handsomely finished.
Capt. Hubert Gait is hauling her up for
tbe winter.
One

bow

publication.

feet

mor

Abbott, and will move his family to
Bangor soon.
Everett Treworgy, assistant teacher of
the academy, went to Surry on Saturday

his

I’atnoia grange be draped I >r thirty days,
and Inst tiiese resolut ions be sprtad upon
the records and h copy -cut to the husband of our deceased sister, also a copy
sent
The
Ellsworth American for

wood-

of

purchased of parties
yatch “Aphrodite’*.

hand

Arthur Gray has sold his house to Rich-

TIONS.

UK- >t ;

God in

decrees.
will, and dutifully-ub.nit t » H
Resolved, That t lie chart or of Hancock

Camden, N. J., one of
people on t he back shore, has

to him to

week.

uaiui she has

tnlinite wisdom
has s.-.-u fit to remove from our midst
Sister i.nzeiia Culby, an esteemed member of lie Hancock 1’atnoiu grange, and

ways;

later the teacher

Several of our teachers will attend the
teachers* institute at Bar Harbor next

her hu

ook.

BVteretis,

hereabouts report that par-

stick into the small boy's

M.

of

her

among

MEMORIAL

foliage.

of autumn

Hellion.

down

anu

not

BUTLER.

C.

delegation of live from this plact Mrs. an office If-arer then in.
Resolved, That while we miss .• r presHodgkins,
Augustus Clark, Winnie
we kno v God
ence and mourn
her
Flora Gilley, Frank Gilley and Ktv. G. H.
doeth ail t hings well, and orders all our

the

Miss Hattie Sargent, of Portland, is visiting her cousin, Miss Lena Grindle.

Harvey Grindle,

I

retired to the street with a dismal presentiment at heart that he had rather
overdone
it this time. Five minutes

made:—YOU are
The «***oi

SARAH

MRS.

a

mi

nature in this season glows with beauty,
And restful calm succeeds the summer day,
So as the autumn of your life approaches,
May brightening tints illumine all the way.

a

latter

The county conference of Congregationat North FI Is wort b was attended by

keeper

Prof. Cutts, principal of the academy,
is to occupy Mrs. Clough’s cottage during
the winter. Mrs. Cutts and family arrived here Saturday from New Hampshire.

house

new

always been known, was a kind wife and
mother, a valued neighbor, ever ready to
help those in sick ness and trouble.
l'uneral services wen h •hi at t lie I'nion
church on Wednesday, Oct. ... Bev. Mr.
1 )ay, pastor of the Bapt ist church, assisted by K> v. Mr. Lombard, oiiicmttng.
Interment at Bay View cemetery.
Oct. 8.
Cil’E’ER.

Merle

Hudson river,

in the world

to at-

into his

daughters, who hAve
done every tiling possible to make her life
pleasant. “Aunt Charlotte,” as she has

huilt

sou

tne

lived

founda-

Albany, going

season

ulate

i As

who

Since

alists

inter-

very

esting.

did

and

place by

shriek that

festival.

railroad,

Mrs. Butler wan aii honored member of
the Baptist church for fifty-seven years.

job.

did the

an

®
X
X

the

to the company

days.

DEATH OF

stopping

cellar

new

new

after them went the small

Mrs. R. P. Grindle and Miss Florence

over

Mr. and Mrs. Clark received
present.
many presents, some quite valuable.

with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. U. Wilat McKinley the past two weeks.

The hunters

W« bring you hope, an anchor sure and fast.
And in your mind long may this evening linger,
A bright and pleasant memory of the past.

Friday

few'

may, and the small boy’s soul was tilled
with
immeasurable delight.
Into the
school-house door bolted the girls and in

visit schools.

finishing

at work

Friday. In the evening there was a housewarming. More than a huudred were

ul 7 .'til

Mrs. William Meson has been

_

on

a

have gone
woods.

men

our

Claud Clark moved

Mrs. Hannah Gilley has been visiting
Sullivan for the past

like

Bangor

are

of

to work in the birch

at her old home in

hour.

tears.

to

View,

Thursday.

the

Morse went

Men

number

a

which will be turned

Mrs. Julia Holden has closed theDirigo
for Belmont, Mass., this week

And so we bring to you our hearts’ l>e»t wishes,
That all the loving kindness you l*estow
May be returned to you in ample measure.
Like scripture promise given long ago.

tend the music

Quite
to Lake

and leaves

the snake

to

Additional orders of twenty-inch curbhave been received by the stone men.

ing.

recognize the worth, the generous spirit,
The heart of sympathy for others' ills;
The gentle ministry in deed and comfort
To those whose way in life your presence Alls.

Oet.3.

a

ing

Miss Alice Carroll leaves this week for
Rockland where she is to learn dressmak-

row;

a

Fred Mc-

and

Harbor.

at Seal

are

Miss Olive Morse, of Cherrytield, is
guest at her brot tier’s, Clarence Morse.

Freeman’s store.

gospels, j

all of the

•learer
By all the changes of the passing years;
The sympathy madeglail when you were happy.
And shadowed when your sorrows brought

Ceding

former teacher,

P. Gordon loaded a vessel with staves
heading for Rondout last week.

J.

singing
again”,

meet

a

in town

Kenzie

Capt. William Gilley is on grand jury
duty in Ellsworth this week.
Ralph Robinson has painted J. T. R.

houses the other

bring you courage for each unknown

with

we

account of

on

Saturday.
George Eddy, Je«*s Driscoll

Harltor.

8oiiihwp«l

We

We

Prof. B. E. I>»rrabeo,
was

Ego.

squealing

u

Jacob Springer is poorly

execu-

Oct. 7.

MORTON, OCT. 2, 189t».
What shall we bring you on this eve of greeting?
Not gold, nor gems, nor jewels rich and rare.
Not empty phrases of congratulation,
Nor flattery, for which you do not care.

u«

till

home from Massachu-

Clark is at

recent illness.

John Carroll left Monday for Portland,
Teachers should be perfectly familiar
where he has a
job as mason on tlie
with the lessons to he taught.
Coiled States fortifications being con‘•Importance of promptness and regu- \
structed there.
larity in attendance” was opened by Rev.
J. T. K. Freeman and wife have bet n
Mr. Chapin, A. (). Gross, to whom tins
topic was assigned, being absent. This absent tlie past week on a trip to New

TO MRS. H. K.

jiiciiubiuj;

Ralph

and

closed

you

other pagea.

setts.

benediction.

and the

handle

jStover:
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Wwt Franklin.
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fee.

BIRTHDAY PARTY.

Chase* Sanborn’s

V

“How

mara

Oct. 8.
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Mrs. V. (Joss

an

island.

E

Knowles, of South Deer Isle, treasurer; I
Mrs. M. S. Knowles, Mrs. Lydia Green j

Fupils

of steamer“ Y'inal-

The

gone before.

bears this seal.

two-pound

Barbour,

Enough plank to finish the sidewalk at
which Mrs. Lord was a consistent member
Atlantic from the post-office to the Bapsixty years, officiated.
Sweetly resting !
tist church, has been ordered from Banand calmly content she looked in her last
it is hoped :t will be laid b. fort t he
gor.
Her
is
with
the
loved
ones
waking
sleep.

Coffee superior
which

one

of

here, left for home tiiis week.

day afternoon, Sept. IS. liev. E. Bean,
pastor of the Congregational church, of

to that

is sold in

absenct

Coleman Crabtree and wife, of Hancock,

long—the only

the

an

YV.

s

who

Mr. and

from Boston trt attend

It : impossible
for money or

H.

Gott

Mrs. Roacoe (t.
Lord, and the daughter, Mrs. J. H. Morse,
with her husband and daughter Florence.
Capt, John Havlin, her son-in-law, and
Fred Havlin, her only grandson, came

wife,

and his

Alvali

M. V.

of sin’s sad -t >ry.
hath pa-sed away.

The mother needs no longer the kind
care and
tender ministrations she received from those who dwelt w it h her be-

: son

.**i-

haven”, has moved his family to the harbor for t he w inter.

glor\

so

at

mentis for next convention.

visiting relatives here after
twenty years.

curse

toof-tree

ineuus

over

Never more are sad and weary,
V or, never sin again

one

hiiu

be

with

County AVtri

Mrs. Sarah C. Butler died at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Mabel Clark, Montwo weeks.
Oct. 3, after a short illness.
Mrs.
Mrs. Harry Gilley an*d daughter have* day,
Smith.
Butler was born Nov. 20, 1821. and was
returned from Bangor, having been abThen the president, Rev. S. W. Chapin,
the fourth child of John and 8arah (Harsent several weeks.
took the chair and called for the busimss
dison) Orcutt, and one of a family of
Miss
Alice
J.
was away on a vaDolliver
e even children.
She married Stillman
part of the meeting.
cation
week.
last
Mrs.
James
Crockett
Officers were elected as follows: Rev. j
Butler in 1810. Eight daughters and one
took
her
in
the
store.
place
Mr. Forscht, president; Rev. Mr. Chapin,
sou were born to them, seven of whom
vice-president; Mrs. Lizzie Fifleld, of; There will be a harvest concert by the I are living, two daughters having died
West Stonington. secretary; Mrs. M. S. j Sunday-school in the Union church next

Florence Keene, of Rockville, is

Mrs.

So.m we

neath

parents

Monday.

home

pass this desert dreary,
bid farewell to pain.

we

mw

Mrs. A. M. Newman, who has been visiting friends at Southwest Harbor, can e

“This Is not my place of resting,
Mine’s a city yet to come.
Onward to it I am hasting,
On to my eternal home.
it

visiting

lautic.

time before she passed away she reThe
King retiring.
peated the following hymn, which was
ontiuutd by Mr. Hutchings.
! sung by her own request at the funeral
| service of her elder daughter, Mrs. John
Zliacrtisramta.
Havlin, some twelve years ago:
short

j

SCHOOL CONVENTION.

The Deer Isle and Stonington district
Sunday school convention was held at the
Methodist church at Stonington Saturday, Oct. 1. The day was tine and long

“God

last week.

But her memory

In

bottom of the trouble.

WXDAY

;

home last week.

fort to her then.

busi-

he

Mrs. Benjamin Stanley, who has been
guest of Mrs. Abbie Stover, returned

She could say with

The convention

j

require several stitches, and one leg
badly torn. A mischievous boy was

Thursday for
attends a veterinary

the

“We sit alone In the stillness.
My soul and I,
And hear outside of our cloister
The world go by.
We have shaken off from our sandals
The dust of its mart.
And smile to think of Its tumult.
Where we sli apart

eeu

where

Isle, the time to be left
tive committee.

left

college.

upon

was

was
...

came

she

L.amoiii<

The ;i

loss

|

a

Hutchings.

Oct 3

that

to

was

at the

Otronto,

and her many friends.
failed
her was

that

her, and for the last few years of her life

large circle of friends

a

Gradually

vision.

Hutchings and Miss Blanche Linton
PhipjTin groom wrh attended by
Pearl Gray, of Prospect, and Colon Ginn.
1

only faculty

as

#b* additional

questions. A collection was taken to defray the expenses of the convention. The
committee of arrangements reported in
favor of holding the next session at Deer

their absence.

Warren Bray’s horse was seriously injured last week by being driven into a
wire fence.
The tieah was torn so badly

time.
Snowman

elder of

district, is to preach here Sunday.

during

The Baptist circle entertained Thursday night. A fine supper and enjoyable
C.

formerly presiding

J. F.
expect to stay about two weeks.
Robbins and wife take care of their stock

Miss Lina Morton is attending to Mrs.
Osgood’s store during her absence.

T.

and

Capt. Stephen Thurston and wife left
Monday for Boston to visit friends. They

Mrs. John Stover, of Bueksport, is the
guest of Mrs. John W. Kane.

cur-

!

pieces of furniture. The bride
was becomingly attired in blue brocade
silk with white chiffon garniture. The
bridesmaids were Miss Blanche Marion

>

family

fare of all her

!

shut

company

Mrs. Dunbar Marshall left for Longwood, Miss., last week.

rrenfc events of the times and in the wel-

number of

The

interest in the

an

Rev. Mr. Haley, principal of Bucksport
t his

COUNTY NEWS.

in Sunday school,” by Mrs. Viola Barof South Deer Isle, was the next
and with the one that followed.
“Is it advisable to award prizes in the
Sunday school?” was fully discussed.
Mrs. Barbour is one of the favorite teachers in her school, and knows whereof she
speaks.
The question box gave many interesting
be

hour,
topic,

other pages.

Isle.

seminary,

Bluehill Granite
last week.

see

Parker Robbins made a short visit to
friends here over Sunday.

Monday.

down

years of age,

is

Orlnnn

South

the

Mrs. Lizzie W. Dow returned to Providence

AMERICAN, barring the Bar

card's

?V** additional County Setr*

post-office.

and her brother, also named William, surlarger vived her but eight days, being but
a:
Man
of ail the other papers printed seventy-eight years old.
Mrs. Lord was painstaking in work,
n Hancock county.
steadfast in principle, industrious in habits, faithful in friendship, sincere in
speech, and tilled worthily the place she
Por add,
l County News see other pages,
held in the home, the community and the
Her mind was unimpaired to the
church.

Harbv-

COUNTY NEWS.

and Mrs.

Ethel Stover is Assistant in

Miss

a

sHf lived to be

Darling

R.

C. Peters went to Boston Thursday.
J. E. Stanley returned from Boston
Thursday.
A.

long and useful life, Mrs. Matilda
C., widow of the late Thomas M. Lord,
passed from earth Sept. 16, aged eightyShe was a
seven years and eight days.
daughter of William Carleton, who him-

claimed to

Dodge, Mrs. Lizzie

G.

other page %

OBITUARY.

be, but it is the only paper that can properly he er- cd a COUNTY paper; all the
restore merely local papers. The circulation

■

#<

Bliielilll

The Amer-

the only paper printed in

not

County Xetrs

Everybody’s liable to Itching piles—rich ami
poor, old and young—terrible the torture they
sc,r r. Only orw* sure '•tire. Pnn»>*< Oilmen!
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»!•««• lu. at tMN
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Who Have Used Them
LHUILu Recommend as the BEST

I AniPQ

1>B.

KING’S
Brand

Stir Crown

PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief, no danger, no pun. 4
Used far years by leading specialists. ifundre_—
monials. A trial will convince you o ftbeir intrinsic value
in ease of suppression. Send ten cents tor sample and
book. All Druggists or by mail |IJO box.

KING MEDICINE CO., Box 1930, BOSTON, MASS.

fNl*
r|l Ira 11*0 AdaPted
N^JLIcll lNuUI ft or

to

any business

profession, ruled, with

Contract and apr„“itedi“f,<

throughout. Requires the least
possible writing to enter data
T?-l.fi« “nd re,er <l“ic|t|y to any

Ullll/I

l.V\/CUl
name and save time and
money, h.000 used and recorded. All kinds of
labor-saving records on hand or made to order.

tion of the Individual,” opened by Dr.
Stevens, of Bluehtll, followed by Mr.
Spofford, of Bucksport, Rev. C. N. Davie.
MEET IN CONFERENCE AT NORTH Very strong and helpful thoughts came
from the speakers as well as from the delELLSWORTH.
egates. Rev. E. Bean in particular laid
of life and a sepaA LARGE ATTENDANCE—ENTHUSIASTIC emphasis upon purity
ration from.the world dn the part of the
DISCUSSIONS—NEXT CONFERENCE

CON GREG AT ION ALISTS

church

WILL HE AT BLUEHILL.

[Special report

Tbe semi-annual meeting of Hancock
county conference met last week Tuesdcy
and Wednesday at North Ellsworth. Despite the fact of its being one of the smaller churches and at an extreme point of
the county, tlie services were largely at-

r

tended and the various discussions well
sustained.
The day of assembling was one when
nature was in one of her best moods. The
air was warm and the autumnal beauty to
be seen from the vicinity of the little
church, was well worth a long drive to
behold.

I
!
H
jjf

The local committee of arrangements
had planned entertainment so that one
and all

were

pleasantly

and

His sentiment

of

lam.e

ed

on

comfortably

its work.

Owing to « variety of circumstances tlie
programme ms printed was changed somewhat. The lirst topic, “The worth of the
church to us community,” was opened
by Rev. E. L. Hunt. This was followed
by a consideration of tbe topic: ‘‘The
coming of the kingdom.” Ten-minute
addresses without discussion were made
hhioiiows:

lie

.tmiiie

.Missionary

oo*

ciety,” Rev. J.P. Cushman; “The American Missionary Association,”Rev. E. Bean ;
“The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,” Rev. George A.
French. These addresses were followed
by distribution of missionary literature.
Rev. G. H. Hefflon, of Southwest Harbor, then discussed the theme: “When
can a church be called prosperous.”
The various papers and topics were very
carefully and earnestly presented. Mr.
Heffiou was applauded as he sat down.
His was a very able and carefully written
paper.
The ten-minute addresses
and gave a
the session

decided

were

missionary

vigorous
flavor to

and in fact to the entire conGeneral discussion of all the
topics followed nn.d the remarks by delegates and friends proved most helpful and
instructive.
ference.

Tl’ESDAY

MEETING.

EVENING

SOVEREIGNTY AT HONOLULU.

i

THE HAWAIIAN FLAG CAME DOWN AND

i

STARS

the

During the supper hour a large number
of “Songs of the Soul” from the Falls
arrived, and the evening gathering was opened by a stirring praise ser-

church

AND

STRIPES

TOOK

ITS

abstaining from questionable
amusements found a hearty response

PLACE—PROCLAMATION.

from the audience. Rev. D. L. Yale presented the theme “The salvation of the
individual”.
In the absence of Rev. T. 9. Lewis, who
was to speak on the topic “Responsibility
of the laity for success of church work”,
it was treated by Rev. William Forsyth.
It would be profitable to godliness and to
the solution of many church problems if
each Christian in Hancock county could
only be made familiar with this address.
Unfortunately the topic was not written
out, so it cannot be presented in print
verbatim.
The burden of his message was that the

[From the New York .Sun.]

saving of

men

work of the

and

the

was

the

day

varied

the

Owing

to

Spanish war. It was the echo of
Dewey’s guns that was heurd in Honolulu
on Aug. 12, when one flag went down
amid a roar of saluting cannon and another went up to tr.ke its place.
The sight was most impressive, not because of the size of the crowd, for it was
not large, nor for tumult, for there was
little noise, not for length of ceremonial,
for the exercises were as simple as they
should be when one republic absorbs another, but because one nationality was
snuffed

church

other

j

a

was

with

opened

hour

praise

and

prayer. Rev. E. Bean had the tirst paper:
“Why should the churches support the
it was instructive
county conference.”
and set forth by
illustration from his
own life the value of regular attendance
on

such irat heritors.

place of prayer in the church” was
taken up by Rev. J. P. Cushman. Rev. J.
S. Richards presented a paper, “The place
of common sense in
the life of the
church.” Both gentlemen were thorough
in their dealing with the subjects, and
the delegates gave excellent attention and
“The

freely.

discussed

The woman’s
occupied chiefly
by Mrs. Ida V'. Woodbury in an address
on the work of the American missionary
association.
All were charmed with her
sweet manner and touching presentation
of her peculiar work.
Rev. J. P. Cushman pronounced the
benediction and our work in 1898 was
hour

During

the

noon recess

Wednesday,

the

ministerial association met and transacted
a few items of business.
The question of
“tramp ministers’’ was discussed, and
w

ill

probably

up Inter

come

on

no

success

of

of the juggernaut car in
lordly Anglo-Saxon rides to his
universal empires. It was not

of

I
1

joyous an occasion us far off America
imagine. When it was over, women
wore the American emblem wiped

It''will give the story of important current events the world over in a condensed form. It will explain and
interpret; it will throw light on many puzzling questions, on the meaning and relations of events that
Como to the general reader.
The newspapers do not usually tell the beginnings of national and international troubles—there are usually “missing links” in their story. These lapses the Post will till out.

;

their eyes, and men who have been strong j
for annexation said, with u throb in the
throat, “How sad it was!”

Hawaiians, they

As for

it

self-denial

was

dearly

Kanaka

and which

day
they

They

excitement,

in

up

not

were

but

were

the

on

not at the stores.

were

shut

man

days the Hawaiians

of

boused.

their

queen’s stately

*5*

to

man

on

this

were

from

the

Writing

The session closed with an address:
“Earnestness in Christian life and work,”
by Rev. George A. French. It was carefully written and was listened to most attentively by the large audience which
packed the church.
The service closed with the benediction.
WEDNESDAY MORNING.
After the opening prayer and praise service, unfinished business was taken up
and roll of conference completed. Rev.
E. Bean, for the nominating committee,
named Bluehill as next place of meeting
in May or June, 1899. Rev. G. H. Hellion,
as committee on rt solutions, presented
the following which were accepted and
unanimously adopted:
To the President of' the United States:
We do hereby respectfully petition that you
will exercise the authority vested In you as
commander ln-chlef of the army to restrain In
every way, and if possible to forbid at ouce the
sale of Intoxicating liquors at all posts and
camp exchanges or elsewhere within the lines of
the armies of the nation.
To
the
Hancock
Congregational
County
Churches and Young People's Societies:
We do hereby call your attention to the seri
ous deficiency In the finances of our State nils
slonary society, upon whose assistance several
of our churches In this county are dependent for
pastoral support, and would urge you to make
some special effort before the present year
closes to raise money for Its treasury.
We
hereby pledge ourselves to present this matter
to our several churches and young people’s societies upon our return from conference.
were

Nearly

one-half of each
issue of the- Post will be
The
given to fiction.
stories will be selected wholly for their interest,
and
not
because
of
and
literary value,
variety
the name or fame of the author. Every story
will be fully illustrated by the Post s artists.
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AND SKETCHES

home to the meanest

shed,
closed shutters

windows and
lonely and sombre as plaeesof death.
Those who were obliged to be abroad
Hipped by through back streets and narrow lanes.
Tbey wore on their hats the
the open

I

J

were

4

4

The Saturday Evening Post

golden ilima that tells of love of
royalty, or on their breasts Hawaiian
Hags and badges.
twisted

it is

as

To-day

good magazine
good newspaper in a dress suit. It should have all the brightness, interest,
enterprise and variety of the newspaper, with the dignity, refinement and poise of the magazine.
The Saturday Evening Post, the oldest periodical in America, is a high-grade illustrated weekly
magazine, equal in tone and character to the best of the monthlies.
A

So few Hawaiian** were in front of the
executive building that it might have

is

a

been almost any capital except Honolulu.
There were Americans, Portuguese, Japanese, Chinese in numbers, but no Hawaiians.
About the ceremonies there
was

the tension of

all

funeral than

was more
«mn
was

than

ceremony

something fine

execution.

an

fete,

more

gay event.
and strong in

J*

sol-

a

the

re-

about in
of

Only

carriage groaning

a

under

red, white and blue, and he

American,
There

but
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a
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TRIAL, FROM NOW TO JANUARY

straint the annexationists put upon themselves in the hour of their triumph.
There was little of blowing of horns and
tooting of whistles.
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SHORT STORIES

A strong editorial page.
There are not many of them
in the country—clever, vigorous, striking editorials from an individual point
of view. The best writers have been secured
to write regularly for the Post editorial page,
which will be made one of its strongest features.

“SPIRITED
REMARKS

constant presence of Rtv.
1). L. Vale.!
where diplomats and cabinet ladies ami
right to expect who furnished abundant supplies of inis- j ministers’ wives were seated in order of I
soms, seats had been erected on the soft
was opened by Del.
of their pastor?”
sionary material and papers, and by bis
heir husbands’prominence. One of these I
natural sward.
M. M. Moore, Ellsworth Falls, Mr. Buck,
frequent suggestions and advice added j native women is the wife of a
prominent ^
Orland; Den. Brimmer, Ellsworth; Dr. materially to the interest of the confer- i native lawyer and politician. He came I While the morning was yet cool, Chilittle almond-eyed
nese
women
with
Stevens, Bluehill. Their remarks brought ence.
fur business reasons, ami she came tie- !
habits and Portuguese women with chilout
good points as to wha‘,
many
cause he required her to.
OK KOAI)S.
LOCATION
dren in arms, their eyes black as aloes,
a
pastor should be. For instance he
I
In facial characteristics she is not un- !
came and pre-empted these seats, which
should be a leader, moral, holy, an orlike the ex-queen, and many people mis- |
The Hill Th\ Fxiuntf Is n Matter For
w< re
outside the
>pe.
Special guests
ganizer, a gentleman, godly, uud he
Serious Consideration.
took her for Liiiuokalani. She came in *
were admitted through the lower hall of
should aim high. The question was freeThe fax w»* have to pay because the j on her husband's arm, very proud and i the
great stone building. It was a trely taken up t*y the audience in general,
original cattle tracks and paths led ah- J Oigutik d arid stately, iii a floating holokn im minus task to scat these special guests.
and indicated plainly that the pews are
1
of
black
and
her
hills
seems
lint
and
down
over
to
!
with
violet,
plumed
ruptly up
Many seats on both upper and lower balalive as to tin- needs of the ministerial ofbe as immovable as the hills themselves { rt«\ul yeil-'W. She held her head very !
cony were reserved merely for liist comers,
fice and have strong opinions thereon.
would
her
which cause it. Immense sums
high among
lighter neighbors, and but beyond, in tlie stand, representatives
Rev. William Forsyth, of Bucksport,
be eventually saved if many hill roads stie bore up very well until the Hawaiian 1 of I he
foreign office, literally buried bewas simply grand, an he was also on Wedwere relocated. In learning how to imbaud began to play “Hawaii Ponol’’ for
J neath gold braid and brass fringes, had a
nesday morning, liis theme was “Wliat
prove our highways and to construct tfie !rst t ime us t tic national anthem. dreadful time seating dignitaries of the
has the pastor a right to expect of bis
new ones, it is well to learn where lines
Tiit-n she covered her e\es with her fan 1 little
republic whose minutes were numpeople?" In language strong, loving a id should run, in order to insure economy and
wept. She did not raise her eyth
tender, with an energy born of tremen- in grades and reduce the tax on time, again and she did not ‘-tv the Hawaiian bered.
Tl:« y have always been sticklers for predous conviction, he captivated all by his
sank for the
strength, wear and tear and mainte- fiag as it Heated and il
cedence in Hawaii. Per hap- it is a legacy
powerful logic and strong reasoning, nance caused by hills.
Ihst time.
from their recent monarchy, but at any
When he had finished there was lit Lie

Votes

«.<
1

closely
streets,

They

houses and

vice.

“What have the p ople
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there,

crowd and that in-
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iloats from

call

we

not

were
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their part, for the

on

loves

visible fluid that

the gathering was
small degree to the untiring zeal and i
form

The

important department in The Saturday
Evening
Post, a weekly magazine
founded by Benjamin Franklin in 1728.
An

a

except a few dignified words from Minister Sewall; no spread-eagleism, no procession ami no cheering.
due in
j There were six Hawaiian* on the plat-

for

ful considerat ion.

\

may
who

was

closed.
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roll

which the
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spent candle, and an- I
set in its place.
It was but
j

was

dream

like

out

another

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON.
The

OCCURRENCES”

has garnered the first fruits of

America

severe storm the evening
omitted, and the afternoon
meeting closed the conference.

service

“PUBLICK

the

opportunity of
Many things were

church members.
Flowers within ttie church,
cared for.
left to the minister that some church
teams to trains and to distant homes renmember could do much better.
dered the stay of delegates a genuine,
At this point came the reports from
pleasure.
churches. A number were not represented,
Conference was called to order by llev. but those
present seemed to show, on the
I). L. Yale. In the absence of Rev. S. whole, a
steady growth or at least a holdChapin, the moderator for the year, Rev. ing of their own.
E. L. Hunt, of Ellsworth Fails, was
It was expected Secretary I). P. Hatch,
chosen to take his place.
of M. H. M. 9., would he present at this
Rev. E. It an opened the exercises with service. A
postal informed the confer1
prayer.
customary routine business ence of his detention in Portland by illwas traiiM.< ed and the conference was
ness.

fairly

CEREMONIAL OF TRANSFER OF

members

American.I

ti) THE

member.

SllJbcrtiarmrnta.

FLAG OVER HAWAII.

extended

to the

entertaining church and the railroad.
The first topic taken up was “The aim
of the local church”. First, “The Salva-

MANY PEOPLE CANNOT DRINK
coffee at
It
their
night.
spoils
sleep. You can
drink Grain -O when you please amt
sleep like a
top. For Grain o does m»t stimulate; it nourishes, cheers and feeds. Yet It looks and tastes
like the best coffee.
Foi nervous persons,
young people and children Grain-0 is the perfect urtuk. Made from pure grains.
Get a
package from your grocer t >-uay. Try it In
place of coffee. 15 and 23c.

subject

in the Portland Industrial Journal, Mr. S. D. < Iray
tells of roads over hills which “must
not be gone around because our fathers
traveled them and we may as well bo
footsore as they.’’ He cites a case “in

natives who were forced to be
there covered their eyes,anti an old woman

which both town

their

on

this

ana

county commissioners refused to act. This road was
two miles in length, with eight rugged 1
hills, four of them nnsafo to ride up or
down. All those hills could have been
avoided and a level road made fur less
than £1,000 that would pay for itself
in ten years. Tho old hills still remain.
What we need is an understanding not
how to build our roads, but to say where j
our roads can and should bo built.”
!
Good Roads Movement.

The movement for good roads is like
many other things in this world, obstinately opposed by the very ones to
whom its accomplishment us a fact
would do the most good. In a genuine
reform such as this tho crusade is long
and arduous and disheartening to any
but the most determined advocates. The
wheelmen huvo done good missionary
work, hut apparently they have not
convinced tho rural mind that the advantages they are contending for would
bo general and farrcaching.—Baltimore
American.
Road Notes.

It is

suggested that

the government
tho army wagons.
Water should not be allowed to stand
along tho roadside. Ditches should bo
kept clear and open in order to carry it
off quickly, as it is liable otherwise to
find its way under the roadbed.
The sprinkling cart is a daily necessity if macadam roads aro to be maintained at their best.

put wide tires

ou

Other

who stood
from tlie
tears

furnishing

her

on

moved

never

it

dropped,

but

“Singular fellow,
never

noticed it.

In

that

Berkly.”

“I

what way is he dif-

ferent from other folks?”

“I’ve

never

heard him say that he would go to Cuba
or Porto Rico to make his fortune if he

only

a

htr

Honolulu.

a

adhered to

eyes
rain of

Hawaiians in

checks.

dealer offers you
something
good” in place of Hood’s
Sarsaparilla. There can he no substitute for
America’s Grenteft Medicine.
a

as

Hood’s Pills cure nausea, sick headache, biliousness and all liver ills. Price J5cents.—Adi t,

must be up in the peerage in orto seat a dinner party correctly in
one

All these rules
this last

on

but

strictly
public ap-

were
one

the tiny court of the island
republic. The gorgeous officials of the
foreign office acted rb ushers.
pearance of

guard covered
fixed their eyes on the
ground. When “Hawaii Ponol”, which
The platform, decorated with entwined
means “Our verv own Hawaii”, came to
Hawaiian and American tlags without,
be played, it was a weakly strain, for all
was
divided into halves within. The
the natives had thrown away their in- i
front row of seats on one side was left vastruments and had lied round a corner,
cent for President Hole and his cabinet;
faces and

sight. Only ten men, none of
them Hawaiians, were left to play. Men
had begged their leader to be relieved
from playing what was to them a dirge,
out of

that

the
men

pier

place

Beside each

corresnondinp

of honor

on

of

Minister

on

the other side.

one

Sewali

side and

bad

the

the wife

same

place

husbands,

the foreign diplomats and consuls
wives. About the last to come
the platform, which was a kaleidoscope

and their
on

of gay colors, plentifully mixed with the
white of the tropics, were several native

gentlemen
politicians,

military procession
building a crowd
tvas gathering through the “makai” gates,
ppened to receive it. The scene of the
lag raising, christened “iolania palace”,

and ladies.
men

The

were

ail

afford

to

men

who could not

stay away.

reached the executive

Martial

waiian

music.

blue-jackets

avenues,

of

Behind
the

them

were

“Philadelphia”,

the

as

bordered by stems of gray and | American in looks as the guard is foreign.
;reen royal palms and lead up to four | Separated from the “Philadelphia’s” men,
jreat doors. On “Mauka” side, that is j walking apart, were three men from the
oward the mountain, the stand had been | “Philadelphia”, with a great roll in their
milt, upon which one of the most im- arms. This prosaic-looking bundle was
pressive ceremonies of the century was to the American Hag, soon to be raised. The

mr

ways.

The

people
were

who Hooded

of all classes.

in through the
The

moderately

the very wealthy
carriages, with many on foot
n democratic fashion.
On the lawn, in
be shade of the loyal palms, under the
eaves of mango und papaya trees, where
icarlet hibiscus tossed its flaming biosich

n

came

their

in hacks and

own

make the

last

chosen to

man

prayer of the missionary
prayed for Hawaii Nei

He

[government.

for

especially

and

the

was

her

native
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and

j

t

lie

of

palms

was

full of
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of sail-

tl'
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Then the ,veil-beloved strain

Span ^led fanner” came from
delp’iia’s” band and the tia^
It

its ascent

bunting,
lance

as a

wa9

what

is

“number

an

ii!acd

immen

known
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in
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one
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thirty feet long
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I present you a certified
"Mr. President:
copy of a joint resolution of the Congress of tlie
United states approved by President duly 7,
ISOs, entitled ‘.Joint resolution to provide for
annexation of the Hawaiian Islands to the
United states’.
This joint resolution accepts,
rati lies and confirms on the part of the United
states the cession formally consented to and
approved by the republic of Hawaii.”

of alien blood.

Then ct me the reading of the > 'Ciatna*
pretion by Ai inister bewail, lint
viously indicated, the prucian;.;.on provides that the civil, judicial a
ary
powers in Hawaii sliall be exv » i-ed by
i.
-ted
the officers of the republic
vjust previous to the transfer r
..-.

ereignty,

su

>ject

to the gover..

square blue envelope went under! to remove such officials and
President Dole’s arm and that gentleman
cies. All such officers will be
The

replied:
"A
treaty of political union having been
made, and cession formally consented to by the
of Hawaii, having been accepted by
the United States of America, 1 now, in the interest of the Hawaiian body politic, and with
full confidence in the honor, justice and friendship of the American people, yield up to you,

us

represeniaiive m me govcrnmnu <u imUnited States, the sovereignty and public pro
perty of the Hawaiian Islands.”
Mr.

Sewall’s reply

was;

:wcr

t.

..i:

\acanhi at

i:

allegiance to the
United .States, and all military for.es will
be required tc renew their bon !.* 10 the
government o' the United b at.
once

to take the oath of

You can hurry a hoy off on an errand,
but rII the king's horses can’t make him
hurry back.

31:3ai Notices.
OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
nut.
-k,
Ellsworth, in and for said county
1:
Mr of
on the fourth day of October, in
our Lord one thousand eight ha dvtb and
STATE

"Mr. President; In the name of the United
States I accept the transfer of the sovereignty
and property of the Hawaiian government.
The admiral commanding the United States
naval forces in these waters will proceed to
perform the duty entrusted to him.”

»

ninety-eight.

A
CERTAIN instrument purporting to bt
let.am* til of
a copy of the last will and
Rebeccas. Breed, late of the city
Munty
••
of Philadelphia, and Commonu'
sylvania, deceased, and of the probate thereof
in said Commonwealth »>f Penny, mi h».
tN
authenticated, having been pro-<*• liar
judge of probatt for our said com
0.
cock, for the pu pose of being a Med,
and recorded in the probate court of our said
county of Hancock.
Also a certain instrument purp
ting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of Rufus
•• of
R. Thomas, late of the city an 1 cc
Philadelphia, and Commonwealth of Pennand of tit
prolate
sylvania. deceased,
rJ'"
thereof in said Commonwealth e
-in
sylvania, duly authenticated, 1.
,m ?
aid
presented to tne judge of probate
the
of
for
of
Hancock,
tving
purpose
county
allowed tiled and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Han.
Also a certain instrument purporting :o b*‘
a copy of the last will and testam. m aim eociicil thereto of Calvin Frost, late of I .,.•*■
nf
in the co inty of Westchester him! «■
New York, deceased, and of the pr« bate
thereof ir -aid state of New Y. I, ..n:v au’he
thenticated. having been preset.' 1
< t Hanjudge of probate for our said com
<
!.
cock, for the purpose of being ol
and recorded in the probate court of .mr said
county of Hancock.
i*
to
Ordered: That notice thereof
all persons interested therein, b.>
Ming
s
i'. 1
a copy of this order three week
in the Ellsworth American, a
eaper
painted at Ellsworth, in said coun;v «,{ >1 na,.
eock, the first publication tobet.i.
at least, before the first day of
am
a
that they
a.
d.
1S9S,
may
a probate court then to be held a.
...-.worth,
m
in and for said county of Ha;.
if
o’clock in the forenoon, and sh»*
any they have, against the same.
Pr ’bat.
(). P. Cl’NNINOHAM. Judr:
A true copy of original order of eo.. 1
r,
Attest: —L HAS. I* L)oi»it, lu,

xV.
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six minutes of 12, and
“Hawaii
faint, quavering strains of
Ponol” were heard coming up with hut
haU their usual volume.
It

lacked

but

and the

battery.

nearer

tremble

There

were

of the

Hawaiian

twenty-one guns,
Hawaiian

the last national salute to the

liag. Before the salute there was vigorwig-wagging of signal flags from the

ous

central

tower, upon which,

upon side towers,
all the morning.

men

had

as

been

well

as

posted

Bugles rose and fell at
melancholy “taps”, and while
The spaces to the
ors in blue and white.
every one held his breath, the beautiful
side were crowded with soldiers with
Hag of Haw’aii shuddered for an instant,
browu faces.
then started and
slowly sank to the
At 11.45 President Dole and his cabinet ground, where it was caught and folded.
Just as it started in its descent, the
entered, everybody standing as they came
on the platform.
The president was well clouds broke and a square of blue sky
dressed and his face was grave. The men showed itself. Every man within sound
of his cabinet were not all so correctly of the saluting guns uncovered, and fr.r
The president and his best men away at the water front Kanaka boatmen
garbed.
were followed immediately by Minister
plying their trade, bared and bowed their
Sewali, Admiral Miller and his staff. Just heads. The admiral nodded to L'eut.Win«
gentle rain was falling— terhalter, who gave the order ‘Colors roil
j ai ibis time
avenue

off”, and cheery American buifair.

ittti.V
During the prayer every one
platform stood, Minister Sewall
|uii
buiIdir g.
Almost simulta<
lingering restlessly and unconsciously a
er flag‘ were run to their
large blue envelope of official appearance
side towers, and again \\u:.
winch he held under his arm.
salute of guns to the new
Mr. Sew all is a little man with beetling
*c
it
The central flag was so iimneii>brow, but he stood very straight for the
tit
and iifeie»s lo.
occasion, and his voice was the only one hung limp
Then it caught the breath ui
.>us.-.;jg
that carried. Facing the president, who
>
Cor
breeze and tiung itself win*.
had risen, Mr. Sewall said in a voice that
lie
the first time there was a c iv
dickered fora moment and then blRzed j
places where sat America’s n
out with renewed strength:

| daughters.

music announced the coming of
guard of Hawaii. Preceded

are

place, the ceremony of making a
oreign territory American soil, and of
adopting thousands of people whose language is not our language, nor their ways

Methodist eburcl

President Dole made a signal to Col.
Soper, who waved a white handkerchief
by the government band, they came to some one in the crowd. The troops
through “Mauka” gate with the Hawaiian presented arms, and far away was heard
Hag floating and the band playing Ha- the boom of the “Philadelphia’s” salute

time of Kalakaua, and is a
peautiful building planned on noble and
itately lines and set in a square of dense
.vhich

Iiev. G. L. Pearson, of the First

The

the national

lates from the

iropical shade,

ladv of

a

breathe.

easy to

Sewall, republic

and

»

cut out in four

sat

ex-ministers seated next their

in

white

golden lei.
Long before the

Minister

Next to Mrs. Dole came cabinet ladies,
and behind them wives of ministers and

duck with brown leggings
and as Col. Fisher reviewed them for the
last time as an organization they prejented a tine appearance. The Hawaiian
iolor sergeant, carried a flag bound with
fresh

for

The wife of the president had the

rank.

to the

were

other

Admiral Miller and his staff.

he had consented.
The day began with heavy showers and
threatening clouds. At 10 o’clock the
Hawaiian national guard formed at the
barracks preparatory to escorting the

‘Philadelphia’s” men from
gxecutive building. The

the

on

frentleman

and

single man.”

l»*arn to say “No” when

der

the ranks of the national

fates

rTMIE undersigned hereby gives notice mat he
JL has contracted with the City of Ellsworth,for
the support of the poor, during the ensuing year,
and has made ample provision for their support.
He therefore forbids all i>ersons from
supplies to any pauper on his account, as without
his written order, n will pay for no goou* at
furnished.
Harry b. Jones.

fell

as

ake

were

Pauper Notice.

near

fiag

rate

j “liquid shine-’ they call it in Hawaii—
and the sense of oppression was great as
the atmosphere became heavier and less

last
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Jordan and wife, of Ellsworth,
visited friends in town recently.

vacation.

on a

Charles Gordon is in

keeping

Grace Bunker is

Moore and sister Belle were
the guests of M. K. Haslem and wife Saturday and Sunday.
A strange animal resembling the CaliWinslow

poor health.
house for Mrs.

V. B. Gordon.
Blake and

Mrs. Dora A.

little charge.

fornia lynx (or what is more commonly
known as the “Indian devil”) was seen
in the woods near Increase Jordan's re-

Butler, have been ill.

Arthur Bunker has added a horse-power
machine to his sausage factory.

cently.

Christian Endeavor society had a
pleasRnt entertainment Saturday evening.
He exG. D. Blake was home Sunday.
pects to finish his season’s work at Sor-

The sewing circle met with Mrs. Charles
Martin Thursday. The following officers
were chosen:
President, Mrs. Philip
Giles; vice-president, Mrs. Charles Mar-

rento this week.

tin; secretary

Harold F. Gordon carries the mail from
West to North Sullivan, and clerks for
Haskell & Hevey.

Haslem.

The

up and

picking

Stone business is

ves-

are

a new

KllO

horse,

j

Mrs. Adelbert Wood is in town visiting
relatives and friends.

Harbor,

Corvdon
will

have

Mr.

Richardson

there

duriue the

Harbor.

Walt lion,

Kail

Oct. 10.

H.

Crapo

is

in town

He has dosed his

for the winter.

emnlovment

(men

J. M.

summer

Harbor, and will

Richardson and wife have gone

to Southeast

at

Sullivan.

George Kodick and family have returned
from Bar

8. S.

R. Butler and Emery DeBeck; secretary. E. W. DeBeck; treasurer, Mrs. E. W.
on
committee
arrangement,
DeBeck;
F. I. Gasper, E. W. DeBeck, Emery DeBeck, S. 8. DeBeck; committee on entertainment, Mrs. E. W. DeBeck, Mrs. 8. 8.
DeBeck, Mrs. Eliza Butler, Mrs. F. I. Gasper, Mrs. Eliza Stackpole, Emery DeBeck;
investigat ion committee, Drs. H. H. and 8.
8. DeBeck, J. R. Butler and wife, Mrs.William Welch. It was voted to hold a reunion the first Thursday in September,

Ainhem.

manent

soon

for

few days.

a

business at Bar

leave for his

perHe re-

Albany, N. Y.
at Bar Harbor not quite

home in

ports his season
good as usual.

as

month.

,

Phillips Eaton, of First Massachusetts
regiment, is in town, stopping with his
wife
and
little
bis
daughter
panied by
aunt, Mrs. C. A. Stimson, for a furlough of
Haze!, was iu town last week visiting his
thirty days.
John E.

Patten, of Newport,

accom-

brother, Dr. J. H. Patten.

The Sorosis resumed its season’s work

The South Beddington dramatic company gave a very pleasing entertainment
Miss
in the hall Saturday evening.
Hattie Stisby, formerly a resident here,
was one of the troupe.
Belle.
Oct. 10.

last

week.

the church is hereafter to be

desig-

nated.

Katie Johnson is quite ill.

Frank

gone to Boston to work.
Henry Hendrickson has moved to East
Blucbill.
returned

Clark

family

and

Dunbar cottage

into the

moved
Franklin

have
the

on

road.

Late advices from Mrs. M. A. Franklin

borne

was an

honest, upright

Robert Cochran, of Northeast Harbor,
in town last week, the guest of Frank

was

E. Rlaisdell and wife.

first passenger coach on the W. C.
came to
town Oct. 6, attracting

The

R.

R.

citizens to the station.

audible at the

were

telephone

here Thurs-

day and Saturday evenings.
Miss Mabel Donnell is up from Northeast Harbor, spending a short time at
home before leaving for Massachusetts
for the winter.
Will

Oerrish is

B.

Foresters’ band.

instructor

Mr. Oerrish

of

the

pleased

the

hall, w here an oyster
coffee were served after a

in evidence at the
stew, cake and
musical and

literary

musicale

The

treat.

at

the

Baptist

church

Monday evening well repaid those who
attended. The various vocal and instrumental numbers

ing

rendered in

were

pleas-

a

manner.

The harvest concert by the Methodist
Sunday school Sunday evening reflected
most creditably the efforts of Miss Maida

Oerrish and her assistants, considering
the brief time for preparation. Among
the recitals Lewis Springer’s, Millie Perkins’, Lena Joy’s and Charlotte Macomwere
Little
ber’s
particularly good.
Doris and Theresa Hartwell, too, did
finely. Wee Evelyn Dwelley’s singing
with her sister Esther and Julia Macorober, was a charming success. The reading by Mrs. J. H. West was warmly received.

Oct. 10.

B.

Prospect Harbor.
Mrs. J. B. Cole is visiting in Bar Harbor.

A

names, the result was
Our Fether’’, by which

The Church of

Will Eaton has

has

proposed

several

name

Rose Henderson
from Brooklin.

of

goodly number was present. The chief
object of its first meeting was the christening of the church. After voting on

South ttluehili.
Mrs.

Thursday evening

on

He

re-

Sunday evening concert audience by
playing a trombone solo.
DeBeck; vice-presidents,
Thursday night the Foresters were much

J.

John Jordan and wife, of Bar Harbor,
arrived Saturday with the remains of
their twin babies, about fourteen months
old. The children died on the same day.
The bereaved parents have the sympathy
of all friends.
G.
Oct. 10.

J. 11. Patten has bought

treasurer, Mrs. Alden

and

Oct.

dent, Dr.

ment here.

Dr.

ported to-day.

Miss Lois Cole
last

home from

came

Kineo

Thursday.

Miss Persia Yose has returned to Sullivan, after a brief visit.

Kay

Leonard

has returned to

Melrose,

Mass., where he is employed.
Mrs. John Foss, of Winter Harbor, is
staying with relatives for a few days.
E.

G. Abbott, of West Sullivan,
and Miss Carrie Yose, spent Saturday in
Mrs.

town.

Florida, the
Mrs. John Williams has been visiting
guest of Mr. and Mrs. James Flye. She her daughter, Mrs. Ira Workman, in
Celia Henderson has returned to her will be accompanied by her
grand-niece, Gouldsboro.
home in Granite.
Miss Nettie Simpson.
Mrs. A. R. Joy, who has been on an exMrs. M. A. Ferrin has closed her cottage
Little Ruth Allen, who has been so tended visit in West
Sullivan, returned
and returned to Somerville, Mass.
seriously ill, is recovering, and was able home Sunday.
Angus Henderson and wife have re- to be out for a little drive a few days ago.
Thomas Bendix and wife met with a
turned from
Oct. 3.

a

visit to friends

tell of her

proposed

winter in

Oct. 10.

in Sullivan.
D.

R.

sad loss

Hrookllu.

on

the traverse

jury.

IVIuch in Little

cused for the term.

Is csp- Milv true of Hood's Pills, for no medicine ev«-r contained so great curative i>ower in
so small space.
They arc a whole medicine

Eastport.
i-'-n

Maas.,

;
;
;
►
*

Death
The

and

0F

G. B. A.

was

by cholera infantum.
the yacht “Monrove”,

caused

crew

of

came

home last

of

week.

Eugene Gasper Saturday.

TAR
J

business.

s
S

Joseph Mank,

expression where health
is concerned.
Good Blood means good health.
Poor Blood means disease.
Purify your Blood and keep welt.
"L.FAtwood's ‘Bitters make
good blood.
true

--

4% ■

of

Orland,

was

arraigned

before Recorder Remick Monday, charged
with criminal assault on his cousin, Miss
Rosa Heysler, of Orland.
The court
found probable cause, and Mank was
committed to the county jail in default^
of f200 bonds for appearance at the October term.
Otis.

George Jordan, sr., was driving down
hill Monday when his horse

Jordan’s

I

cents.

|

j

...

--

m

has returned

to

Lowell, Mass.
C.

B.

Frank

Ellsworth,
Cunningham, of Bar Harbor,

in town

Partridge,

of

and
were

to-day.

Mi. Slater, of Washington, and Dr.
L, Mason, ot Bar Harbor, were at F. A.

E.

Avery’s camp
p»md
from Wednesday until Friday. They were
for
one
joined
night by a party of young
on

the shore of Great

ladies, among whom

Langley,

were

Miss

Della

of

feature of the trip was the sight of a large
cow moose.
On Tuesday evening Mr.
Slater gave the people here an oppor-

tunity

of

listening

cert which

to

much

was

gramophone
appreciated.

a

con-

Flossie.

Mrs. Uriah J. Morey is visiting in Islesboro.
Fred M. Greene has returned home for
winter.

the

George L. Conant returned from yachting this week.

John Colson, having disposed of his
place, has moved his family and house- j Frank N. Greenlaw has moved his
hold goods to Trenton.
family into the house of B. S. Hatch.
Henry Thurston, of Gloucester, Mass.,
Mrs. S. W. Chapin went to Bangor this
who with his wife has been visiting Mrs. week. She will remain about six weeks.
R. A. Coggins, has returned to MassachuMrs. James Staples returned from Bossetts. Mrs. Thurston remains, but will
ton this week, where she has been visitleave in a few days.
ing.

%

Hucksporr.

is wrapped up. 35
Avoid imitations.

Laughlin

Mrs. George Haskell and three children
Boston last week.

Oct. 10.

the

Alta

went to

3

for "L. f„" and see
Red Letters before it

Miss

Oct. 9.

cranberry crop here is a failure.
Mrs. L. A. Clark, of Ellsworth, recently
visited her sister, Mrs. John Bonsey.
The schooner “Revenue”, which has
been undergoing repairs, is now ready for

*

ir~ Ai/r

come

R.

G.

The

[
pi!-

m

vacation.

on r

South Surry.

*nd

;

good success, and have promised to
again at some future date.

Lit-.

Blood

a

Wells is home from Melrose,

Oct. 10.

HOREHOUND

Will
§ Te
ll
Is

collector of customs, and

duties of his otlice.

Winnie
Treworgy arrived Tuesday, Bloomfield
Moon Friday, and Capt. W. S. Treworgy

Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar
isn’t claimed to cure consumption, but it
Will often prevent it. A positive cure for
m cough.
Sold by druggists.
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure m one minute,

■

the

1..

Boston,

3

does
that mean?

Jessie Harcourt company met with

The

Boston, and Miss MillieClarfe,
of Bar
Harbor, chaperoned by Mrs.
of Ellsworth.
Although
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Haskell, of North- Chas.W.Mason,
the trip to cainp across the pond in the
east Harbor, formerly of Surry, arrived
rain and wind was a little uncomfortable
Tuesday, with the remains of their infant
for the ladies, they had a delightful time,
daughter, aged five months. The remains
and the party pronounced Mr. Avery a
were buried Wednesday at Morgan’s Bay.

HALE’S

*

I What
i

]

your

lungs.

on

Rev. A. H. Macdougal, of Washburn,
at the Baptist church Sunday
afternoon and evening.

».;

may go

their

from

preached

cough

throat
trouble

!

home

Surrv.

; or

of

Oct. 10.

Oct. 10.

sick headache, jaundice, constipation, etc. 2V.
The only Pills to take with Hood's Sarsaparilla.

to

was ex-

Capt. Albert G. Eaton and family will
spend the winter in Boston.

chest, always ready, always efficient, always satisfactory; prevent a cold
or fever, cure all liver ills,

last week

Pond.

deputy

as

John

Hood’s

:

Bridges

B. Stevens has received his commis-

entered

that

Mr.

Bert Marks lias returned
K.

death

infant daughter Kathie.

W. Bridges was drawn to serve on
the grand jury ami Henry Flye to serve
A.

ettijcrtiscmcnts.

in the

Jordan

thrown

started to

run.

from

wagon and one wheel passed
Internal injuries were
groin.

over

his
h

Mr.

feared, but this morning he
as

i

was

was

reported

Edward

spending the

Eaton, who

has

been

with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Eaton, returned to
her home in East Boston last week,
Oct. 10.
R.
summer

Goul<lgl>oro.

R. G. Young and son Willard left for
Chicago this morning.
Mrs.

Mass.,

I. McCollum has gone to Monson,
visit her daughter.

to

Miss Helen Hovey leaves Monday for
Boston, where she will be employed.
Andrew Spurling and Allen Spurling
having new houses built on the Prospect Harbor road.
are

improved.
Oct. 12.

John J. Spofford and wife will spend a
few days in Bangor and Bucksport this
week.
Mrs.

Spec.

» m ■*

George W. Tracy, w ho has been ill since
early in the summer, died Thursday. He
left

a

wife and two

sons.

Mrs. Ellen Guptill, with her two sons,
and Byron, and her nephew, J. A.
Stevens, of Bar Harbor, was in town Saturday to attend the funeral of her
brother, George W. Tracy.
Oct. 10.
Jfn.

George

like learning to swim.
Advertising
Jlave confidence, strike out and you will
surely win.
is

M

l>B. J. F. TUCK A-

CO., At BCttX,

MAINE._

3l)t>rrti8riiKnt0.

A WRONG RIGHTED.

other page*.

Echoes of the musical festival in Bangor

DeBeck reuuion was held at the
The attendance was not
5.
large, owing to the death of a relative.
Officers were chosen as follows: Presi-

being chartered for both paving
marine list will
and cut stone, as the
show this good news.
During the past
week over thirty men have found employsels

aee

citizen.

The

hall

County Xew*

The death of Ransom R. Orcutt is

Samuel

Ernest Hodgkins is in town.
Elsie Scott is home
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Franklin.

\\ Hllliam.

West Sullivan.
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TAKING
CHANCES

“Last act!'’ the call boy shouts as he
Intundlng up the stairs three steps
“Jjast act!" ho yells on every
a time.
landing until at last he hoots at the chorus
girls, who, huddled together in a 10 foot
room, come out of their ]vn and follow
him, as though he were a bell sheep, down
the winding stairs.
The prin.a donna gives a daub of paint
to her cheek and a brush of the hare’s foot
before throwing herself on the couch.
Then' is no need for her to hurry—who
ever heanl of a prima donna being disoovered when the curtain got* up?
Then the comedian with wig and painted face passes slowly along the landing
and with eyes riveted on the stone stops
As he
goes down the winding stairs.
turns the last corner a hand Is laid on his
and
he
looks
into
the
shoulder,
up
pretty
face of a girl in gauze.
“Is your child better tonight?" she asks
as she draws a pink wrapper more closely
“Is there anyabout her shapely form.
thing I can do?”
“I am afraid there Is nothing." the
comedian answers, his voice low and sari.
“My little girl has sUxxl the fatigue of
travel bravely, but now she is very, very
sick, and I &in afraid 1 shall have to leave
her here. ’'
“Surely not alone?” the dancer asks,
putting out her hand, which he unconsciously takes in his. “Surely you will
not leave her alone?”
"If I remain," he answers, and his voice
trembles ns he speaks. "I can only comfort
I cannot pay for a
her by my presence.
doctor then, nor can she have the little
luxuries she craves.”
The dancer draws her hand from his
and draws from the bodice of her dress a
silken purse.
"Take this,” she says as she holds It
out to him.
“It is not much, but it will
comes

at

Is all very well in some
but not in buying Furnaces, Ranges or Stoves.
If

cases

there

additional

('ountj/ Xrtrn

Lizzie Jordan
ivork.

pages. I

othrr

has

Brewer to ;

gone to

Mrs. Loisa Frost is still confined to her
by illness.

:>ed

Martin

Moore had

an

apple-paring

bee

FOR THIS MONTH.

Friday night.
I)r. Morrison and family, of liar Harbor,

(pent

days

few

a

recently.

in town

Mrs. Alexander

Moore, who has been

risking Mrs. John Jordan, has

returned

Ellsworth.

o

of illness Thk American

Our store fs only r few steps from Main
street, and it will pay you to call and look
at our goods and prices whether you want
to

buy

or

not.

Tumblers worth 4oe.

do*.,

our price
our price
our price
our price
Fruit .Jar*, worth 8c. each,
our price
Glass Pitchers, worth 25c. each, our price
flqt. Milk Pans, worth 10c. each, our price
tGjt. Ml'k Pans, worth 12c. each, our price
10 qt. Milk Pans, worth 15c. each, our price

■orrespondent failed to write about the Herry Dishes, worth 50r. do*.,
riend and neighbor, Mrs. J. H. Jordan, .Idly Tumblers, worth Roc. do*
Water Dottles, worth 25c. each,
vho died

recently.

or

years, but
duties with

many

inusehold

She

sufferer

a

was

attended

her

to

the assistance of

daughter until within two
veeks of her death. She was a kind wife,
t loving mother and
a good
neighbor.
I'o her husband and only daughter her
1 leatb is a
great blow, that came with unixpected suddenness, as none thought
faithful

ter

lie

turns anil takes her hands in his.
You most
“You must not, Blanche.
Think what the others would
not ask it.

say.”

“I care not what they say!” she cries,
throwing her arms around his neck. “I
I had
once had the right to go with you.
the right until another took my place.”
Then the callboy comes running up the
steps, shouting, ‘‘Your cue!” So they
hurry to the stage below, he in time to
enter with a ringing laugh, which is taken up by the audience when ho tumbles
down the palace steps, only to bound like
a ball to the footlights, wherewith a mock
bow to the duke he sings:

ler

end

so

They

near.

have

the sympa-

hy of the entire community in this their
bereavement.
Funeral
services
, treat
vere held at the church, Rev. E. L. Hunt,
>f Ellsworth Falls, officiating.
Oct. 10.
S.
•Vent Itrooksvllle.

Thomas Tapley, jr., is teaching in Whitng.
Miss Lucy Hale Tapley
Vtlanta, Oa.

Woman is faithless, and man is true.
How do 1 know ? Oh, I’ve proved it so.

has returned to

Omar W. Tapley, of Ellsworth,

And the chorus shouts bark:

own

How does he know’ Why. he's proved it so!
Yes, he’s proved—he’s proved—he's proved it
so!

was

in

last week.

Eugene
stand

Tapley has
college hospital.
D.

entered the

Long

family, of Penob“The Brookside’' last Sun-

Charles Grindle and

scot,

were

at

lay.
Mrs. Jere
Aura,

is

Jones,

in

with

daughter

her

Bangor visiting

her son,

lames H. Jones.

! •Valter for

\

few

a

days.

our

cot-o

:

....

K.iat

('apt.
Tapley,
steamship
! ‘Old Dominion' was in town last week
his
and
Mrs.
•isiting
parents, Capt.
L'homas Tapley.
<*f

the

■

Mrs.

\V.

A.

(kindle

7 1-2

price

k

lo

Tea .Strainers,
Pint Tin Dippers,
Clothes Pins, per do*.,
Plus, per paper,
All

our

COO rugs,

3
3
1
1

rugs at reduced prices to close.
fl.75; 175 ruga, *1.50; 150 rugs,

fl.25.
Also

small

«

line of

SHOES which we
to wind them up.

arc

CUSTOM-MADE
selling at 1-1 price

F. TKIBOU,

I>.

No. £ Franklin St..

tl...

Ira \V.

23
25
:m
15
5
15
7

Cups ami Saucers, worth 95c. per set,
our price
33
Cups and Saucers, plalu white, worth
05c. per set,
our price
43
4 qt. Decorative Pitchers, worth 75c. each,
our price
40
1 qt. Decorative Pitchers, worth 42c. each,
20
our price
3, 4. 5, ami f. In. Decorated Nappies,
worth 10 to 2<*c.,
our price 5 to 8
3, 4, 5 and 6 in. Decorative Plates,
worth 12 to 25c
our price 6 to 12
Good Plated Teaspoons, worth 25c. j>er
our price
10
set,
Good Silver Plated Teaspoons, worth
75c. t»er set,
our price
23
Good Silver Plated Knives and Forks,
worth #3 50 per set,
1 73
our price
10 piece Toilet Set, worth $3 50 per set,
our price
2 43
8 piece Toilet Set, worth $2 50 per set,
our price
1 50
Copper Holtoin Wash Hollers, worth
our price
1 10
$175
Copper Hottoin Wash Hollers with Copour price
1 25
per Klin,

Ellsworth.
»3 doors from Main street.'

“Grassmere Lodge” was closed this
norning. Dr. F. J. Smith and family

1

fto

F.gg Heaters, worth 25c. each,

Dover

Capt. and Mrs. George H. Tapley no to
! took land this morning to visit their son

and

-Mrs.

BUSINESS^*7
DULL...

S*ID TO BE

C. C

who have been visiting their
ister, Mrs. George H. Tapley, returned to
, heir
home in
Haverhill, Mass., this
norning.
Oct. 10.
Tomson.

vempton,

beseechingly.

1 would rather, for your sake, you
would not,” he answers.
But his voice belies his words, so she
puts her urm in his, and together they
pass down the street, only pausing for a
moment beneath a dim lamp that he may
wrap his muffler around her neck.
You know what this means, Blanche?"

ilotint

Desert

ew

business is

If

dealers

Ferry.

as

dell

of

merchandise affirm it

to

a

days.

as

classes

in

all

be, it must be pretty

Joseph Jellison. assistant keeper of
Vhite Head light, has been in town for a

near

fact.

Such being the case, and I

Mrs. Jennie Summerfleld has bought
Fred Cummings house, and is rank*

having

stock of

a

...

he

ng extensive alterations and
son are doing the

)

again.
They reach the cheap hotel

to

Hnrinville.

»•

pass

by coming

COUNTY NEWS.

which shall always burn!”
The dancer comes down a few steps to
where he stands.
“I want to go home with you tonight.,"
she whispers.
"I want to nurse your lit

they

Save time

_

F. II. AIKF\’S, Ellsworth, and purchasingKineo
Furnaees, Rouges and Stoves manufactured by
XOYES & XI TTEK MT’G CO., I to rigor. Me.

On account

its,

where you

Risk is too great to
chance going to another place.

turns away and leans his head
against the iron railing.
“Coals of lire!” he mutters.
“Coals

Then

place

a

to go.

He

And with a whirl and dance he goes
round and round, singing, ‘Woman is
faithless,” while he knows that he has not
proved her so.
Then, heralded by cymbals and l>cat of
drum, the little dancer comes tripping on
and by her winning ways anil pretty face
soon wins the applause of the audience,
and she smiles back at them until they
think that life to her must U* a happy
dream. Whilo the comedian, who stand*
pnis'ii mi a table, forgets to grimace at the
people as he watches her until she makes
her exit.
Then ho turns with a leap and is tfce
fool once more.
Whi n at la»t the curtain is rung down,
he hurries to his dressing room.and, discarding tin* ugly wig. washes the grease
paint from his fuce and stands, no longer
a fmd, but a father whose only thought is
for ins child
As soon as his trunk is packtsi ho goes
down stairs to lind the dancer waiting at
the stage door.
‘May I go homo with you?” she asks

is

know you can obtain a reliable article, that is the place

help.

tin trJrl

;

•2d. Kief and

on

finishing, j
job.

tho railHoward Bennett, of Boston, made his
road station, ascend the narrow stairs and
riends here a flying visit a short time
pass along a gloomy hall until they reach 1
go.
The comedian
a door at the farther end.
turns the knob and enters, leaving the
Itodolphus Ladd, who has had typhoid
dancer standing in the doorway while he
This is the
ever, is gaining rapidly.
lights a lamp. When the flickering flame ourth case which the family has had, the
throws its feeble light around the dreary
ldest son, Joseph, dying six years ago
;
room, he hurries to the bed, where a child
vith the fever.
lies sleeping.
Schooner “May Queen”, Capt. Grant,
As ho stoops to kiss the burning temples the child opens her eyes, and, putting irrived from Boston Friday.
her arms about his neck, whispers:
Ivory Crabtree, wife and child came
“I was dreaming of mamma, dad."
1 rom Boston last week, where he has been
Then as her eyes rest on the figure in the
doorway a smile of happiness steals across * mployed on the electric cars.
Oct. 10.
Yankapoo.
the wan face.
"Is it mamma!'” she asks.
“Is It mamma who has come back to me*”
“No, my dear. She is some one who , 'a*tln«.
loved dad when ho was a better man, and
J. M. Vogel has broken ground for his
she has come to nurse you and help make
lew hotel on Main street.
The building
you well again.”
vill be 40x80 feet, three stories with baseHo turns away as the dancer stoops to
nent. After the house is flniohed the old
kiss the child’s feverish cheek and brush
:sstiue House will be taken down leaving
the golden hair from the burning forehead.
But he cannot help perceive the start she
tine view.
gives at seeing the child’s resemblance to
The Unitarian church will celebrate the
its dead mother.
00th anniversary of the settlement of
As the dancer takes off her heavy cloak
lev. William Masou, (the first minister
tho comedian goes to the bod. and, wrapping the child in a blanket, seats himself »f the church) on Oct. 26. Gov. Powers,
in a rocking chair and tries to lull the litlev. Samudl Elliott, of Boston, Rev. C.
tle one to sleep by singing a lullaby.
{ ». Beach, of Bangor, Rev. W. R. Hunt, of
The dancer busies herself about tho j Ellsworth, and other prominent men of
room, smoothing the pillow’s and hanging
he denomination will be present.
up the child's clothing, stopping now and
Spec.
Oct. 8.
then to smile on him. And when everything is put away she pushes a stool to his * >nk Point.
feet and seats herself by his side, prepared
Ed. Condon and family have gone to
to share his vigil.
kicklend for a short visit.
Hour after hour they sit there, not a
sound breaking tho stillness of night but
Hillard Walls has returned home.
the low lullaby. Then the song dies away.
Palmer H. Seavey is at home for a few
as
the
A cry rings through tho room
comeI* ye.
dian springs to his feet and with trembllng hand tears tho blanket from the face
Vena Mabel, only daughter of Mr. and
of the child. But tho eyes are closed—the
iDs.Palmer H.Seavey, died Monday,aged
hands are cold—the child is dead.
i.
year.
Next morning in the churchyard they
1» >y M. Haynes has gone to Boston.
bury her. When the dull thud from the
Oct. 12.
Plutarch.
sod Is echoed back as it strikes the coffin
lid, the father turns away and hurries to
the station to catch the western train. He
Ti e Visitor -I suppose you play with
must laugh tonight and make others
be other little girls around here? Grade
laugh, for he is an actor playing one night
The
stands.
But he is no longer alone.
-No, sir. Some is too naughty, and some
j las the whooping cough!
wrong he has done the woman beside him
is forgiven, and she lias promised to be
what she would have been years before
Hood's Pills cure liver Ills, Ldii#usneee, lndl
but for the treachery of another—his W’iXe.
;estion, headache. Faey to take, easy tooper—Exchan go.
te. 2jc.—Advt.
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COULD,
wbo now keeps the store so long occupied by the late J. W. Coombs, is
prepared to till every want that can
be supplied by.
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